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In order to prepare the reader to appreciate our estimate of

the Modern English Pulpit, we shall first give some illustrations

of the natural correspondence between the physical and intel-

lectual character of a people and their religious faith and teach-

ing. Each national mood of mind or tribal idiosyncrasy brings

its own special mode of want and supply. John Knox would

have been impossible in Athens, and Jeremy Taylor could not

have lived in Paris. The ultimate seat of human faith lies deep

below all national or tribal propensities, but the modes in which

religious faith manifests and interprets itself are widely various.

Ere faith comes to the surface and crystallizes itself in concrete

shape, its type and color will be affected by the strata of thought

and feeling through which it emerges into light. The ideas and

forms of national life will therefore more or less affect the in-

terpretation and disclosure of the same faith. The national

character determines the character of its preachers. It is very

rare, and then only in some grand exceptions, like Paul the

Apostle to the Gentiles, that a preacher, celebrated in one na-

tion, is equally celebrated in another. An exotic preacher, un-

less he is very tough and hardy, rarely flourishes out of his na-

tive soil. Lebanon is the place for cedars and Elim for palm
trees, while the sombre olive thrives best along the slopes of

the Mediterranean hills.

And to a great extent the order and constitution of churches

are determined by the traditions and peculiarities of national

life. The Eomish Church, inheriting the apparel and household
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furniture of the old pagan religion of the imperial age, is congenial

with the ancient seat and home of classic mythology. Greece, with

its love of art and beauty, contributed but little to the Chris-

tianized paganism of the Roman hierarchy. The elements of

Greek culture were too ethereal and sublimated to be incorpo-

rated into the massive materialism and sensualism of the Church
of the Latin races. Greece never had a sacerdotal caste and a

hereditary corporation of priests. It had a priestly order but

not a priestly caste. Among the Greeks many of the functions

of the priesthood were discharged by the heads of families, and
though the priest was regarded with a respect amounting to rev-

erence, there are few instances of even an attempt at spiritual

tyranny. The priest was venerated on account of the religion,

and not the religion on account of the priest. Greece was a

free country, a land of boundless publicity in all civil and re-

ligious procedures. The Grecian love of glory in all its forms

was so impassioned, and its sympathy with mental activity in

all its methods -was so cordial, that its religion was but little dif-

ferent from philosophy. The Greeks sought after wisdom.

Hence Christianity in Greece wras simply Neo-Platonism. The
Alexandrian religion was Christianity run into the moulds of

Platonism. The Greek Church was an Academy. The Uni-

tarian Church of the modern day unites the Greek culture with

the Greek philosophy and makes religion a coitus and the Church

a school. In its estimation a supernatural religion is super-

stition, and Christianity is a partial emanation of human wis-

dom. This is the reason why the Gospel never had any solid

and permanent hold of the Greek mind, and why, also, the

churches founded by the Apostles in Greece had so little vital-

ity and efficiency in the work of Christian propagandism. The

soil was too thin for any great race of Christian preachers. One

only occupies a preeminent position in the annals of the early

Church, and he, uot by his constructive and organizing genius,

not by his theological ability or the permanent influence of his

discourse, but by the arts of oratory, the splendor of his culture,

and his skill to arouse the passions of his auditors,—things all

peculiarly Grecian. Chrysostom stands without a peer among

the preachers of the Christian Church in Greece, but he has

never exerted half as much influence upon the history of the

Church as the Bishop of Hippo, with whom Christianity was uot
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an art but an intense and living conviction. The Sadducean

and rationalistic temper of the Greeks rendered impossible

among them any large body of preachers of a supernatural

Church and a supernatural Revelation.

But with the Latin race, when it once received the Gospel,

there was no question of its supernaturalism. It was always in-

clined to recognize authority in religion. The two dominant

laws of the Latin mind are sensualism and reverence. And
when it deserted the gods, and rejected the fables of mythology,

and accepted Christianity in place of paganism, it lost neither

of its distinctive peculiarities. It submitted to the new religion

at the time of the conversion of the Roman Empire, but it at

once began to sensualize Christianity, to translate its invisible

and spiritual mysteries into visible and sense-addressing forms

and images. The Greek accepted and sublimed the lofty dog-

mas of- Christianity. The Latins accepted and paganized them.

The Greek went to pantheism and the Roman to the most showy
ritualism. The one made the Church a school of philosophy,

and the priest an orator and artist
;
the other made the Church

an empire, and the ministry a sacerdotal and ruling caste. The
distinguishing peculiarity of the Latin ministers has been an

authoritative, ex cathedra enunciation of the system of Christian

truth. The dogmas of religion have all been translated into

hard and sensible facts. The supernaturalism of the Gospels

has been obliterated by materialized representation and de-

scription. The historical facts of the Christian faith have been

taken out of the nimbus of spiritual and invisible verities and

made familiar and daily realities, appreciated by the senses, by
the means of pictures, images, ceremonies and ritualism. The
organization of the Roman Church was copied from the Jewish

economy and the Pagan temple. The apostle and teacher and

presbyter became a priest. Baptism atoned for all sins. The
Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper was a talisman. The sign of

the cross and the “ sacred oil” were magical as Canidia’s spell

The clergy assumed power over the conscience and decided

what, and what not, to believe, and asserted mastery over all

souls. They absolved men from their sins, past, present and

future. The Church, that is, the priesthood, gave the honor of

sainthood, not to the saints, but to the most mercenary and

cruel of men, whose touch was pollution. Its list of saints was
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full of knaves. It took tlie State into full communion. It bap-

tized the flesh, admitted the devil to “ holy orders,” sold heaven

to extortioners, built cathedrals with the spoil of the poor, set-

up the black statue of Jupiter in the metropolitan temple as am
image of St. Peter, and so materialized the Christian faith and

overlaid it with prescripts, forms, ceremonies, orders and rubrics,

that not the least vestige of its primitive simplicity could be found.

The Latin Church has had, therefore, no pulpit. It has had

an altar whereon the truth has been sacrificed, but no ministry,,

who have kept the faith once delivered to the saints, and be-

sought men everywhere to be reconciled to God, through Jesus

Christ. It became a substitute for the visible presence of

Christ on the earth, and its own empire was the prophetic City

of God. An authoritative, infallible, and imperial Church is

not favorable to the production of an apostolic ministry, or to

the pulpit. The pulpit and the priesthood cannot permanently

go together. The persuasive powTer of the former will soon be

merged in the dogmatic utterance of the other. And yet the

Latin Church points with pardonable pride to her great pulpit

orators. It has claimed some that do not belong to her, like

Augustin, whose great teachings, now received, would be her

overthrow'. But there are others who are exceptional jewels in

her crown. The famous Latin preachers of the middle ages,

and, later, the more celebrated Massillon, and Saurin, and Bos-

suet, and Bourdaloue, are the brilliant lights of the Latin pulpit.

But the magnificent orations of these pulpit orators are very

far from satisfyiug the true standards of Christian teaching and

persuasion. They are sublime pictures of a material heaven
;

terrible descriptions of a burning hell
;
fearful invectives against

heretics, blasphemers, atheists, and infidels
;
but they never

unfold the deep mysteries of the Gospel
;
throw men upon the

spiritual realities of God’s kingdom
;
develop individual respon-

sibility
;
disenchant them of fear, or pain, or sin

;
persuade them

to him, who is the refuge of the weary and heavy-laden ; and

draw them with the cords of a man, and the bands of love.

They are the authoritative announcements of spiritual directors

and dictators, and not the sweet and mellow pleadings of a man
of like passions with those whom he addresses. They made

kingly auditors tremble for the fire aud the fagots, and the
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major excommunication, which were behind them, but they

never made men weep for the Saviour they had wounded in the

sins they had committed. The true power of the pulpit is per-

suasive, and not dictatorial
;
and no ministry, atmosphered and

instructed by an authoritative Church, knows how to beseech

men in Christ’s stead. The sermons of the Latin Church are

like its pictures
;
gross representations of spiritual things. The

glories of heaven, the terrors of hell, the beauty and power of

Christ, the atonement for sin, are all grossly and often brutally

sensualized. The main object of its preaching is to raise money
for its shows and for the aggrandizement of its priesthood.

Heaven is offered freely to its best contributors. The glory of

the Church is the glory of Christ, and the pulpit, of necessity,

under such a system, becomes a mere instrument of ecclesiasti-

cal .drill, and not the vital agency of the Holy Spirit to win

and save souls.

The ideas underlying an ecclesiastical system have a forma-

tive effect upon its teachers. It is not to be expected that an

authoritative Church, which counts the infallibility of its pri-

mate as its essential dogma, will breed a race of noble preachers.

Accustomed to look to variable and human sources for direction,

it is not possible that there should be any free play of the imagi-

nation or “ large discourse of reason.” It is the primary ele-

ment in persuasive oratory that the reason should be satisfied

of the fundamental truths it teaches, and the imagination should

• have free range in the unseen realm. The imagination is as

necessary to the preacher as the reason, and when both are il-

lumined and emancipated by the truth of God, the conditions of

the highest pulpit oratory are attained. But an infallible

Church represses both the reason and imagination, and strikes

also a deadly blow at the conscience. The moment a

Hyacintlie permits the torch of the Revelation to illume his

imagination, he flames forth in antagonism to an. absolute and

infallible Church. The moment Dollinger permits his reason to

work impartially and honestly on the facts of history, he repu-

diates an authoritative human system. Henceforth the eminent

men of the Latin Church will be the men who break away from

it, for the papal infallibility is the death of freedom of utterance,

..and of persuasive oratory among her preachers. A living
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preacher, who holds the hearts of men in his hands, must have
his feet shod with the preparation of the Gospel, and not with

the iron shoes of a dogmatic or ritualistic system.

The prevalent ideas of the Methodist Church, varying of course

with national peculiarities, form and dominate over its preachers.

Wesley was not so far removed from the English Church as to

lose its impress and quality. But his descendants in the minis-

try have come under the full influence of their ecclesiasticism.

The general principles affect all individual forms. Neither of the

Wesleys was a forcible preacher, though one of them had a fine

poetic gift. His music was more effective than his brother’s ser-

mons. But the elder Wesley was an organizing genius. He had
a great enthusiasm of Christian love, and the old bottles of the

established Church would not hold the new wine which he would

have been glad to pour into them. The Church was afraid of the

effect of the pure, ethereal ichor that flowed in the veins of the

immortal founder of Methodism, on its own depleted and weak-

ened body. The blood that flows in the veins of the immortals,

“Such as the blest inhabitants of heaven

May bleed ”

was too exciting and vitalizing for a Church, the essential end and

object of whose establishment was to prevent all enthusiasm and

passion in religious experience and life, and render Christian

character a mere matter of form. The English Church, therefore,

had no place for a man whose soul was on fire and whose bones

were consuming with the subtle electricity of the Gospel of Christ.

It cast him out as a semi-delirious sectary, and while Wesley,

with his homely style and fervid spirit, was preaching its Churches

bare to the very sexton, its priests were railing at the fanaticism

he had inaugurated; and as one of their own wittiest divines

said, still continued their attempts “to take sin from men, as

Eve was taken from Adam, by first casting them into a profound

slumber.”

The Methodist Church oscillated to the other extreme. M ith

an exact method and system, it yet had very few forms. Its

preachers were humble, uneducated men, who supplied the place

of other accomplishments and scholarly culture, with the in-

fluences of the Divine Spirit. They looked for utterance to bo

given to them in the same hour in which they should speak.

They looked to spiritual influences, secured by prayer, as the
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source of all pulpit success. They did not go laden with the

school and the university and the nurture of the fine arts and

the excellency of worldly wisdom to clear the wilderness and

plant the garden of the Lord
;
but they went with the humbler

implements of Christian toil, and with hearts full of tears and

sympathies for their fellow men. Their sermons would not bear

a critical analysis, nor conform to the rules of grammatical con-

struction, but they brought the cup of cold water to many a

thirsty soul, and slaked the pain of the immortal hunger in a my-

riad hearts with the bread of life. It was an ill trencher that

they used, but it carried to lips that were starving the food they

needed.

When our Saviour would heal the blind man, and give sight

to the orbs that had never seen, he took clay, mixed with spittle,

and anointed his eyes. Men are not particular in what forms

light, and peace, and salvation come, provided they come. The
modern trencher of Methodism, laden with the provisions of the

Gospel, was more in accord with the primitive methods of

Christianity than the empty golden platters of the Established

Church. A splendid liturgy kindles the pride of the worship-

pers, who join in its service, but the famished spectators of the

pomp of ritualism, left its cathedrals by thousands, to become

hearers in the licensed conventicles of Methodism. The won-

derful success of Methodism in England and this country, along

the line of the Anglo-Saxon march, is due, not to the remarkable

blending of personal freedom and ecclesiastical authority in

its system
;
not to its formal and accidental elements, its Epis-

copate and itinerancy and classes
;
but to its keen appreciation

of the spiritual wants of men and the enthusiasm of its ministry ;

in urging upon them everywhere the unsearchable riches of

Christ. Like the red cross knight in the old legend, its armor

has been dented with the impress of many conflicts against the

strongholds of sin, and, undauuted and consecrated to its work,

it has borne from place to place—far down into the lowest

social haunts of men
;
far away in the van of the advancing

hosts of civilization — the message of the gospel, for the full

utterance of which it could be content to die. Much learning

has never made the ministry of this pioneer Church mad, but

a divine love for souls has run through its veins, and it has given

demonstration to the world, of what the mere vital forces of the
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gospel can do for its preachers, without the aid of the univer-

sity, or the highest kinds of intellectual training. The six mil-

lions and a half of Methodists in this country indicate some-

thing as to the power of a pulpit whose baptism is not that of

human learning, or wisdom, or eloquence, for in these things it

is exceptionally deficient, but is that of the Holy Ghost and fire.

We imagine, however, that this offshoot of the Anglican Church
has reached its most triumphant period. It is losing that which

is more convincing than authority, wiser than learning, more
attractive than eloquence. It has felt the doctrine which it has

preached ; it has discarded, almost despised, the graces of cul-

ture
; it has been rude and coarse, but it has been sincere and

in earnest
;

it has not had many preachers who knew how to

divide the word; ” not many who could mix the light of the

sun, the roar of the torrents, and the sublimity of the heavens

in their speech
;
not many of melting voice, and graceful gesture,

and beautiful simile
;
not many who could interpret the Psalms,

or explain the prophets, or unfold “ the things hard to be under-

stood ” in Peter and Paul
;
but it has had a great company who

could touch the hearts of men, and make them ask. “ What
shall we do to be saved.” But like all reactionary churches, it

at last comes to the state from which it reacted. It is am-

bitious for the things which it has left. It is tending to the

excellency of speech which it disdained. It is lowering its con-

ception of the ministry, and in its anxiety to be greatest in the

kingdom of God, it is losing the ideas which have made it great

as it has been.

The modern English pulpit, we speak more especially of the

Established Church except as otherwise indicated, is the index

of the modern English character. It is not Greek or Latin,

but it is Anglo-Saxon, with all the modern differences and

national peculiarities. And whether it is Evangelical, High

Church or Broad Church, whether it is Dissenting or Romanist,

it still presents the marked idiosyncracies of English life and

character. The Anglo-Saxon has not the lightness and frivolity

of the French, and his pulpit is, therefore, more earnest and sub-

jective. He has not the superstitious tendencies of the Italian,

but his preachers are more reverent. The authority of the

Divine Word weighs more in England than on the Continent,

among all classes of her preachers. The Bible is chained to
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every pulpit and the people have learned deference to its in-

structions, and it is the stern and constant remonstrant to all

forms and utterances that contradict its simple statements.

This inbreathed spirit of reverence for the authoritative stan-

dards of the Christian faith marks the fundamental difference

between the Roman and the English pulpit, and this whether

the preacher is dull or brilliant; whether he preaches in West-

minster Abbey or in the iron chapel of the Evangelist fathers

of the order of St. John, at Cowley, near Oxford
;
whether he

addresses the fashionable crowds of Crown Court, or the im-

mense audience of Surrey Chapel. Even the anchor which so

long held Archbishop Manning to the Anglican Church cannot

tear itself out ot the Bible, though it has from the Prayer Book.

So long as the English version of the Scripture! is read in the

churches in Eugland it will have its effect on the pulpit of that

country. But once bury it in a dead language, or lay it on the

shelf, and the pulpit will lose all its divine power, and teach for

doctrines the commandments of men.

This reverence for the authority of the Bible which underlies

the religious thought and life of England, begets a style of

preaching eminently biblical and expository. We find this type

in nearly all the pulpits of that country. Sermons, as a rule,

have little to do with the discussion of doctrine or the enforce-

ment of personal morality, except incidentally in the illustration

of Scriptural topics. The press of Great Britain has for the last

five years poured’ forth in unstinted profusion vast quantities of

pulpit literature. Out of- the hundreds of preachers who have

been ambitious to appear in print, there are not more than a half

a score who seem to apprehend the power of the pulpit upon
living questions. They deal mainly with matter pertaining to

the local and temporary histories and events and characteristics

of the Bible. With few exceptions they are liable to the criti-

cisms which are so unsparingly dealt to them by the secular

press. In the discussion of obsolete customs there is no special

profit to the souls of men. The events of ancient scriptural

story, and the actors in them, may be wisely used for the illus-

tration of the practical duties of the present, but to confine the

sermon to the times of Herod or Balaam, to the events of the

reign of Solomon, or of the days of the Apostles, may indicate

reverence for the Scriptures, but certainly shows little appreci-
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ation of the wants of the present age, or of the varied and uni-

versal adaptations of the Divine Truth they contain, to the ne-

cessities of all the ages. To use a homely but suggestive phrase,

the pulpit of the Anglican Church, judged by the multitudes of

its sermons, is hide-bound. It is unable to free itself from the

trammels into which it has fallen. Its reverence for the Scrip-

ture is largely of the letter and not of the spirit. It unfolds the

Divine Word as it might have done at the time of its revelation,

to the age to which it was first addressed, forgetful of the im-

mense changes of the generations and of the new applications

which the old and unchangeable truth demands. It severs it-

self sadly from the vital necessities of the age to which it speaks,

and so fails to solace men’s hearts, or kindle their aspirations,

with the mighty and magnificent principles which are ever old

and yet the ever fresh wonder of the world. The mere techni-

cal and formal reverence for the Bible can doubtless be carried

so far as to obliterate the spirit of a true veneration. It can

fasten upon the minor facts and statements of the Scripture to

the injury of the great laws of life and thought and duty, which

sparkle and flash in all its pages. It can debase that which it

pretends to dignify, and bring to grief by its literal and unfitting

honor, that which it most assumes to ennoble
;

as when the

minister of a London parish, although born of Scotch parents,

used to confess, Sunday after Sunday, that his father was an

“ apostate Amorite,” and his mother a no less “apostate Hittite.”

There is such a thing in sermons as a mere mechanical use of

the Bible, declaring its truths, not with the free spirit of a son,

but with the hard and dry method of a servant. There is such

a thing in preaching as not getting beyond the letter which

killeth, and revealing and unfolding the spirit which giveth life.

The Bible is a marvellous book. To one who approaches it,

not in the lazy spirit of a slave, only to render obedience to the

letter of its behests, hut in the active and hearty spirit of ar-

dent love, in order to search and unveil its wonders and

beauties, its mines of hidden pearls, and its granaries of pro-

visions laid up in store for each separate period of the w'orld’s

famine, and to draw forth for use and comfort its exhaustless

riches, it is ever opening new and unexpected realms of thought

with fresh and inspiring incentives to duty. The pulpit of the

English Church seems to have the servile apprehension of the
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Word of God. It has looked upon it as the average English-

man regards the Constitution, as too sacred to be touched or

handled, with an habitual and unreasoning reverence that en-

twines itself exclusively or disproportionately around its mere

forms and particles and text. It has had a morbid fear of any-

thing noveJ, not merely as to the substance of truth, but in the

presentation and application of it. It has imagined that the

pure gospel lies in going a certain round of texts and doctrine

in a certain fixed way
; a traditionalism w'hich is twin sister to

ritualism, and daughter of an establishment; and which is always

leading to the fatal extreme of religious syncope and inanity.

It is this unusual veneration for the letter, as distinguished

from the spirit of the Scriptures, which has fettered the pulpit of

the Anglican Church. Tethered to the mere form it has missed

the revivifying power of the Word. Bound to the letter, it has

not illustrated the spirit. We are wrell aware that there is a

liberty in the use of the Divine Word by those w'ho assume

sometimes to teach it, that is not the freedom of a son, seeking

for the riches of his father’s house and heart, but the license of

a bandit spoiling the house and laying waste its vessels of ivory

and silver and gold. There is the freedom of the robber w'ho

tramples upon the wealth he cannot appropriate, and desecrates

the sanctuaries he cannot convert to his own use. There is a

freedom in the use of the Word which is as disastrous as it is

unholy, and which ravages its gardens like the wild boar

out of the woods
;
eliminates from it all its mysterious and mighty

facts and lays waste the regions of doctrine and promise and

hope; in short, which turns the pure wine of the gospel into the

stagnant waterpools of its conceit, and reverses all the miracles

and wonders of its strange and celestial story. There is a free-

dom which robs it of the supernatural, substitutes for its

Triune God the idol of a tribe, and for its atoning sacrifice the

human rectitude that needs neither atonement nor sacrifice. It

is not such a freedom we advocate. It is not with such a liberty

that the pulpit of the Established Church is to any considerable

extent chargeable. It is rather with the indolence which makes
reverence for the Scriptures an excuse for not developing their

mighty and universal truths and applying them to living issues.

A true sermon is a living creation, like the symbol in the vision

of Ezekiel. It has the tender face of a man, the majestic .bearing
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of the lion, the docile, tractable expression of the ox, as if it had
learned its lesson from its master

;
the imperial swoop of an eagle

from his lofty eyrie in the clouds upon his unconcealed prey. It is

filled with eyes round about flashing forth light, tenderness, sym-

pathy, indignation, wrath or love. Wheresoever the spirit goes it

goes, and wherever it goes, one hears the noise as of the voice of

the Almighty
;
the voice of speech as the noise of a host. And

in the centre of all its glorious movement, above and in it all,

there is the likeness of a throne, and upon the likeness of the

throne is the likeness as the appearance of a man above upon it.

That is a true sermon which subordinates all the physiciil, the in-

tellectual, the moral and the spiritual powers, and all the wisdom,

wit and genius of the preacher, to the reflection and radia-

tion of the love of Jesus Christ and the glory of the Almighty

God. It goes straight forward to its destined purpose, the help

and salvation of lost souls. It flashes indignant lightnings

against vice and sin, against the leering hypocrite and the

arrogant Pharisee. The hunted daughter of misery and wrong,

finds pit}*, peace and pardon in it, and it looks out upon her

with, a tenderness that wins, soothes and saves. It holds the

lamp aloft to the wandering and benighted, and warns the storm-

tossed and comfortless from the iron coast, and guides the pant-

ing, shuddering soul safe into the mercy-locked haven. It always

has some element of life or peace or comfort in it. It always

takes hold of some present and palpable interest of man. It

never shakes down to the sheep mere husks and straw. It is

clean, bright hay, fragrant still of the clover and the honey-

suckle, and in the wintriest day that ever drives over a human

soul has something for it that smells of the green pastures

where the great shepherd leads his flock in the cool of the sum-

mer’s day. It is the spirit of the Son of God who alone vitalizes

•and freshens his own Word. He pours his blood into the old

branches without which it could never be a blossoming, fruit-

bearing tree, but must itself lie bare and dead. The pulpit of

the English Church has thought that it honored God by reiter-

ating certain formulas of the Bible, without taking in the mani-

fold illustrations of God’s Word and its manifold applications in

human life
;
and it has found that the Divine life has deserted

.these formulas, and that unbelief has gained in the reaction.
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The Bible, instead of liberating the pulpit and enfranchising the

preacher, as it ought to have done, has been perverted to bind

and fetter it and put manacles which it never intended, on bis

hands. It is possible for the scribes to sit in Moses’ seat and

teach the law as he gave it. It is also possible that the spirit

of him who smote the rock of Horeb till the -water gushed forth

for Israel shall never inspire them, and the law itself be dead in

their lives and hearts. The Bible was made for man and not

man for the Bible. It was given to emancipate his spirit from

dead works and words, and not to bind him to servile adherence

to the letter which killeth. It is the chart which guides our life

and not the ship which bears it; and the pulpit, in order to know
and disclose its full power, must have the spirit of him who in

time past spake unto the fathers, and who is the keystone of its

arch and the firmament that holds all its constellations and

brightness. But for him there would have been no Bible, and

if men preach it without him, it has no coherence and no guid-

ing thought.

It is the disadvantage of all generalization that it does not

characterize faithfully the shining exceptions to its rule. There

are individuals who cannot be included in its general terms, and

the splendor of whose sermons has thrown light even on the

average dulness of the pulpit of the Establishment. Yet we
have not hesitated to delineate the Methodist pulpit, in general,

as possessing in an unusual degree, personal fervor and enthusi-

asm in the simple work of saving souls. Nor do we imagine it

unfair to assert of the pulpit of the modern English Church, as

its predominant characteristic, a veneration for the Scriptures

that is rather formal and lifeless than inspiriting and vitalizing.

Its preaching is eminently scriptural in such a way as to be

eminently dull. It never jars against the sober quiet of social

life. It rarely calls into play the higher elements of religious

experience and devotion. It shrinks from all topics of personal

allusion, which, however dangerous, are at least justifiable in

the sacred desk. It abstains with “religious scrupulosity,” from

political interference, except when the State impinges upon the

Church. It knows but little or nothing of the “revival system,’*

as we are wont to call it, and expects every man to do his duty

by the Church, without a special and supernatural regeneration.

It avoids excitement and passion as bewildering and unwise, and
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deals witli religion as one of the common practicalities of daily

ordinary life. Dissenters aside, the Roman Church and the

Ritualistic Church in England are almost alone in addressing

the religious sensibilities, and in adopting a system of “spiritual

retreats” in which they operate directly upon the emotions of

the human heart, and stir its passions in aid of religious

consecration. For the rest, religion is traditional or eminently

reasonable and practical. It belongs as much to the daily habits

of life as any of the most common and ordinary duties. It is

difficult for the English people of the uneducated classes, and

even of the more cultivated families, to understand why we do

not wish to give the privileges and rites of the Church to any

but regenerate believers. They do not comprehend our terms

of Church fellowship and communion.

Wherever religion is a matter of course the pulpit must be

conventional and formal. It lacks the high powers of rebuke

and persuasion, the main elements of the noblest and most effec-

tive pulpit oratory. When practical religious life is reduced to

a system and becomes a routine, according to a natural law, the

pulpit is shorn of its reasons for animated appeals and deep,

spiritual convictions. Its voice then becomes a measured song,

and its power is simply intellectual and {esthetic. And not even

the pulpit can reach the highest intellectual results when it is

lacking in the intensity of spiritual enthusiasm. The grand and

involved periods of Jeremy Taylor, his massive sentences and

paragraphs, studded with Greek and Latin quotations, thick as

stars in the sky, and which no later scholarship has ever fully .

verified
;
the quaint and brilliant conceits of Fuller

;
the witty

epigrams of South
;

the exhaustive analysis of Barrow and

Tillotson ;
the sweet and Johannic meditations of Leighton

;
the

wonderful clearness and comprehensiveness of Howe; all belong

to the book rather than to the pulpit. No religious literature

of any other race or clime gives so splendid a constellation of

great names, with their native genius consecrated to the service

of religion
;
and yet Whitefield, without a tithe either of their

genius or learning, more nearly approximated the true idea of

the preacher. In this mysterious work, whose efficacy depends

on a spirit that needs but the least human aid, God hath often

chosen the things which are not to confound the things

which are, and the least sometimes become the greatest. It is
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the Spirit of God who alone can make a true preacher and make

the pulpit a throne of spiritual power.

When Christ said to his disciples, “ Ye shall receive power,”

he did not mean that this power consists in political influence

or intellectual culture, or even in the apostolic commission.

That commission, with natural gifts to sustain it, is unquestion-

ably a power. He who bears it well is honorable and influential

in that very respect. The humblest minister of the Gospel of

Christ is more respectable and powei'ful than the wealthiest sin-

ner in the land. But the power of the ministry does not con-

sist chiefly in its functions. There may be official powers even

with no power in them. There may be functions and no in-

fluence. There may be culture, genius, eloquence, but no mag-

netism and no life. The power which Christ gave and still

gives to his true ministers, is the power of powers, the gift of

gifts, the transforming influence, which, radiating from his ser-

vants, bears forward the cause of his Incarnate Son and fills the

earth with the victories of the Cross. It is spiritual, personal,

moral power. It may be felt, it cannot be described. It runs

through the whole circle of a man’s faculties and offices, enliven-

ing and beautifying and making effective all of them.

It is felt ofttimes in solemn statement of doctrine
;
oft in a

casual word of daily intercourse; it is felt in action no less than

in language
;
in trivial no less than in heroic deeds, or yet more

heroic sufferings
;

it is traced in the expression of the face, in

the cadence of a tone, in the glance of the eye, in the saving

.strength of the right hand. It is an unearthly beauty and

strength, born in a higher world, and yet given to the ministry

from age to age, and from time to time, ever since the Son of

God ascended through the parted cloud, and gave good gifts to

men. It is nothing else or less than his spiritual presence

suffusing and drenching his servants, as the sun drenches and

saturates the clouds with his fire, and makes their cold hearts

glow with his flames. His voice blends with theirs, his eye

seems to look through theirs, with its tenderness and penetra-

tion. His hand gives gentleness and firmness to their touch. His

heart pours its divine current of self-denying blood into the

channels of their narrower affections. His soul mingles with

theirs, and their life of thought, and feeling and purpose blends

with his, and is braced by it. Christ himself is the power of
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bis preachers. When they reflect the glory of their invisible

but present Lord, they have received the fulfilment of his

promise. Stephen had it in the moment of his triumph and

agony, when his face shone as the face of an angel. The very

shadow of Peter was felt to possess an unearthly virtue. The
Galatians would have plucked out their eyes for the great mis-

sionary who first called them within the holy fold. The Roman
governor trembled as his unarmed prisoner reasoned of right-

eousness and judgment. A man may be ordained and never

rise above the level of a mere mechanical and conventional per-

formance of his functions. He may preach the truths and facts

of the Bible, the historical and atoning Christ, and yet not

receive this marvellous gift of poiver from on high. It does not

come by ordination, nor by culture, nor by the schools, but by
such prayer, day by day, night after night, as first brought down
its lambent tongues of flames, to sit on apostolic heads, and

kindle apostolic utterance, and fit the crowds of Pentecost for

the reception of the Son of God.

And it comes now as it did then. The early ministers of

Christ received power because they abandoned themselves per-

fectly to the call of God. Their self-sacrifice never lagged in

the rear of their profession. God gives himself perfectly to the

soul that gives itself perfectly to him. When the eye is single

the whole body is full of light. When the life is lost in Christ

it is full of moral power. When the minister lays aside all indo-

lence, sluggishness, selfish and side objects, he may hope to re-

ceive this power. God does not give himself to distracted or

unwilling souls. This Spirit of the Highest dwells not with

prayerlessness, with thoughtlessness, or with laziness. This

pow’er is not in creeds, but Christ writes it in the heart. His

love constraineth the heart. In the Christian ministry, charity

is a power, humility is a power, purity is a power, courage is a

power, and kindness is a power. Gibbon tells us that the un-

believing world fears the virtues of the ministry and welcomes

and despises their vices. And from the age of the apostles

until now, our Saviour’s work in this world has varie with the

personal and spiritual elevation of the Living Testimony. His

Kingdom advances as his ministers reflect his qualities.

We do not charge upon the representatives of the pulpit of

the Anglican Church any depreciation of these obvious princi-
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pies. The charge would be too grave, and not easily substantiated.

The civilization of England bears testimony to the presence of

a latent and mighty religious influence, and yet it seems to us

that the Romish reaction in Great Britain, the ritualistic move-

ment in the Anglican Church, and the infidelity of its scientific

leaders, are due largely to the unfaithfulness of the English

pulpit in general, to the grand .and central idea of ministerial

work. Such wide-spread reactions are not due to the spiritual

convictions and power of the churches and their ministers. The
cathedrals of England have not been laid waste by the intensity

of religious zeal in the Anglican priesthood. The ominous signs

for the future of England, which depress so many sincere

hearts there, are not caused by the fidelity and consecration of

her clergy. The complaints and criticisms of the secular press

are not inspired by the devoted and self-denying lives and the

warm and genial utterances of her religious teachers. We must

look for causes more nearly related to such effects.

The Established Church necessarily undervalues the pulpit.

The liturgy is its central feature, and not the sermon. It aims

at worship and not at moral influence and power, except inci-

dentally. Its idea is that the institution of preaching is entirely

distinct from the primitive necessity of a godly life. ' The faculty

of instruction is given but to few men of any place or class. To
expect to receive from the clergy something worthy, by way of

spiritual nutriment, every Sunday, is utterly inhuman and falla-

cious. The hearer of sermons is a victim, and the groaning

priest is a slave. He must be left to his white robes, to read

with simplicity and modesty the words of the Great Teacher, to

lead the prayers of the congregation, or to break forth with them
into the frequent Kyrie Eleison of Christian worship. The ser-

mon, some 'have even said, “ is a farce resulting in mutual pain,

fatigue and dissatisfaction.” We remember to have heard of a

hapless curate who had read the lofty exposition of the Divine

purpose which describes how “ God had so loved the world that

he gave his own Son,” then passed from the lectern to the pul-

pit and announced that it was impossible to say what the atone-

ment was, or what was intended by it. He did not know, yet

custom, even in his Church, decreed that he should preach, and
preach he did, with such results as might be imagined. This is

certainly an extreme case, and yet it is a clean and sharp in-

38
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stance of the legitimate result of the liturgical idea of worship

on the pulpit. The Anglican Church still provides a place for

the pulpit in its system, but it reduces it to its lowest terms.

Nor is it strange that a religious institution which does not train

its teachers for the high office of instruction, which makes reli-

gion more a worship than a life
;
which serves God, not by duties

and charities and consecration of will and heart, but by collects

and chants and orderly forms, should inspire its clergy with the

idea, that the office of the pulpit is an unprofitable task-work,

hard for him who is forced into it, and harder for those who are

compelled to attend. It is not strange that the audiences and

the ministers should both be paralyzed by the dead iucubus of

the weekly sermon. Such is the position of affairs in a very

large proportion of the churches of England. The effect is a

general disinclination to preaching, and a sourness of discontent

which communicates itself to the themes generally discussed in

the pulpit.

Yet there are exceptions even to the dull, droning voices that

narcotize the majority of the audiences of the Established

Church, dissipate devotion from their hearts, and deepen

the conviction that preaching is “ vanity of vanities.” Nobler

voices have never spoken anywhere, on any subject, than some

which of old and even now thrill the English heart from the

English pulpit. There is a little of the grand eloquence of the

former days existing even in this age
;
toned, perchance, on a

different key, and filled with a deeper sympathy and tenderness.

The Archbishop of Dublin, of a presence so grand, a forehead

so massive, an eye so brilliant and deep-set under its projecting

brows, and with all the lines of his face softened and harmonized

by the radiation in it of one of the gentlest and sweetest spirits

of England, is alone enough to make even the pulpit of the Es-

tablished Church dignified and honorable. His sermons, de-

livered without any of the graces of the orator, yet impressive

and forcible, are genuine utterances, coming from a warm heart

and rich mind, directly to the hearts and consciences of his

hearers. Both poet and preacher, he colors the lofty range of

the gospel realm with the hues of his own splendid imagination,

and opens the infinite grandeur and tenderness of God, the love,

anguish and pity of Christ, with so much simplicity and genius

that he brings the Son of God to stand among us, with his brow
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reddened with his own atoning blood, and his heart beating

with irrepressible sympathies. Nor does he fail to touch with a

firm and steady hand the themes of human sin and responsi-

bility, and throw around the soul the mighty influences and re-

straints of the moral government of God. Ncr is he lacking in

that persuasive power which at once convinces the reason and

stirs the heart to penitence and sorrow for sin.

The sermons of Robertson of Brighton are full of devotion,

tenderness and thoughtfulness He was one of the reac-

tionary preachers of the Anglican Church. His soul scorned

the ordinary pulpit platitudes of his brethren. His heart burned

with unwonted fires, and with an ardent love for his Church, he

panted to bring her out of the horrible pit into which she had
fallen. It is not, therefore, the rhetoric nor the eloquence of his

discourses that have charmed so many souls. They have but

few of the exciting qualities of oratory.
.
Save for the charm of a

singularly pure and pellucid style, their almost sole attraction

consists in the novel freshness of their thoughts, and in their

power of opening the mysteries of the heart. There are few colors,

few passionate appeals. They do not wrestle with the reader to

force conviction upon him, nor do they charm the eye with pic-

torial sketches, nor carry captive the imagination. They are

grave and sad, with a pensive composure that cares not for orna-

ment or fancy. There is in them a vein of melancholy, almost

amounting to complaint, as if a troubled soul was trying to com-

fort itself under the evils of life to which it was morbidly sensi-

tive. He draws his lessons often out of a wounded spirit. His

sermons are original, sad and wistful
;
independent of all vulgar

auxiliaries
;
bringing every theme they touch to the illustration

and sanctifying of the present hour. There are probably no

sermons that have been preached to this generation that are so

widely read. They have gone through a larger number of edi-

tions than the most popular novels, and almost every copy is

thumbed, pencil marked, and worn by much perusal. They are

read by thinkers and by women, by sufferers and by hard workers,

and they are, however in some respects obnoxious to criticism,

an unquestionable proof that unimpassioned and thoughtful

preaching has not lost its hold upon men, that even in the Es-

tablished Church the liturgy may be illumined by the sermon.
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There has been going on in the English Church for the last

thirty years a decided reaction against its sluggish aud apa-

thetic spirit. The Bishop of Oxford calls it “ the resurrection

of the Truth.” He admits that the Church has been passing

through troublous times, that while the clergy have been bab-

bling their vain ineptitudes, the bands of the Moabites have

invaded.the land
;
that the free thinker, the doubter, the neo-

logian, the carping critic, and the half-wise philosopher, have

come up in companies by the way of the Dead Sea, from the

high places of their Moab. Neither the pulpit, nor the liturgy

have been equal to a successful conflict. The clergy, to escape

the trouble of controversy, or to seem liberal and free from nar-

ro'w prejudice, have been for burying, with scarcely decent rever-

ence, the great old truths of the Gospel, because they seemed

inconvenient and ill-suited to the times. And they have taken

them and thrust them into their graves. Yet even now, the

memory of the mighty dead rebukes their short-sighted timidity,

and their intellectual indolence
;

and the buried verities awake
from the dead, and revive and stand upon their feet. And the

power that accomplishes this marvel, to the wondering conster-

nation of the priestly spectators, who had thought the spirit of

witnessing for Christ was killed out of the Church, is the

dreaded evangel of the Ritualists. But whether Ritualism is

the resurrection of the ancient truths which have long been

buried out of sight, under the frigid formalism of the Establish-

ment, or not, there is no doubt that it is the revival of the power

of the pulpit. The secret of the success of the movement that

is now going on in the heart of the Church, and makes men fear

the fresh incoming of the decadent papacy, and its reinvestment

and its re-coronation by Anglo-Saxon hands, lies in the fact

that the Ritualists have seized the pulpit, rescued it from its

ignoble position, and are thundering from it, in the ears of

astonished Englishmen, the grand truths of human sin and re-

demption. It is on the crest of the tidal wave of those great

facts of the gospel, that their little bark of sacramental gifts

and graces is riding so securely. Keble sings all through the

Christian year, and there is not a note in all his songs that does

not utter some human want or aspiration, or render into music

some gracious or terrible attribute of Jehovah; but the refrain

of his melodies is always sacramental salvation. Dr. Pusey
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preaches in the chapel of Christ Church College, at Oxford, or

in the Cathedral of St. Paul, in London, such sermons as might

have fallen from the lips of Jonathan Edwards, on the terrors of

God’s moral government, andthe omnipresence of human respon-

sibility, but the hidden tone of all his discourses is the efficacy

of a sacramental system. He bears home upon men the terri-

ble nature of their guilt, and the fearful consequences of their

sins, till they fairly tremble under the weight of his unimpas-

sioned and calm speech, and then opens the door of the confes-

sional and priestly absolution, into which they may run and be

safe. The Dean of Westminster will preach in a chapel of the

Abbey to a meagre audience, who sit upon the marble tablets

that cover the dust of England’s heroes and statesmen, with

their rush-bottomed chairs leaning against the monuments of

Pitt, and Burke and Nelson, on the glory of the English Consti-

tution, and the perfect equipoise of its well adjusted powers, or

on the safeguards of religion, and the perils of disendowment,

and disestablishment
;
while Pusey with his passionless manner,

his clear, blue eye gazing deep into the souls of men, his sym-

pathetic, throbbing sentences, burdened with anxiety, or satur-

ated wTith tenderness, will move ten thousand people under the

dome of St. Paul to ask “ What shall we do to be saved.” He
has no answer for them such as Paul gave, but he has power to

make them ask the question, such as Peter had. And the ritual-

istic movement finds the secret of its progress, and the key of

its success, and the biding of its power, not in the qualified mass

at its altars, not in the bells and lighted candles, and burning

incense, and elevated host of its service
;
not in the stole and

chasuble of its priests
;
not in the attractions of the confessional

or the charms of absolution
;
but in the magnificent songs and

sermons of its poets and preachers.

Henry P. Liddon belongs, with qualifications, to this reac-

tionary party. The hearts of the Evangelist Fathers leap out

towards him as the noblest champion of their cause. In some

respects he stands at the head of the modern English pulpit.

He too, owes nothing to the “ bodily presence,” or the “ excel-

lency of speech.” Of slight stature aud form, though not “ con-

temptible” or “ weak,” with pale blue complexion and black

hair mixed with gray, with lines of study and thought chiselled

deep into his face, with introverted eye that hardly seems to see
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things near at hand, he is not a person who would attract or

rivet the eyes of men. And when he speaks, his manner is

rapid, earnest, intense, but without a seeming care for effect or

display. His subject masters and consumes him. One might

almost think of the burning bush, glowing with the unearthly

light and heat, and yet retaining its perfect form and substance,

as he listens to this celebrated preacher. There is no modern
preacher who is so thoroughly versed in patristic learning, and
brings forth its treasures with such aptness and effect

;

not

one who has his varied lore and makes it all tributary to daily

uses. He has the most relentless grasp of all doctrinal truth.

No one has ever come nearer to the apostolic example and

boast, when he says, “ I have not shunned to declare the whole

counsel of God.” There is no department of historical or dog-

matic or practical discourse, that he has not illustrated and en-

forced. He is perfectly at home in all polemical theology. No
one can see more clearly the least discoloring of heresy in the

stream of truth, or trace it more certainly to its origin, or expose

and eliminate it more completely. He has that rare combination

of qualities, of which history gives us so few instances, mar-

vellous equally in analysis and in synthesis. And yet he is not

ignorant of the way to reach a human heart. With a love for

Christ amounting to adoration, with a conception of his person

and work as real as faith and love can give, and with a pas-

sion for human souls somewhat like the great apostle’s who was

willing to count all things as loss, “ if by any means he might

save some,” there are few minds subject to the spell of his words

which can resist the force of his convictions or the swelling tide

of his persuasions. He can command not only that class which

watches and appreciates all intellectual efforts, but the far

greater and more comprehensive multitude which knows little

about the intellect, but is full of sensibilities and of unutterable

curiosity about the soul and the eternal life. His arguments

are more penetrating than those of the most acute reasoner on

secular affairs, and with the means in his power to awaken all

the human sympathies, the results he produces are most varied and

momentous. There is but one thing wanting to his consummate

power. He lives a sort of unearthly life, cloistered in a student’s

cell in Christ Church at Oxford, married to his books and his cause,

a celibate by principle and by choice, and cut off from those sym-
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patkies, amenities and humanities, from those hidden fountains

of intellectual and spiritual warmth and tenderness, which, most

of all, bring the minister into contact with the deepest wants

and the deepest sorrows and the truest consolations of our

race. The reactionary pulpit of England tends to celibacy, and

therefore to a priestly caste. The unearthly life is sure to end,

as in the Roman priesthood, in an earthly corruption and a sen-

sualized religion. It is impossible for the ministers of Christ

to do violence to the primary obligations of human society, by
a settled law, without changing and perverting the ideas of re-

ligious life. There is a story that out of Parian stone a great

Christian artist of the dark ages once carved a statue of the Vir-

gin Mary, the Church’s ideal woman. It was transcendent of

mortality, disdainful of earth, fit for the delights of heaven, but

not for womanly duty on earth, and sympathy with suffering, sin-

ful men. He wrought so fair that Phidias and Praxitiles,

who knew the art to transfigure marble into life, came from their

graves to look upon the work
;
and filled with joy at this new

type of womanhood, so free alike from sensual taint and pride

of intellect and power, kissed the plastic hand which had wrought

so wonderfully . But Mary herself came also back from her

heavenly life. Well pleased she looked thereon, but was not

quite content, loving the natural woman of humanity, a carpen-

ter’s wife and mother to sweet children in Nazareth, more than

she loved the non-human virgin of the Church’s creed
;
and so

she put a live branch of Hebrew lilies, sweet as New England

violets, wet with dew, in the statue’s folded hands. They were

fair as the marble, but living flowers, which grew out of the

warm ground, and bore their seed within them, to fill the earth

with future loveliness. And this piece of actual nature, surpas-

sing the sculptor’s art, so criticised his dreamy stone, that when

he awoke and saw it there, he took the heavenly hint, and ever

after fashioned his Madonnas complete women, not monsters,

virgins of the sky, but women, sisters, wives, mothers, for the

world of time, the celestial beauty kept and made more fair by
its complete and perfect affiliation with all mortal duties. The
secluded and indoctrinated anchoret lacks the ultimate finish

of religion, and in disdaining the first institution of God, is want-

ing in the power to master the world. With his suppressed yet

active imagination, he can paint the gates of heaven with the
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fiery figures of hell, but there are depths of the human heart he

can never explore, wants he never can satisfy, sorrows he can

never assuage. God Himself is our Father in heaven. In part-

ing from the landmarks set up by all the greatest lights of the

Reformed faith, while wisely reacting from religious services

that are bald and cold, the Ritualists of England will necessarily

drift into a worse sterility than they leave. The flush of a new-

born enthusiasm may mantle upon them at the outset, but there

is little hope that a church can be permanently revived and

truth satisfactorily raised from the dead, when its priestly orders

audits commissioned teachers begin with thepracticalrepudiation

of a law graven on the heart of man, enjoined in the ordinance

of heaven, and repeated in the statutes of apostolic Christianity.

The Dissenting churches of England have drawn off much of

the fervid piety and sentiment of the Establishment. They have

also taken a large class of impracticable men and women, who are

chiefly distinguished for impatience of all conditions and restless-

ness under ordinary restraints. The dissenting pulpit would

naturally be affected by its audiences. The congregation deter-

mines in a large measure the character of the minister. “Like

people like priest,” is a very ancient adage and a still older prin-

ciple. We do not touch here the Scottish pulpit. The Church

across the Tweed is kuown the world over for the ability and

splendor of its pulpit orators. Buckle calls Scotland a “priest

ridden country,” but certainly never had country such priests to

ride it, and never did priests ride a country to so great profit to

all its interests. If every man in Scotland has given himself

helplessly over into the hands of his minister, the minister has

never abused the sacred trust. But the dissenting churches of

England are just emerging into assured position and influence.

They have some noble representative preachers who have made

dissent dignified and honorable. Dissent is no longer simply

tolerated or decried by the Establishment. It is its dangerous

rival and outstripping competitor. Till the ritualistic movement

began, the cathedrals of the Church were bled dry of their audi-

ences by the “conventicles of the dissenters.” And now the

chapels of the great cities of Eugland are crowded with multi-

tudes who miss not the forms of the Church, in the grace that is

ministered in the sermons of a great company of illustrious

preachers. Binney, Stoughton, Brown, Parker, Dale, AlcLaren,
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Martin, Raleigh, Spurgeon, and others worthy to be named with

the best preachers of any country or any age, have forced the

English Church to revise its notions in regard to the inutility of

the sermon in the religious service, and compelled the Anglican

priesthood, if they would retain their congregations, to harder

work than reading the liturgy and chanting the Miserere. In

that sharp competition lies the hope for the English pulpit. A
nobler quality of sermons will be produced in the active mutual

“provocation unto love and good works.” It will be long before

the dissenting ministers will compare in culture with those

Christian scholars who have been nurtured for the Anglican

priesthood under the shadow of the universities of Oxford and

Cambridge, but we hope it may not be long before these gently

bred men shall equal in effective spiritual power the preachers,

who not without high culture, have yet esteemed the gift of the

Holy Spirit as the only true investiture and sign of the Christian

ministry, and the only true source of the pulpit’s power.

There can be little doubt that the sermons of a nation are not

only the true index of its character and condition, but also, of

all human productions, are the most potent and influential.

Neither the poet, nor the statesman, has sp wide a range as the

preacher. The pulpit is the gauge of national purity, justice,

vitality. And with all its faults and drawbacks the Anglo Saxon
ministry stands at the head of Christendom. It has the deepest

hold on the Divine IVord, and stands nearest to the source of

inspiration. It has developed a truer civilization, and fostered

a better social and individual life. And there are signs that in

England it is awaking afresh to the supreme responsibilities

which belong to it under the Saviour’s commission. The mem-
bers of the clerical ranks are shaking themselves free from the

intellectual vices which have hampered their influence and
dimmed the true conception of their work. They are learning

that the teacher of others in the grand mysteries of life and
salvation needs a deeply consecrated personal character. The
dissenting churches and the Ritualistic movement in England
both uphold this principle, and its reaction is leavening the en-

tire clergy of that favored country.

It is not essential to the highest powrer and success of the

pulpit that it should have political prestige or be closely affiliated

with the State. Doubtless this may be used to promote man’s
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highest good. But if it may be used for the best ends with the

happiest effects, it is also a temptation to worldly ambition and

is often wielded with the most disastrous results. Who can

doubt, after the largest study of history, that it is not safe to

give any order of ministers or priests the sceptre of civil au-

thority. A political status and establishment are purchased at a

heavy cost of spiritual freedom and energy. And in England,

after centuries of State and Church connection, it is the happiest

augury for the future, that the idea of the advantage and neces-

sity of a separation is rapidly gaining ground. Even the Church

is becoming jealous of the State, and the spiritual influences of

the pulpit are jealously warned to keep apart from the political

interests of life.

Nor is intellectual power essential to the highest success of

the pulpit. The universities of England have not appreciated

the necessity of a higher afflatus to the Christian ministry than

any which their curriculum could give. It is indeed true that

knowledge is power, and the highest knowledge is the highest

power. But the highest intellectual gifts in the minister need

the added gift of the Holy Ghost. And this last best gift

brings a certain intellectual power. He guides into all truth.

Host beautifully did the Holy Spirit light up the narrow mental

horizons of the earl}' apostles. Most wonderfully did he expand

and enrich the thoughts of Peter on the day of Pentecost.

John speaks at once the language of simplest devotion, and

deepest philosophy. James teaches moral truth with the sub-

limity of an ancient prophet. And Paul, who owed something

to Gamaliel, counted his wisdom as loss for Christ
;
and the

vigorous logician of the Epistle to the Bomans
;
the master of

warning, of irony, of demonstration, of entreaty, whom we meet

in the Epistles to the Corinthians
;
the entranced observer of

divine mysteries, which he tells to the Ephesians; the defender

of the faith against the subtle Unitariauism of the Colossiaus,

is an intellectual creation of the Holy Spirit of God. The gift

of Pentecost to the ministry of the true Church of our Saviour,

may have included, as the ages ran on, schools, colleges, univer-

sities, the wide fields of intellectual culture and research ;
for a

living soul is a studying and thinking, and expanding, as well as

a loving soul ; but the central gift to the ministry of Christ is

something higher and deeper still, more adapted to the universal
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needs of man, and more capable of doing justice to the mercy

of God.

The real signs of the possession of true power in the pulpit of

any nation, are the personal consistency and sympathy of those

who occupy its throne, and dispense its gifts. To the Christian

minister consistency is of infinite value. His life should cohere

on a single determination. All his words and actions should

cluster around one luminous and central fact. He represents

an unchangeable faith and a resolute homage to duty and prin-

ciple. He represents the principle and practice of self-denial

and vicarious sacrifice. And the truer he is to his ideal, the

more certainly will he be a power . He needs not high gifts of

mind or manifest advantages of place. He can afford to dis-

pense with office, emolument and rank
;
for he is a power with-

out these, though his bodily presence be weak, and his speech

contemptible. His ministry witnesses to the presence of a

superhuman force. It is a ray of his beauty, who, as ages pass,

changes not ; the same yesterday, to-day, and forever, always

strong, always wise, always holy, always loving and saving.

Nor can any pulpit sustain itself without sympathy with men
in the hearts of those who use it. True sympathy is born under

the Cross. It is the gift of His heart who 'first loved us. It is

the blood of Christ running in the veins of his ministers. It

beholds a human soul, not in the cross-lights of this world, but

in the light of the Incarnation. It was the leading element of

the Saviour’s ministry. He contended not with men. He let

them do their worst upon him
;
he did his best for them. It was

the leading element in the ministry of the first teachers of Chris-

tianity. Paul was not a whit behind the chiefest of the twelve

in this intense love for human souls. He could have wished

himself accursed from Christ even for the sake of those who
scorned and hated him. “ To save some” was the great passion

of his life. The blood of Christ made him debtor to all men.

It had put a new price and glory upon the human spirit, and he

could not think lightly of the least soul which had been bought

with such a ransom.

It is not an easy thing to love souls. There are many things

that test and, divert this heavenly sentiment. To love the

whole world is an easy thing, to love the whole Church is not a

hard thing, but how shall we delight in the graces and veil the
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defects of our rivals, our enemies, and bless them that despite-

fully use us, and comfort and pray for those whose infirmities

are our special dislike? Yet this is the problem set before

the Christian minister. It is this that demonstrates his spirit-

ual right to go forth and teach and preach and baptize in

the name of Christ. The key of the kingdom of heaven,

by which its door is opened to a human soul, and by which we
enter the royal habitation of a man’s heart and shed abroad

there the perfume of Christ’s grace, is Love. And there is no

limit to this sympathy. Who has fixed its bounds that it should

not pass? Did Christ, when he breathed over his. murderers

a prayer for pardon and sent the thief straight from his cross to

Paradise? There is no limit. There is not a soul incapable of

love and holiness. There are metals and minerals which we
cannot make useful. There are wild beasts which we cannot

tame. There are diseases that cannot be cured
;
eyes that can-

not be opened
;
intellects upon which the blight of a bewildering,

maddening dream has hopelessly fallen. But it is otherwise in

the kingdom of grace. The rudest, vilest may be changed and

crowned with a sparkling diadem. The graces of God may be

lodged in the unlikeliest hearts. And for this sad world, so sin-

sick and sore wounded, so teeming, amid its countless corrup-

tions, with possibilities of marvellous saintliness, in which its

Davids and Peters and Pauls may be changed from lust or blas-

phemy or pharisaism, into heroes and saints and martyrs, the

power of sympathy for souls is the great gift of God to those

who seek the salvation of souls. The pulpit of the future, whether

Greek, Latin or Anglo-Saxon
;
whether of one clime or another

;

that takes the deepest hold of these principles and sentiments,

will take the deepest hold of the hearts of men. While the pul-

pit wThich seeks its own glory
;
which aims to wield empire over

the souls of men
;
which converts the gifts of grace into the pal-

try equivalent of financial or social capital; which seeks on the

strength of heavenly capacities professional advancement ;
which

revels in the sense of spiritual ascendancy
;
robs the Fountain of

all Grace of its rights and honors, dims the finest gold of the

Divine Kingdom with the soil and baseness of an earthly instinct,

and like salt that has lost its savor is thenceforth good for

nothing, but to be cast out, and to be trodden under foot of men.

Cujus vita fulgor

,

Ejus verba tonitrua.
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Art. II.—FAITH
;
ITS PLACE AND PREROGATIVE.

The Written and the Living Word.

By R. B. Welch, D.D., LL.D., Prof in Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.

Our course of discussion lias led us, first, into “ The Field of

the Philosophic and Finite secondly, into “ The Field of

the Religious and Infinite. ”t

In the former we have shown, both by indirect and direct ar-

guments, that philosophic faith (intellectual belief) in things un-

seen, for example, in substance and the relation between substance

and quality, in cause and the relation between cause and effect,

etc., has valid ground.

In the latter we have shown, by cumulative and conclusive

reasons, the validity of faith m God.

This ground already gained and securely held, we are prepared

finally to consider the Revelation of God in the written and in

the living Word—in the Scriptures and in Christ. Is Christian

faith valid ? _
•

We have an indefeasible right, henceforth, to assume the

premise that God is. Will he reveal himself? An antecedent

probability is sufficient for our argument here. But more than

this has been shown in the preceding discussion. God has re-'

vealed himself in Creation and in Providence.

Thus we have found him, not as a logical necessity elaborated

by a dialectical process, but as a divine reality. God the Father,

Almighty, maker of heaven and earth—giving infallible proofs

of his presence and power in making, upholding and governing

the universe. A book of high antiquity and one which will chal-

lenge our special attention in this closing discussion precisely

expresses our thought :
“ For the invisible things of him from

the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by

the things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead.”

Rom. i. 20.

“ He left not himself without witness, in that he did good, and

gave us rain from heaven, and fruitful seasons, filling our hearts

with food and gladness.” Acts xiv. 17.

* See American Pres. Rev. Oct. 1871.

t See Pres. Quarterly and Princeton Review, October, 1872.
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Now in the sobriety of prose it speaks, and now in tbe rapture

of poetry. “ Tbe heavens declare tbe glory of God
;
and tbe

firmament slieweth bis bandy work. Day unto day utteretk

speech, and night unto night sbewetb knowledge.” Ps. sis. 1, 2.

God has thus revealed himself
;
he may, then, reveal himself

more fully. What shall decide ? His own infinite wisdom and

will. The revelation hitherto made has occurred in the ou-

goings of Creation and Providence, and would have been made
had only material things been created and upheld, with no finite

minds to recognize God’s handy work, and wonder and adore.

But, now that finite minds appear, will not God reveal himself

in these higher creations, and to these spiritual creatures, and

through them to others ? There is abundant a priori ground for

especting this. Indeed, we can scarcety conceive of Divine ac-

tion without Divine revelation. If God has, by the very process

of his action, revealed himself in the lower, the physical cre-

ation, will he not, by a nobler process of divine action, reveal

himself in the higher, the spiritual creation ? Mind alone can

originate mind. Will not God appear more manifest, and be

better understood, by the living soul which he hath made ?

This book of singular wisdom, as well as antiquity, precisely

states, perhaps suggests, my thought :
“ Let us make man in our

image, after our likeness. ... In the image of God created he

him.” Gen. i. 26, 27. Man stands forth in this lower world as

the representative of intelligence and volition and morality, hold-

ing dominion subordinate, but representative of God’s supreme

dominion. Gen. i. 2S.

Thus, in brief, does God reveal himself in the human soul

;

will he not also reveal himself to the human soul ? For this the

soul would long intensely, even hunger and thirst for it. With-

out this there would be the ceaseless cry of the human to the

divine.

Until the creation of man neither could this revelation be,

nor could there be the demand for it. Will the divine Father

turn away in disregard of his own spiritual children ? Will not

God avenge (satisfy) his own elect, his chosen ones among all

the creatures on earth, that with filial yearning day and night

cry unto him? He will, our better Reason replies. He will,

saith the Saviour. Luke xviii. 8.
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Such revelation, if it occur at all, would seem to be especially

desirable and fitting in the earlier history of man until not only

the eternal power and Godhead should be known, but -

until God
be known in his moral character—his holiness, his justice, bis

benevolence, his spiritual care and kindness toward his spir-

itual creatures
;
in a word, in his divine F atherhood, holy, just,

kind, yearning toward his spiritual children.

Has such a revelation been made, a revelation corresponding

to these very wants of the human soul ? There is a book claim-

ing to be a record of such revealings. The book is not a mod-
ern fabrication as an after-thought to satisfy a logical necessity

or to embody a cunningly devised theory. The book is genuine
;

this cannot be successfully disputed. It is of the highest an-

tiquity
;
this all admit. The theory is in the book itself, else it

had not been thought of. The book has been wondrously pre-

served amid the shock and change of the ages. A people,

specially selected for this purpose, marvellously protected from

extermination, though often conquered—from absorption though

everywhere scattered, have carried with them everywhere, and

everywhere guarded this book as a sacred treasure. Early in this

record, be it observed, the Divine Unity is revealed,—the Divine

Unity, as the basis of all true religion, as contradistinguished

from polytheism, which is the parent of idolatry with its endless

brood of follies and sins

.

This doctrine of the Divine unity which Socrates hailed as a

great light shining from the page of Anaxagoras, (cf. Georg. 2,

490) this doctrine had been divinely revealed a thousand years

before the time of Anaxagoras.

Beyond this fundamental doctrine, thus, and thus early re-

vealed, the most progressive theology of modern times -has

realized its inability to make the least advance. This funda-

mental doctrine together with the religious and moral principles

it involves was not only revealed as divine truth, but promul-

gated as a divine law, enforced by divine sanctions, and enjoined

upon men as the universal and perpetual law, thus indicating its

importance in the divine estimate. Has any proficiency in mor-

als or in theology superseded these commands of Jehovah or

improved upon God’s moral law ? This book has been multiplied

and circulated as has no other in time’s whole history
;
translated

into unnumbered tongues
; made accessible to the multitude,
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the companion and guide both of the illiterate and the learned.

Upon the best and wisest men the world has ever known, it has
made the impression of a revelation from God—upon the best

and wisest nations of all time it has made this impression.

If God’s power and wisdom could be seen in the order and
harmony of the universe, could' not his moral character be ex-

pressed in the Scriptures ? According to the written record,

God now manifests himself to men in fuller revelations, in

spiritual communings with patriarchs and priests
;

he speaks

unto the fathers by the prophets
;
he proclaims a moral law for

his moral subjects to guide and guard them—as he has already

ordained physical laws for material things
;

he establishes a

theocracy over a nation showing, at once and to all men, what

shall be the theocracy for mind and how it shall differ from the

theocracy for matter. Sin is prohibited by the moral law, and

doomed to penalty. Sacrificial propitiation is introduced. Re-

demption is typified and prophesied. The Church is organized ;

its future foretold
;

a Messiah predicted by whom in the last

days God should more fully reveal himself unto men.

Such, in brief, is an outline of revelation in the earlier Scrip-

tures of the Old Testament. It is addressed to man as a rational

spirit. Is it Divine? Is it a revelation of God and from God?
How shall we as rational, spiritual beings decide ? The conclu-

sive answer must be given by the revelation itself, involved in

the very revealing. Are these evidences of the supernatural in

the record ? To the law and the testimony the candid inquirer

will turn first, and most earnestly, and without prejudice. In

nature we decided in the same way. We met with evidences of

the supernatural,—order, harmony, adaptation,—which matter

could neither originate nor regulate
;
and, thus we found God

as appearing in the things he had made.

So, here, are the evidences of God’s appearing in the things

revealed. We have already referred to the revelation of moral at-

tributes and a moral law supreme in authority, supreme in ex-

cellence. We now specify some attendant characteristics befitting

these moral attributes and this moral law :

There is majesty unrivalled; majesty more exalted even than

the material universe reveals
;

majesty that subjects all nature

to the omnipotence of God,—and this with no labor of expression,

but with a repose and ease which become, and become only, the
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grandeur of a God and tlxe original right of eternal possession.

“He spake and it was done. He commanded, and it stood

fast. He said, Let there be light, and there was light. By the
'

Word of the Lord were the heavens made. He gave to the sea

his decree. He weigheth the mountains in scales, and the hills

in a balance. He taketh up the isles as a very little thing. He
bringeth out the (heavenly) host by number

;
because he is

strong in power
;
not one faileth.” The same supreme majesty

pervades the attendant miracles recorded. There is also purity

that is perfect
;
so that highest angels veil their faces in its in-

effable light, and the elect prophet declares himself undone,

because, a man of unclean lips, his eyes had seen the King, the

Lord of Hosts. Isa. vi. 5.

There is marvellous consistency in the spiritual purpose and

prophecy and precept and providence revealed, all of which

centre in one great Messianic fact,—a purpose and prophecy

and precept and providence which no human ingenuity could

have devised or regulated,—a fact which no human wisdom

could have furnished or foreseen, toward which history was made
steadily to advance, which in the fulness of time became com-

plete, appearing then, at once, as the key to all history—the in-

terpretation of all time-, the past and the future
;
a consistency

marvellous not alone in theory, but no less marvellous practi-

cally, providing salvation for sinners, one Saviour for all man-

kind
;
announcing the brotherhood of man, whose nature a di-

vine being should take upon himself that he might reach and

rescue the lost. Attending the divine redemption is a promised

ideal of perfect excellence, rising up amid but above all hu-

manity, inviting and helping to a higher even a holy life,, re-

minding the soul of its infinite value, promising a better future

even an heavenly, and pointing to a progress illimitable, even

“the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ.”

In all this revealing of purpose, and prophecy, and precept,

and providence, and propitiation, the supernatural everywhere

appears. The promised Messiah is supernatural, God is incar-

nate, man divine
;

to be made sin for us, yet holy, harmless,

undefiled
;
dying for sin, yet separate from sinners. The pre-

dicted ' redemption is supernatural, saving the people not in

but from their sins, thus redeeming humanity. The agency

foretold is supernatural. It is the Holy Ghost which should
39
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reason of sin and righteousness and judgment, and regenerate

the soul.

The Kingdom to be established is supernatural—the Kingdom
of God diffusing righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy

Ghost. The promises are exceeding great and precious, such

as no human thought could conceive
;
but what is especially

significant is, that they involve a condition unheard and un-

thought of till announced in the revelation,—purity of character

in the recipients, wherein we become partakers of the divine

nature. And the future revealed is supernatural, in which the

purity, the promise, the kingdom, shall culminate in a new heaven

and a new earth, in which dwelleth righteousness. Even after

the revelation it requires the most careful discrimination to re-

peat the statement without confusing or humanizing the divine

ideal, c. g., in regard to God’s spiritual perfections, or Christ’s

complex nature, or the ministration of the Spirit, or the purity

of the divine promises, or the perfection of the kingdom of God.

This characteristic of revelation grows upon the human soul as

it becomes more intelligent and more studious of the Scriptures.

All this divine presence is revealed as pervading and interfus-

ing human history, continuous and controlling, 3-et consistent,

producing no discord nor disorder
;
but, on the contrary, recon-

ciling the world unto God, and so not only involving harmony

in the plan, but, in its onworking, diffusing spiritual harmony.

The wonder grows with our increasing knowledge; and, unlike

acquaintance with the uninspired, the human, here familiarity

leads to adoration.

The study of revelation culminates in worship: “Blessed art

thou, O Lord
;
teach me thy statutes. Thy word have I hid in

mine heart, that I might not sin against thee.”

The human reason bows before this divine revealing with pro-

founder reverence thau any marvel or miracle addressed to the

physical sense could possibly produce. It is God appearing in

the penetrating power of his Word, as to Elijah, not in the tem-

pest or the earthquake or the fire, but in the si ill small voice,

when the prophet wrapped his face in his mantle.

If mere reasoning attempt an explanation of this revelation

as uninspired, the wonder becomes inexplicable. But human

reason discerns a revealing of the divine reason, and thus the

mystery becomes a revelation.
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To recapitulate : this revelation claims to be divine. Can we
conceive of nobler attributes ? justice, truth, holiness, benevo-

lence. Do we, elsewhere, find anything surpassing this revela-

tion ? In all succeeding ages has highest human wit or wisdom
originated or demanded anything worthier of divinity ? Men of

most exalted genius, in their loftiest, boldest statements of the

divine character, have resorted to the Scripture vocabulary. If

divinity is not revealed here, how could it be revealed in any

written word ? What shall decide? Does it satisf}r the highest

demand of reason? Then reason decides that there is a revela-

tion of God in the written Word. What if some have not be-

lieved ? Shall the unbelief of some make the truth of God of

none effect ? This unbelief of written revelation has its parallel

in the unbelief of natural revelation. Though, according to our

preceding argument, in the language of Paul, “ the invisible

things of God from the creation of the wrorld are clearly seen,

being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal

power and Godhead
;
so that they are without excuse,” yet

there have been those who have not believed—determined

Atheists, notwithstanding the cumulative testimony of nature

and the general belief of mankind.

By this line of internal evidence, then, we are led to the in-

evitable conclusion, that the written record has inherent, infalli-

ble proofs of a divine revelation.

But there may be external evidence also. Internal there must

be, for this is essential to satisfy the reason. The external can

only be corroborative
;
for no amount of external evidence can

vindicate as divine, a revelation of folly, absurdity and sin. At

the same time it seems most fitting that such a revelation come
with attendant external evidences, corresponding to the super-

natural character of the revelation. Precisely this is the recorded

statement. The revelation is not primarily of power, ubiquity,

intelligence, as in the physical world
;
but, as we have just seen,

of holiness, justice, truth, benevolence, presenting a divine per-

sonality, revealing to the human spiiit a divine spirit infinite in

wisdom and in goodness, t: proclaiming, the Lord God, merciful

and gracious, long-suffering, and abundant in goodness and

truth.” Exod. xxxiv. 6. With this internal evidence there are

corresponding external evidences of supernatural revealing

:

(Exod. xix. 16-19, et. al.) miraculous control over the forces of
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nature as at Sinai and Horeb, the Eed Sea and the Wilderness,

Jordan and Canaan, showing that the forces of nature are sub-

ject to the divine control and subservient to the divine purpose
in the higher, spiritual revealings of God.

Such a revelation, if desirable for man, must, for the same
reason, be continuously repeated or be written for preservation

and transmission, that the human race may know the mind and
motive and will of God.

Shall the revelation be continuous or written ? It is both,

—

continuous, till the time of its completion
;
and written, for the

ages to come.

But up to this point, the revelation of God and of the divine

plan is by no means complete. If it be made complete, this

must be in the fulness of time. Till then mankind must desire

and wait for it. Completeness will supplement the Old with the

New—the Written with the Living Word.

Deferring the consideration of this for a little, wTe pause to

notice an objection, the objection of the rationalist, that we
have human reason to decide what the divine revelation shall

be, and thus annul the value and the necessity of a written reve-

lation.

We reply that we have reason to decide, not what the revela-

tion shall be, but, as Coleridge puts it, “ what it shall not be

that it shall not be a revelation of folly, absurdity and sin.

Hume pressing an objection from an opposite direction con-

cludes his essay on miracles with this disingenuous sneer : “Our

most holy religion is founded on faith, not on reason; mere rea-

son is insufficient to convince us of its veracity.”

To this skeptical objection we reply, that our initial work has

been in the light of reason to find God as he has revealed him-

self in the material and mental universe.

With Theism thus securely established, faith in God reposes

upon rational and valid ground. Thus, at the very outset, the

objection of Hume is more than answered, it is denied and ruled

out of the discussion.

After this initial work we proceeded iu the light of .Reason,

seriously to examine the evidences of Divine Revelation in the

written word to which we are earnestly invited by the Scriptures

themselves. As Reason has already found in Theism a valid

basis for Revealed Religion, so Revelation makes its appeal to
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Reason and commends itself to the rational soul. This is the

uniform tenor of Scripture, as well as the explicit invitation of

its Divine Author. The Holy Ghost reasons with men
;
and the

apostolic injunction is: “Be ready always to give an answer to

every man that asketli you a reason of the hope that is in you.”

1 Pet. iii. 15. Not only at the outset, then, is Hume’s objection

ruled out of the discussion; it is all along and forever excluded.

Revelation instead of doing violence or discredit to Reason is

addressed directly to the rational nature of man. Revelation

everywhere assumes the existence of a moral sense—a Reason
and Conscience—in man, and thus it ever addresses him. Did
Christianity vindicate itself by the false process of Hume, then

would faith deserve the supercilious sneer of this arch skeptic.

Por, as it has been justly said : “If there be no truth set before

the faith it may become the weakest credulity.” (McCosh).

There is then a proper limit to be observed in either direction,

toward the atheistic objection, and toward the rationalistic; on

the one hand, preserving Christian faith from sinking into sense-

less superstition; on the other hand, from vaulting into arro-

gant censorship. Sin is in the world. The consciousness of it

is confessed by the individual soul. Its prevalence oppresses

humanity. History bears witness to its universal presence. How
shall sin be treated? In the method of justice or of grace? Of
penalty or pardon? If of penalty, to what extent? If of par-

don, upon what ground and condition? If an administration of

grace be adopted, how shall it be made to harmonize with jus-

tice? If there be propitiation, what shall be the sacrifice? If

there be mediation, who shall be the mediator?

To whose hands shall the administration of grace be com-
mitted? Shall this gracious administration continue forever?

If not, when shall it end and how ? If there has been tempta-

tion shall grace reach the tempted only, or the tempter also ?

These, and the like, are unavoidable questions which human
reason must ask in the interests of the human soul and of the

divine government, but is incompetent to answer. These ques-

tions more than refute the objection of the rationalist. They
demonstrate the urgent necessity of a completed revelation to a

world of sinners. They indicate, also, the possible, if not the

necessary revelation of a Saviour and by a Saviour
;
and they

suggest the necessity of satisfactory evidences attending such a
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revelation; evidences the more requisite and satisfactory because

of the important issues involved, even salvation for sinners and
the integrity of the divine government.

By this very statement three representative objections are at

once met and refuted
;
the rationalistic objection of Parker and

others, refuted by the need of a revelation
;

the atheistic ob-

jection of Hume and others, refuted by the evidences to be can-

vassed
;
the mythical objection of Strauss and others, refuted

by the reality required—a salvation and a Saviour, a real Re-

deemer and a real redemption. A brief unfolding of this state-

ment must conclude this discussion.

What is the revelation ? It is of grace rather than of justice ;

by propitiation rather than by penalty
;
through a Saviour for

sinners rather than by a sentence of execution
;
for the tempted

but not for the tempter
;
on one condition, repentance toward

God and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. The Saviour is the

son of God and son of man, divinely begotten but humanly bom,
thus wonderfully qualified for the work of mediation. Into the

hands of this one Mediator all things are now ordained. He
must reign till he bath put all things under his feet, destroying

sin and death the last enemy, and him that hath the power of

death, thus bringing in everlasting righteousness, when the ad-

ministration of grace shall be complete and the kingdom be

given up unto God, even the Father, that Gcd may be all in alb

Cor. xv. 25, et seq.

Thus the new revelation is of and by a Person combining in

himself all typical and verbal revealings
;
in whom dwelleth all

the fulness of the Godhead bodily. Col. ii. 9

.

The new revelation is of a person and a life that is at once

divine and human, actualizing before men the doctrines of the-

ology—God manifest in the flesh, so that Jesus replied to Philip:

“ He that hath seen me, hath seen the Father and John de-

clared :
“ The life was manifested, and we have seen it, and bear

witness, and shew unto you that eternal life which was with the

Father, and was manifested unto us.” 1 John i. 2. This is a

revelation of the substance hitherto foreshadowed, of types real-

ized, of prophecies fulfilled, of sacrifices ended by a propitiation

offered once for all, attended by evidences both human and di-

vine, internal and external, character and conduct, life and

teaching, works and words, in trial and triumph from the lowly,.
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lonely birth at Bethlehem to the ascension from Olivet in the

presence of all the disciples when, as he blessed them, he was

taken up and a cloud received him out of their sight.

This person, this character, this life and teaching and work,

revealing God redeeming the sinner, reconciling God and man,

—

this stands forth before the world as unique and divine, chal-

lenging and securing faith and devotion. •

The revelation, then, is by no means complete without the

coming of a Redeemer consummating in himself the mystery

and the manifestation of godliness. 1 Tim. iii. 16.

Until this revelation came, no questions could be so momen-
tous to the human soul as those involved in his appearing, no

knowledge could be so important to gain
;
and now that the rev-

elation is made, no knowledge is so important to retain and

apply.

It might have been justly expected that the divine Lawgiver

would maintain the law. But, how? By penalty? If thus,

what would be the doom of the transgressor ? And what would

be the future relation and conduct of God toward the sinner?

No finite reason could tell what God should do, although it

could be readily and safely affirmed that the Divine Reason

would do nothing irrational
;
and highest human reason in this

universal emergency of condemnation, could only wait for the

divine revelation. And is not the announcement full of the

supernatural? The revelation self-evidenced as divine? “Thou
hast destroyed thyself, but in me there is hope.” “ I have found

a ransom.” “His arm brought salvation.” God reveals him-

self as just, and yet “ the justifier of the ungodly.” Rom. iv. 5.

This is a new and wondrous revelation of God, no less merci-

ful than just. The wonder grows with every new revealing.

Who is this Ransom, human reason reverently inquires. The
answer is from the highest heaven :

“ Lo, I come,” saith the

Saviour. “ In the volume of the book it is written of me. Sac-

rifice and offering thou wouldest not, but a body hast thou pre-

pared me.” Heb. x. 5, 7. In the revelation as it rises to com-

pleteness, Christ and redemption are central. Around these

prophecies and promises circle, and to them unerringly point.

The character and coming of Immanuel, his incarnation, his

work, his human sympathy and suffering, the death which he

should accomplish at Jerusalem that he might deliver man and
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destroy the works, of the devil,—these revelations fill the vision

of seers
; make up the burden of prophecy

;
give heavenly rap-

ture to the Songs of David; inspire Isaiah to prophesy :
“ Pre-

pare ye the way of the Lord and Malachi to give the nearer

prediction :
“ Behold, I will send my messenger, and he shall

prepare the way before me
;
and the Lord whom ye seek shall

suddenly come to his temple and him that was more than a

prophet, even John the harbinger, to repeat the prophecy as ful-

filled :
“ Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin

of the world.” Inspired apostles take up the heavenly theme,

repeating evermore the name that is above every name, until in

the apocalyptic vision Jesus again appears at the alpha and
omega, the beginning and the ending, the first and the last

;

and with the revelation completed is heard the echo of the new
song in heaven :

“ Unto him that loved us, and washed us from

our sins in his own blood, and hath made us kings and priests

unto God and his Father
;

to him be glory and dominion for-

ever and ever.” Bev. i. 5, 6.

Along this line of divine revealing it were rational to expect

that attendant miracles would gather. That they multiply in

number and in significance would not surprise us, but would

rather comport with the greatness of the revealing and thus the

better satisfy our rational expectation. And this accords precisely

with the record. These are the external credentials of the rev-

elation corroborating the internal self-evidences. They are the

works of Christ. He maketh the dumb to speak, the deaf to

hear, the blind to see, the lame to walk; heals the leprous; re-

stores the paralytic
;
walks upon the sea

;
calms the winds and

the waves; multiplies the five loaves to feed the hungry thou-

sands; casts out devils; raises the dead; and, higher still, for-

gives sin
;
transforms moral character; binds sinners to himself

in bonds of everlasting love making them his disciples and apos-

tles
;
breathes upon them the Holy Ghost

;
inspires them for a

divine mission preaching Christ and him crucified with signs

following.

This general survey, which involves so many convincing par-

ticulars, we should be glad to have made specific, did not the

limits of a Review article forbid. And, now to a candid scrutiny

of this Revelation concerning Christ from the first intimations

in Eden, the promises to Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, the
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speaking in times past unto the fathers by the prophets, the

Old Testament of sacrifice and atonement sealed with blood as

typical until the t}pes are realized and the prophecies fulfilled

in Christ,—to the candid mind is there not manifest a compre-

hensive, consistent, wonderful plan more and more fully reveal-

ing God to man until it culminates according to prophecy and

promise in the Incarnation—“ God manifest in the flesh, justi-

fied in the spirit, seen of angels, preached unto the Gentiles,

believed on in the world, received up into glory?” 1 Tim. iii. 16.

Such is the written Word of Revelation, and such, the living

Word. Is this living Word a revealing of God? In what way
could God reveal himself to men more fully? How otherwise

could the Divine be brought into such near communion with

men? What divine trait can human reason couceive which is

not revealed in Christ? When has divine excellence been so

exalted? How could holiness receive a higher exemplification

?

Christ was without sin. How could divine justice receive com-

pleter vindication? Christ came not to destroy, but to fulfill the

law—every jot and tittle. How else could the mercy of God be

made so conspicuous? “ Grace and truth came by Jesus Christ.”
“ He was full of grace and truth.” “ Where sin abounded, grace

did much more abound.” In him is revealed “the exceeding

riches” of divine grace. And the love of God is commended
unto us in that “while/we were yet sinners, Christ died for us.”

This thought is capable of indefinite expansion, but I may not

pursue it here.

In this Revelation, “ Mercy and truth are met together; right-

eousness and peace have kissed each other.”

“Nor dare a creature guess

Which of the glories blighter shines

The justice or the grace.”

The two-fold method of argument—the direct and indirect—
is applicable in this .as in the preceding articles. The indirect

argument is cumulative with the admissions of objectors, such

as Rousseau and Renan and Strauss and Parker to the supreme

excellence of scripture and the matchless merit of Jesus
;
and

the reply of Lessing to the Neologists is more than an admis-

sion—it is a refutation, as well as argument.

But these we need not stop to particularize. Nor need we extend

the direct argument by dwelling upon the doctrines of the Gos-
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pel. These doctrines are but the outgrowth of the Christian

principle, the systematizing of the revelations of Christ, to be
preserved in the divine record for universal reference. So that,

henceforth, as both fact and precept it may be said :
“ Search

the Scriptures
;
they are they which testify of Christ.” So that

henceforth in the ministration of the spirit, “ He shall take of

the things of Christ and shew them unto men.” And in the

highest office which he performs, he doth fulfil the Saviour’s

prayer :
“ Sanctify them through thy truth

;
thy word is truth.

'

The Scriptures are their own best interpreter. He is the

wisest expounder who best compares things spiritual with

spiritual.

The doctrines of the gospel, then, constitute the doctrine of

Christ. The holy Scriptures are the repository divinely ap-

pointed. To perpetuate the Gospel of Christ and teach it to all

nations, the Scriptures are necessary. De Quincy has well said:

“No book, no doctrine. No doctrine, no book.”

Words of intense significance conclude the revelation from

God :
“ If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add

unto him the plagues that are written in this book
;
and if any

man shall take away from the wTords of the book of this prophe-

cy, God shall take away his part out of the book of life, and out

of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this

book.” Rev. xxii. 18, 19.

The revelation in the written and the living "Word has an his-

toric reality on which faith may securely rest
;
a divine person-

ality with which faith may commune
;
a spiritual life which faith

may share
;
a divine doctrine which faith may practice and pro-

claim
;
a gospel of salvation which faith may preach to every

creature with the abiding pledge of Christ’s presence and power.

We have now reached a valid ground for faith in its highest

exercise

—

saving trust in the Redeemer. There is not only faith

in God, as he is seen in nature, in providence, in scripture, and

by which he is known so far forth
;
but faith in Christ as the

revealer of God and the reconciler of men, the express image of

the one, the Saviour of the other, the mediator between God

and man. And “ this” saith the Saviour, “ is life eternal, that

they might know thee the only true God, and -Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent.” Every step of our advance has been upon valid
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ground, until we have legitimately and securely reached this

climax of faith—which bringeth salvation.

In securing this result as a personal experience, it is to be es-

pecially remembered that the Holy Spirit effectually contributes:

“ Taking of the things of Christ and showing them unto men/’
“ Reasoning of sin and righteousness and judgment,” quickening

the moral powers to a new life—a life of faith upon the Son of

God.

A new experience is the steady spiritual outgrowth of this new
life of faith. This experience is to the soul an earnest of eter-

nal fruition, and a spiritual support and defence, invincible by

any form of skeptical or vain philosophy,—more than this, a

defence and support unassailable by any attack. To the doubt-

ing, the hostile, the curious, the candid inquirer, the reply of

Christian experience is : “We have found the Messiah. Come
and see.”

This individual (inner) witness is corroborated and confirmed

by the ministration of the Spirit in perpetuating the reign of

Christ and extending it, not through force, but through faith

working by love. Christianity vindicates itself by its power

over the individual soul and over society, purifying and redeem-

ing the one, civilizing and exalting the other.

Prophecy, too, is a standing external witness, as in the case

of the dispersion of the Jews for 1,800 years, and onward to their

final ingathering, when the fullness of the Gentiles be come in,

Rom. xi., whose dispersion shall be the reconciling of the world,

and whose receiving shall be life from the dead.

So, universal human history shall contribute with myriad

voice to verify the divine revelation. Then shall it appear to

every creature that the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of

David, hath prevailed to unseal and open the book of the Di-

vine plan and Providence
;
and by his redemptive work as the

Lamb that was slain, “ is worthy to receive power, and riches,

and wisdom, and strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing.”

Rev. v. 12.

If now it be demanded, Can human Reason fully comprehend
Christianity? Faith replies: “No, it is a life, not a philosophy

of life.” Can it be proved? Faith as readily replies :
“ Yes, by

divine testimony and by Christian experience.” How shall we
know it as a reality? The answer is :

“ By trying it.” No test
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can be more simple, or can more readily commend itself to hu-

man reason. The answer evermore is and can be no otherwise :

“ If ye do his will ye shall know of the doctrine.” No one has

applied this test according to the direction of faith and given

testimony against the gospel.

The soul fully satisfied that God has given a Revelation iu the

written and the living Word—in the Scriptures and in Christ.

Faith henceforth, assumes its legitimate 'prerogative. With the

consent of reason it looks beyond human reason to a higher,

even a divine guide. It believes in God, and believes also in

Christ. Having rationally received Christ as divine, we believe

that he is competent to instruct our ignorance
;
and believing in

his complete veracity, we accept all that he may reveal although

we are unable to comprehend all that he may say. He may
speak in grace as freely or unexpectedly or marvelously as in

nature. Who shall dictate to God in the creation and control

of worlds or of atoms? Who shall dictate the revelation or the

riches of divine grace ?

The Scientist, with philosophic faith, acts as the interpreter

of nature
;
the Christian, with Evangelical faith, acts as the min-

ister of grace.

Now, it is easy by faith to understand that the worlds were

framed by the Word of God.

Now, in the superior light of Revelation, it is rational and

easy to look not at the things which are seen and temporal, but

at the things unseen and eternal. Now, in this superior light

which reason recognizes as divine, it seems not only desirable,

but clear, to faith that God should establish his kingdom among
men ;—a kingdom that is not meat and drink, but righteousness

and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost—a spiritual kingdom.

In order to this, it seems to faith consistent that material in-

terests be made subordinate and subservient to the spiritual

;

and so, that all be ordained iu the hands of the Mediator, and

that this gracious work of renovation and purification and exal-

tation be effected by the ministration of the Spirit, the only

competent agency. Henceforth, faith becomes to the human
soul the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things

not seen. The soul is justified by faith in Christ who is made
unto us wisdom and righteousness and sanctification and re-

demption. Thus we rise to a new spiritual life of communion
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with God through our Lord Jesus Christ
;
so that henceforth we

live—in the truest, highest, best sense—we live by faith. This is

not abstract or mythical, but rational and simple, commended to

human reason in the light of infinite reason. Henceforth, -we

walk by faith as seeing God who is invisible, and have the testi-

mony that we please God,—for, at this stage of our advance,

even finite reason is competent to affirm, (what revelation de-

clares), that without faith it is impossible to please God. At
every progressive step we rise higher and higher into spiritual

life, and spiritual communion with him who is the fountain of

life and of light. Henceforth, faith works by love, combining

graces in one spiritual character which becomes more excellent

as the combination of graces becomes more complete : “Until

we all come in the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of

the Son of God, unto a perfect man.” Eph. iv. 13.

Now, whether faith be set forth prominently by Paul, or love

by John, or hope by Peter, or works by James, it is to the be-

liever only the clearer unfolding of graces which are really in-

separable. To the view of faith, variety in revelation har-

monizes in a higher unity like the separate colors of the rain-

bow blending in the clear light of day. It is then the prerogative

of faith to illumine, to guide, to stimulate the soul. “ Pagan-

ism,” as DeQuincy has justly said, “ Paganism aimed at no dis-

tant prize ahead
;

it fled from a danger immediately behind.”

This is equally true of rationalistic infidelity and atheistic ma-
terialism.

In the darkness which surrounds them, they are confronted

evermore by despair, by which, though resisted again and again,

they must at length be overborne. The spirit of the times, so

far forth as divorced from Christ, is one of spiritual unrest and
despair.

This appears in literature and science, as well as in. morals

and religion. But faith, saving faith in Christ, gives rest—the

rest of a li berated soul—a rest at once intellectual (for they that

do his will know of the doctrine) and spiritual—repose in God as

a Father, in Christ as a Saviour, in the Holy Ghost as a purifier,

in the Scriptures as the word of truth making wise unto salva-

tion. They which have believed do enter into rest.

In its complete exercise, then, as saving trust in the Redeemer
faith assumes exalted prerogative. It commends to the human
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reason the highest guide, even the divine
;
the loftiest motives,

even those that are infinite and eternal
;
an infallible rule for

belief and life, even the inspired Scriptures; an Almighty Saviour,

even Jesus
;
an unfailing witness, companion and comforter, even

the Holy Ghost. By rightful jirerogative higher than the human
it secures for man all the blessings of salvation, and from man
humble and hearty obedience. It prompts to this obedience by
presenting a faultless model, even the perfect Christ, tempted in

all points like as we are, yet without sin, leaving us an example

that we should follow his steps
;
a divine friend whom it behoved

to be made like unto his brethren that he might be a merciful and

faithful high priest
;
stooping to our low estate that he might

redeem us from the curse of the law and lift us with himself to

the throne of his divine majesty; encouraging us to overcome

and sit down with him on his throne, as he also overcame and

hath set down with the Father on his throne.

In the light of revelation, faith, evermore cheers the soul with

divine promise, begetting patience in sorrow, waiting for God

—

strength in weakness, resting on God—courage in danger, trust-

ing in God—diligence in business, serving the Lord—peace, vic-

tory even in death, through our Lord Jesus Christ.

Art. III.—THE NEW TESTAMENT MEANING OF ETERNITY
AND ETERNAL.

By Rev. Geo. D. Little, Coimersville, Ind.

The belief in the eternal or everlasting punishment of the

wicked is openly rejected and denounced by many on purely

rationalistic grounds
;

it is seriously questioned and doubted by

many others who take the Bible as their only and infallible rule

of faith
;

it is tacitly ignored or feebly sustained and presented

by many others still, who believe it because they think that it

is found in the Bible, but who are unable to defend it against

those who deny it, and unwilling to appeal to it as a motive for

action to those who are indifferent to it.
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The doctrine of eternal punishment does not hold the prom-

inence in the belief and preaching of the Church that it has held

in the past, and it is much more generally denied or neglected

by those out of the Church than ever before. It is of great

practical importance to know whether this drifting of opinion

is in the right or wrong direction, and, if in the wrong, how best

to meet it and turn it in the right direction. The general method
in discussing this question is to take it by itself and attempt to

prove the eternity of future punishment by quotation of various

passages as found in our English Bible.

But a great advantage is lost in separating this from other

questions that x’est on the same evidence, but which being read-

ily believed, because they are in consonance with men’s wishes,

do not awaken them prejudice and arouse their opposition as

this does. Moreover special difficulties are encountered in study-

ing the English Bible only, owing to the diversity of words

and phrases chosen by the translators, which are not only dif-

ferent in different passages that treat of future life, but different

in the same verse and sentence even, thus giving rise to errone-

ous interpretations, as e. g. the words of Christ, Matt. xxv. 46.

Concerning the two classes of men described as the “ goats and

the sheep,” “ and these shall go away into everlasting punish-

ment, and the righteous into life eternal." In this place Christ

uses the same word to describe the length of punishment that

he does to describe the length of reward
;
but the translators

have made one everlasting, and the other eternal, words synony-

mous in meaning to them doubtless, but differently understood

by others. We propose first to examine the idea or conception of

eternity as taught in the words that actually fell from the lips of

Christ and his disciples, and were recorded by inspired men
;
and

having compared this with the diversity that is seen in our

translation of these words, we propose, with the knowledge thus

gained, to inquire secondly of what things eternity, thus revealed,

is predicated.

By this method we shall escape the difficulties and disadvan-

tages already alluded to, and all things declared eternal will thus

stand or fall together, instead of being sustained or defeated in de-

tail. We shall confine ourselves to the New Testament, because it

is the fullest source of knowledge, and because the Old Testament
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passages, as Dan. xii. 2, are translated in the Septuagint by the

same words that are used by Christ and his disciples.

Let us then inquire

I. How is the idea of eternity expressed and taught in the

New Testament writings ? or in what words is endless duration

of time conveyed to us, and applied to eternal things ?

Locke says “ By repeating the idea of any length of duration

with the endless addition of number, we come by the idea of

eternity.’’ Eternity itself is inconceivable, incomprehensible and

hence inexpressible. As finite creatures, we have a clear idea

only of a certain length of time, which is present, upon which our

individual existence has impinged, and with which for a longer

or shorter time it is identified. Of endless time before or after

this we know only by repetition of this present time, thus ap-

proximating, looking at, going towards, but never reaching that

which we call eternity.

This is the exact thought upon which- the Greek language, ex-

pressing endless duration of time, seems to have been framed.

A certain known length of time, be it longer or shorter, was

called “ aidjv.” And strange as it may seem there is no other

word used to express time, past, present or future, than this one

word and two variations of it. Aidov was the means of measur-

ing time to the Greeks, as a mile is to the carpenter the means

of measuring distances
;
and they had no idea of eternity, except

the repetition of this measure, which was some certain length of

duration.

Very long time, cr longest conceivable time, being the repe-

tition of one length of time, was expressed by repetition of the

word given to that length of time. Thus, “rot; aiojvov tojv

ocigovgov,” translated, Eph. iii. 21, “world without end,” literally

time of times, ages of ages.

To describe endless time thus measured by successive repe-

tition, they used the adjective, a'lajvio?, which is ever-enduring,

everlasting, eternal.

It greatly simplifies the whole discussion to thus know that

eternity, as taught in over 170 passages in the New Testament,

is expressed or conveyed in one of the three forms of this one

word, aioov. Had the same simplicity and unity been retained

by the translators, it would have been of great advantage to the

common reader. But turning to the English Bible we fiud that
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these three words are translated by at least ten different words

and phrases, and that these words and phrases are made inter-

changeable. and are used indiscriminately, not only in different

passages, but even in the same clause.

This contrast between the simplicity of the one and diversity

of the other, will be made apparent by a brief examination and

grouping of passages.

First. There are over forty passages in which the word aicov

is translated “ world,” as in the expressions, “ world began,”

“beginning of the world,” “while the world stands,” “world with-

out end,” “this world,” and “world to come.”

At first sight it seems difficult to understond how a word de-

noting time is translated “ world," but the difficulty is removed

by the explanation that they chose for a length of time, not a cer-

tain number of years or centuries, but the time of the world’s

existence, be it longer or shorter—from beginning to end.

“ This world,” “ before the world,” and “ world to come,” or

“world’s,” are thus sufficient expressions of present, past and

future time.

Secondly. We find another class of passages, over sixty in

number, in which ot'ioov is translated “ever,” giving use to ex-

pressions, “for ever,” “ for ever and ever,” “evermore,” “never,”

i. e., “ not for ever.” “ Ever” is a still more indefinite word than

“world,” for the years of the world are known of God if not of

man, whereas “ ever" is a general term, which may mean any

long, indefinite number of years. Still it serves as a rule or

measure of time, and by repetition gives the idea of eternity.

Thirdly. There is another class of passages, over eighty in

number, in which the adjective aicovio

s

is translated either

“ eternal” or “ everlasting.” There seems to be no rule that

governed the translators in the use of one of these words over

the other—and no reason that can be assigned why they should

both be used in same places and verses.

The word “ eternal ” predominates in its use over “ everlast-

ing” in the proportion of three to one.

With this introduction we are now prepared to inquire

II. Of what is eternity, thus described, predicated? or, What
things are eternal?

First. By the use of the word aigov, in its varied forms, we are

taught the eternity of the being, attributes and purposes of the
40
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Godhead—in over thirty passages—and of each person of the

Godhead.

(1) Being, attributes and purposes of God. 1 Cor. ii. 7.

Wisdom of God .... which God ordained before the

world." Epb. iii. 9. “The fellowship of the mystery

which from the beginning of the world hath been hid in God.”
“ To the intent that now unto principalities and

powers in heavenly places might be known the eternal purpose

which he proposed in Christ Jesus our Lord.” Col. i. 26. “ The
mystery which hath been hid from ages" Thus is taught the

eternal past. So now we are taught the eternal future in 1. Pet.

i. 23. “ Word of God, which liveth and abidethforever.” Verse

25. “The word of the Lord endureth forever

,

and this is the

word which by the gospel is preached unto you.” Bom. xvi. 26.

“According to the commandment of the everlasting God, made
known unto all nations for the obedience of the faith.” 2 Cor.

ix. 9. “ His righteousness remainethforever."

(2) Being, attributes and purposes of Christ. Luke i. 32. The
words of the angel to Mary, “ He shall be called the Son of the

Highest, and shall reign over the house of Jacob forever." In

John viii. 35. and xii. 34. we read “ Christ abidethforever" In

Bom. ix. 5 and 1 Cor. xi. 31. Christ is described as “Over all,

God blessedforever." “ Blessed evermore." In 1 Tim. i. 17. we

read “ Now unto the king eternal, immortal, invisible, only wise

God, be honor and glory for ever and ever" Heb. xiii. 8. “ Jesus

Christ, the same yesterday and to-day and forever'.' Several

times in the book of Bevelation Christ repeats the statement,

“ I am he that liveth, aud was dead
;
and am alive for forever-

more." And in Bev. xi. 15, we have the welcome proclamation,

“ The kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms of our

Lord and of his Christ
;
and he shall reign forever and ever."

(3) The Being, Attributes and Purposes of the Holy Spirit.

John xiv. 16. “ Aud I will pray the Father and he shall give

you another Comforter, that he may abide with youforever, even

the Spirit of truth.” Heb. ix. 14. “ How much more shall the

blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered himself

without spot to God.”

Thus we see that all we know of the Godhead, in its eternity

of being, attributes and purposes, is conveyed to us by the use

of this w'ord aicov, and the two variations of the same word.
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Beyond this evidence we learn nothing more from the New
Testament, and if the word itself can be construed to mean any-

thing less than absolute, endless eternity, then our belief in the

eternity of the Godhead is to that extent lessened.

Secondly. All the doxologies with which the epistles abound
or close, (over seventeen in number), ascribing eternal praise,

honor and glory to the Godhead, are expressed in this language.

There can be no doubt that these writers intended to express

and ascribe eternal praise in their doxologies. If eternity is

not conveyed in these strong expressions, “ For ever,” “ Forever

and ever,” “ World without end,” then it is nowhere found in

the New Testament. Yet aid) v is the only word used denoting

endless time in these doxologies.

Thirdly. By the use of aioov, in its varied forms, in our sixty

passages, we are taught the eternity of the state and rewards of

the righteous. When Christ said to his disciples, “Will ye also

go away ?” Peter answered :
“ Lord, to whom shall we go ?

thou hast the words of eternal life.” Peter evidently meant to

say that Christ, and Christ only, had the words of eternal life.

The words were permitted to stand unchanged by our Lord,

and they have been approved by all succeeding generations of

men. But these words of eternal life are all expressed by the

same word, aioov
,
for there was no other or stronger word that

. could be chosen by Christ wherewith to teach eternity, or by
Peter to express his belief in this eternity. The most common
form of teaching eternal blessedness of the righteous was under

the figure of life, which necessarily embraces the joys that life

affords. We have the expression “eternal” or “everlasting life”

not less than forty times, explaining what it is, how it may be

gained, who have it, and to whom it is offered and promised.

Three times it is stated that the righteous shall “liveforever ,”

or it is put in negative form, he shall “ never (i. e., not forever)

see death,” or “taste of death,” “ never (i. e., not forever) die.”

In other places it is stated that he shall “ reign forever,” or

“abideth forever,” which is the language used to describe the

eternity of Christ.”

In the remaining passages, the elements or accompaniments

of life are declared to be eternal. 2 Cor. iv. 17. “ This light

affliction which is for a moment, worketh out for us a far more

exceeding and eternal weight of glory. While we look not at the
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things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen
;
for

the things which are seen, are temporal, but the things which

are not seen are eternal. These eternal things are described else-

where, Heb. v. 9. “ And being made perfect he became the

author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey him.” Heb.
ix. 12. “Neither by the blood of goats and calves, but by his

own blood, he entered in once into the holy place, having ob-

tained eternal redemption for us.” Verse 15, “And for this cause

he is the Mediator of the New Testament . . . that they which

are called, might receive the promise of eternal inheritance.”

So Peter says, 2 Pet. i. 11, “ For so an entrance shall be minis-

tered unto you abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.”

No one is found to question this evidence, or limit its meaning

so as to throw doubt on the eternity of the state and rewards

of the righteous.

But let it be remembered, that our belief rests wholly and.

solely on the meaning we give to the word aiaov, and its varied

forms, by means of which the inspired writers of the New Tes-

tament express and convey to us the divine teaching concerning

the life to come.

Fourthly. By the use of the word aioov in its varied forms,

we are taught the eternity of the state and punishment of the

wicked.

There are not one-fourth as many passages that speak of the

end of the wicked as of the end of the righteous. This is as we

should expect, for Christ came into the world that men might

have life—and that abundantly. His work and mission was to

announce and proclaim the gospel of good tidings. The bearer

of both good and evil tidings, will announce and voluntarily

dwell upon and repeat the good tidings, but will only point with

sad eye and heavy heart to the evil tidings, or if compelled to

speak of it, will tell it plainly once and then allude to it or re-

peat it as few times as possible.

So Christ pointed out the terrible end of the wicked, only as

necessity demanded it, but when he did thus speak, or when the

Apostles wrote, it was in the plainest and strongest language.

Beginning with the judgment scene portrayed by Christ in 25th

chap, of Matthew, which is the plainest, fullest, most minute
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and at the same time most comprehensive view of the future life

that is given us, we find the same language used to describe the

punishment of the wicked, as the reward of the righteous, verse

34, “ Come, ye blessed of my Father inherit the kingdom pre-

pared for you from the foundation of the world.” Yerse 41.

“ Depart from me ye cursed into everlastingfire, prepared for the

devil and his angels.” Yerse 46. We have the sentence, “ these

shall go away into everlasting punishment, but the righteous into

life eternal." Where Christ uses the same word aicovios in the

same sentence to express the length of one as of the other.

There is no principle of interpretation that warrants the two-fold

rendering of the same word, in the same sentence, by different

English words “ Everlasting ” and “ Eternal ” as is done by the

translators, even though they considered them synonymous in

meaning
;
for the common reader may obtain an erroneous im-

pression thereby, and the false teacher may base upon it his

theory that one means a long time, and the other endless time.

The variation pertains only to the translation, and not to the

inspired evangelist, or Christ the Divine Teacher.

If a judge in charging a jury, or in pronouncing sentence on

different persons arrayed before him, -would be careful in the

choice and use of words, and should be taken to mean what he

says, how much more will the eternal, only wise judge of all

the earth, in pronouncing sentence on the assembled nations be-

fore him, use the right words to express his meaning, and how-

much more should he be taken to mean just what he says, and if

he says of both, that their sentence is aicovios, as he does, then

one will end as soon, or last as long, as the other.

The most common figure used to describe future punishment

is that of fire, and whether it is taken literally or figuratively

should not affect the statement that it is eternal. In Matt,

xviii. 8. Christ tells men to cut off the offending member, for “ it

is better for thee to enter into life halt or maimed, rather than

having two hands and two feet to be cast into everlastingfire."

In Jude vii. Sodom and Gomorrah are “ Set forth for an exam-

ple, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.” In Rev. xiv. 9, 10, 11,

it is declared, “If any worship the beast, and receive his mark,

the same shall drink of the wrath of God, which is poured out

without mixture into the cup of his indignation
; and he shall

be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the
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holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb
;
and the smoke

of their torment ascendeth up for ever and every The same de-

scription is given Kev. xix. 3, when the people of heaven cry

“Alleluia,” and “the smoke (of the judged) rose upfor ever and
ever." In Rev. xx. 10, it is said “And the devil that deceived

them was cast into a lake of fire and brimstone and shall be tor-

mented day and night for ever and ever." In other places future

punishment is described under the figure of darkness. 2 Pet.

ii. 17, “ To whom the mist of darkness is reserved for ever."

Jude 13, “To whom is reserved the blackness of darknessfor
ever." In 2 Thess. i. 7-9, it is said “The Lord Jesus shall

be revealed from heaven with his mighty angels, in flaming

fire, taking vengeance on them that know not God, and that

obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ
;
who shall be

punished with everlasting destruction from the presence of the

Lord, and from the glory of his power when he shall come to be

glorified in his saints, and to be admired in all them that believe

in that day.”

But can a God of Love punish eternally? Christ says so,

Matt. xii. 32, of one sin at least, viz. that against the Holy Ghost.

“It shall not be forgiven him neither in this w’orld, neither in

the world to come,” or as recorded Mark iii. 29, “ But he that

shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost, hath never (i. e. not

for ever

)

forgiveness, but is in danger of eternal damnation.”

From this discussion of eternity and eternal things, we are

brought to this

CONCLUSION.

We know nothing of eternity, save what we are told in Scrip-

ture. With our finite minds, we can not fully grasp or

comprehend the abstract idea of eternity. The only idea of

eternity that we thus grasp, is the endless repetition of certain

lengths of duration, or periods of known time. This idea can

be expressed or conveyed only by the repetition of the word used

to define any fixed length of duration, or period of time.

Christ and his disciples, the inspired Evangelists and Apostles,

invariably choose one and the same word, atcov, to describe any

fixed length of time, and by the repetition of that word in the

form of a phrase, or by giving it the adjective form, they univer-

sally speak of eternity and things eternal.
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With this word, thus varied, they teach the eternity of the

Godhead, in being, attributes and purposes
;
they express all the

doxologies, which are intended to ascribe eternal praise, honor

and glory to the Godhead
;
they teach the eternity of the state

and rewards of the righteous, and they teach the eternity of the

state and punishment of the wicked. What then we know of

one we know of all the others. Whatever ground of confidence

we have in those we desire and hope for, we have the same

ground of certainty in those we dread and fear. Whatever

doubt attaches to one attaches equally to the others. Whatever

reason exists for limiting or explaining away the meaning of the

word when applied to one thing, the same reason exists for limit-

ing or explaining away its meaning when applied to all the others.

The teaching of the New Testament concerning eternity is a

unit, complete as a round ball, firm as a building on a rock, per-

fect as an arch, and we cannot take away a part, without caus-

ing all to crumble. We cannot make different what it makes

the same without impeaching the veracity, the wisdom, and the

fairness of Christ the divine teacher, and his inspired Evangelists

and Apostles.

“ Eternity ! Eternity !

How long art thou, Eternity !

As long as God is God, so long

Endure the pains of hell and wrong !

So long the joys of heaven remain,

Oh, lasting joy ! Oh, lasting pain !

Ponder, O man, Eternity. ”
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Art. IV.—THE VATICAN COUNCIL.

Bv Philip Schaff, D.D., Professor in the Union Theological Seminary, New York.

Documenta ad iUustrandum Concilium Valicanum anni 1870. Gesammelt
und kerausgegeben von Dr. Johann Friedrich, Professor der Tlieologie

in Miinclien. Nordlingen, 1871. 2 Parts, pp. 316 and 437.

Sammlung der Aclenstiicke zum erslen Valicanischen Concil mil einem Grund-

risse der Geschichle desselben von Einn Friedberg, ordentl. Professor

der Reckte an der Universitat Leipzig. Tubingen, 1872. pp. 954.'

Geschichle und Krilik des Valicanischen Concils von 1869 und 1870, von Lie.

Tkeol. Theodor Fromhann, Privatdocent an der Universitat Berlin.

Gotha, 1873. pp. 529.

The stenographic reports of the proceedings of the Vatican

Council are locked up in the archives of the Vatican, and are

not likely to see the light of day for some time to come. But

in spite of the strict secrecy imposed upon the fathers of the

Council, the main facts and speeches were made known by the

enterprise or indiscretion of members and their friends of both

parties. During the Council full reports were published by the

editors of the Civiltd cattolica at Home, and the Paris Univers

of Veuillot, on the part of the Infallibilists, and in the Letters of

Quiriuus, on the part of the anti-Infallibilists or Old Catholics.

After the Council, Professor Friedrich, a colleague of Dr. Dollin-

ger, issued his Diary
,
and a collection of Documents, which fur-

nish an inside view of this important event. And now we have

two complete and impartial histories of the Vatican Council by

Protestant scholars. Friedberg, Professor of ecclesiastical law

at Leipzig, gives us a collection of all the important documents,

with a sketch of the history of the Council from the beginning

to its close. Frommann, Private Lecturer on Theology in the

University of Berlin, has writteu a critical history of the Council

on the basis of the official documents and private reports.

More than three hundred years after the close of the Council

of Trent, Pius IX., -who had proclaimed the new dogma of the

Immaculate Conception, who in the presence of five hundred

Bishops had celebrated the eighteenth centennial of the martyr-

dom of the Apostles Peter and Paul, and who was permitted to

survive not only the golden wedding of his priesthood, but even
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—alone among his more than two hundred and fifty predeces-

sors—the silver wedding of his popedom (thus falsifying the tra-

dition “won videbit annos Petri”) resolved to convoke a new oecu-

menical council, which was to proclaim his own infallibility in

all matters of faith and discipline, and thus to put the top-stone

to the pyramid of the Boman hierarchy.

He first intimated his intention, June 26, 1867, in an Allocu-

tion to five hundred Bishops who were assembled at the eight-

eenth centenary of the martyrdom of St. Peter in Borne. The
Bishops in a most humble and obsequious response, July 1,

1867, approved of his heroic courage, to employ, in his old age,

an extreme measure for an extreme danger, and predicted a new
splendor of the Church, and a new triumph of the kingdom of

God. Whereupon the Pope announced to them that he would

convene the Council under the special auspices of the Immacu-
late Virgin, who had crushed the serpent’s head and was mighty

to destroy alone all the heresies of the world.

The call was issued by an encyclical commencing “PEterni Pa-

tris Unigenitus Filius” in the 23rd year of his Pontificate, on the

Feast of St. Peter and Paul, June 29, 1868. It created at once

a universal commotion in the Christian world, and called forth

a multitude of books and pamphlets even before the Council

convened. The highest expectations were suspended by the

Pope and his sympathizers on the coming event. What the

Council of Trent had effected against the Protestant Beforma-

tion of the sixteenth century, the Council of the Vatican was to

accomplish against the more radical and dangerous foe of mod-
ern liberalism and rationalism, which threatened to under-

mine Bomanism itself in its own strongholds. It was to crush

the power of infidelity, and to settle all that belongs to the doc-

trine, worship and discipline of the Church, and the eternal sal-

vation of souls. It was even hoped that the Council might be-

come a feast of general reconciliation to divided Christendom
;

and hence the Greek schismatics and the Protestant heretics

and other non-Catholics were invited by two special letters of

the Popo (Sept. 8 and Sept. 13, 1868) to return, on this auspici-

ous occasion, to “the only sheep-fold of Christ,” for the salvation

of their souls.

But the Eastern Patriarchs spurned the invitation as an insult

to their time-honored rights and traditions, from which they
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could not depart. The Protestant communions either ignored or

respectfully declined it.

Thus the Vatican Council, like that of Trent, turned out to be
simply a general Roman Council, and apparently put the pros-

pect of a reunion of Christendom further off than ever before.

While these sanguine expectations of Pius IX. were doomed
to disappointment, the chief object of the Council was attained

in spite of the strong opposition of the minority of liberal Catho-
lics. This object, which for reasons of propriety is omitted in the

bull of convocation and other preliminary acts, but clearly

stated by the organs of the ultramontane or Jesuitical party,

was nothing less than the proclamation of the personal Infalli-

bility of the Pope, as a binding article of the Roman Catholic

faith for all time to come. Herein lies the whole importance of

the Council
;

all the rest dwindles into insignificance and could

never have justified its convocation.

After extensive and careful preparations, the first (and per-

haps the last) Vatican Council was solemnly opened amid the

sound of innumerable bells and the cannon of St. Angelo, but

under frowning skies and a pouring rain, on the festival of the

Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary, Dec. 8, 1869, in the

Basilica of the Vatican. It reached its height at the fourth

public session, July 18, 1870, when the decree of Papal Infalli-

bility was proclaimed. After this it dragged on a sickly exist-

ence till October 20, 1870, when it was adjourned till November

11, 1870, but afterward indefinitely postponed on account of

the change in the political situation of Europe. For on

the second of September the French Empire, which had

been the main support of the temporal power of the Pope,

collapsed with the surrender of Napoleon III. at the old Hugue-

not stronghold of Sedan to the Protestant King William of Prus-

sia, and on the twentieth of September the Italian troops, in

the name of King Victor Emanuel, took possession of Rome, as

the future capital of united Italy. Whether the Council will

ever be convened again to complete its vast labors, like the twice

interrupted Council of Trent, remains to be seeu. But in pro-

claiming the personal infallibility of the Pope, it made all future

oecumenical Councils unnecessary for the definition of dogmas

and the regulation of discipline, so that hereafter they will be
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empty ritualistic shows. The acts of the Vatican Council as far

as they go are irrevocable

.

The attendance was larger than that of any of its eighteen

predecessors, and presented an imposing array of hierarchical

dignity and power. The whole number of prelates of the Roman
Catholic Church who are entitled to a seat in an oecumenical

Council, is 1037. Of these there were present at the opening

of the council 719, viz. 49 Cardinals, 9 Patriarchs, 4 Primates,

121 Archbishops, 479 Bishops, 57 Abbots and Generals of

Monastic Orders. This number afterward increased to 764, viz.,

49 Cardinals, 10 Patriarchs, 4 Primates, 105 diocesan Archbish-

ops, 22 Archbishops in partibus infiddium,¥lk diocesan Bishops,

98 Bishops in partibus, and 52 Abbots and Generals of Orders,

etc. Distributed according to continents, 541 of these belonged,

to Europe, 83 to Asia, 14 to Africa, 113 to America, 13 to

Oceanica. At the proclamation of the decree of Papal Infalli-

bility, July 18, 1870, the number was reduced to 535, and after-

ward it dwindled down to 200 or 180. Among the many nations

represented the Italians had a vast plurality of 276, of whom 143

belonged to the former Papal States alone. France, with a

much larger Roman Catholic population, had only 84, Austria

141, Hungary 48, Spain 41, Great Britain 35, Germany 19, the

United States 48, Mexico 10, Switzerland 8, Belgium 6, Holland

4, Portugal 2, Russia 1. The disproportion between the repre-

sentatives of the different nations and the number of their con-

stituents was overwhelmingly in favor of the Papal influence.

More than one-half of the fathers were entertained during the

Council at the expense of the Pope.

The Romans themselves -were remarkably indifferent to the

Council, though keenly alive to the financial gain, which the

dogma of the Infallibility of their sovereign would bring to the

the Eternal City and the impoverished Papal treasury. It is well

known how soon after the Council they voted almost in a body

against the temporal power of the Pope, and for their new mas-

ter.

The strictest secrecy was enjoined upon the members of the

Council. The 'world was only to know the final results as pro-

claimed in the public sessions, until it should please the Roman
court to issue an official history. But the freedom of the press
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in tbe nineteenth century, and the elements of discord in the

Council itself, frustrated the precaution.

The subject matter for deliberation was divided into four parts :

on Faith, Discipline, Religious Orders and on Rites, including

Missions. Each part was assigned to a special commission
(
Con-

gregatio or Deputatio)
consisting of 24 Prelates elected by ballot

for the whole period of the Council, with a presiding Cardinal

appointed by the Pope. These commissions prepared the de-

crees on the basis of schemata previously drawn up by learned

divines and canonists, and confidentially submitted to the Bish-

ops in print. The decrees were then discussed, revised and

adopted in secret sessions by the general congregation
(
congre-

gationes generates
)
including all the forty-five fathers, with five

presiding Cardinals appointed by the Pope. The general con-

gregation held 89 sessions in all. Finally the decrees thus ma-
tured were voted upon and solemnly promulgated in public

sessions in the presence and by the authority of the Pope.

There were only four such public sessions held during the ten

months of the Council, viz. the opening session, Dec. 8, 1869,

which was a mere formality, but of a ritualistic splendor and

magnificence such as can be gotten up nowhere on earth but in

St. Peter’s Cathedral in Rome
;
the second session, Jan. 6, 1870,

where the fathers simply professed each one before the Pope the

Nicene Creed and the Profession of the Tridentine Faith
;
the

third session, April 24, 1870, when the dogmatic constitution on

the Catholic faith was unanimously adopted; and the fourth ses-

sion, July 18, 1870, when the dogmatic constitution on the

Church of Christ and the Infallibility of the Pope was adopted

with two dissenting votes.

The management of the Council was entirely in the hands of the

Pope and his dependent Cardinals and Jesuitical advisers. He
originated the topics which were to be acted on; he selected the pre-

paratory committees of theologians (mostly of the ultramontane

school) who, during the winter of 1868-69, drew up the schemata;

he appointed the presiding officers of the four Deputations, and

of the General Congregation
;
and he proclaimed the decrees in

his own name with the approval of the Council. He even per-

sonally interfered, during the proceedings, in favor of his new

dogma, by praising Infallibihsts and by ignoring or rebuking

anti-Infallibilists. The discussion could be virtually arrested
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by the presiding Cardinals at the request of only ten members ;

we say virtually, for although it required a vote of the Council,

a majority was always sure. The revised order of business, is-

sued Feb. 22, 1870, departed even from the old rule requiring

moral unanimity in definitions of faith, (according to the cele-

brated canon, quod semper, quod ubique, quod ab omnibus creditum

est,) and substituted for it a mere numerical majority, which

was necessary to secure the triumph of the Infallibility decree

in view of a powerful minority. Nothing could be printed in

Rome against Infallibility
;
while the organs of Infallibility had

full freedom to print and publish what they pleased. Such

prominence of the Pope is characteristic of a Council convoked

for the very purpose of proclaiming his personal infallibility,

but is without precedent in history (except in some mediaeval

Councils); even the Council of Trent maintained its own dignity

and comparative independence.

This want of freedom of the Council—not to speak of the

strict police surveillance over the members—was severely cen-

sured by liberal Catholics. More than one hundred Prelates of

all nations signed a strong protest (dated Rome, March 1, 1870)

against the order of business, especially against the majority

vote, and expressed the fear that in the end the authority of

this Council might be impaired as wanting in truth and liberty

—

a calamity so direful in these uneasy times, that a greater could

not be imagined. But this protest, like all the acts of the min-

ority, was ignored.

The proceedings were of course in the official language of the

Roman Church, which all Prelates could understand and speak,

but very few with sufficient ease to do justice to themselves and

their subjects. The difference of pronunciation proved a great

inconvenience, and the Continentals complained that they could

not understand the English Latin.

The Council, upon the whole, compares favorably as to intel-

lectual ability, moral character, and far-reaching effect, with pre-

ceding Roman Councils, and must be regarded as the greatest

event in the history of the Papacy since the Council of Trent.

It embraced much learning and eloquence, especially on the

part of the French and German episcopate.

On the other hand, it had its full share of ignorance, super-

stition, bigotry and passion, wliich considerably detract from its
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moral dignity and weight. The following characteristic episode

is authenticated by the concurrent testimonies of Lord Acton,

the pseudonymous Quirinus, Professor Friedrich, and the author

of the French work, Ce qui se passe au Concile. When Bishop

Strossmayer, the boldest member of the opposition, and an elo-

quent Latinist, in a session of the General Congregation (March

22), spoke favorably of the great Leibnitz, and paid Protestants

the poor compliment of honesty (quoting from St. Augustine
;

“Errant sed bona fide errant"), he was interrupted by the bell of

the President (De Angelis) and his rebuke, “ This is no place for

praising Protestants” (‘'hicee non est locus laudandi Protestantes")!

Yery true, for the Council-hall was only a hundred paces from

the Palace of the Inquisition. When, resuming, the speaker

ventured to attack the principle of deciding questions of faith

by mere majorities, he was more loudly interrupted frcm all

sides by confused exclamations :
“ Shame 1 Shame ! down with

the heretic !” (“Descendat ab ambone ! Descendat ! Hcereticus !

Hcereticus! Damnamus eum! Damnamus !”) “ Several Bishops

sprang from their seats, rushed to the tribune, and shook their

fists in the speaker’s face ” (Quirinus, p. 387). When one Bish-

op (Place, of Marseilles) interposed, “ Eqo non damno 1” the cry

was raised with increased fury :
“ Omnes, omnes ilium damnamus!

damnamus /” Strossmayer was forced by the uproar and the

continued ringing of the bell to quit the tribune, but did so with

a triple “ Protestor." The noise was so great that it could be

heard in the interior of St. Peter’s. Some thought the Garibal-

dians had broken in
;
others that Infallibility had been pro-

claimed, and shouted, according to their opposite views, either

“Long live the Infallible Pope !” or “Long live the Pope, but

not the infallible one” (comp. Quirinus and Ce qui se passe, p.

69). Quirinus says that the scene, “for dramatic force and

theological significance exceeded almost anything in the past

history of Councils” (p. 386), and that a Bishop of the United

States said afterwards, “ not without a sense of patriotic pride,

that he knew now of one assembly .still rougher than the Con-

gress of his own country” (p. 388). Similar scenes of violence

occurred in the oecumenical Councils of Ephesus and Chalcedon,

but Christian civilization ought to have made some progress

since the fifth century.
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The chief importance of the Council of the Vatican lies in its

decree on Papal supremacy and infallibility. It settled the in-

ternal dissensions between [Jltramontanism and Gallicanism,

which struck at the root of the fundamental principle of author-

ity
;

it destroyed the independence of the episcopate, and made
it a tool of the primacy

;
it crushed liberal Catholicism ;

it com-

pleted the system of Papal absolutism
;

it raised the hitherto

disputed opinion of Papal Infallibility to the dignity of a binding

article of faith, which no Catholic can deny without loss of sal-

vation. The Pope may now say : L'eglise cest moi !

But this very triumph of absolutism marks also a new depar-

ture. It gave rise to a secession headed by the ablest divines

of the Roman Church. It put the Papacy into direct antag-

onism to the liberal tendencies of the age. It excited the hos-

tility of civil government in all those countries where Church

and State are united on the basis of a concordat with the Roman
See. No State with any degree of self-respect can treat with

a sovereign who claims infallibility and therefore unconditional

submission in matters of moral duty as well as of faith. In

reaching the summit of its power, the Papacy has hastened its

downfall.

For Greeks and Protestants the Vatican Council is no more

oecumenical than that of Trent, and has only intensified the an-

tagonism. Its oecumenicity is even denied by such eminent

Roman Catholic scholars as Dellinger, Von Schulte and Rein-

kens, because it lacked the two fundamental conditions of liberty of

discussion and moral unanimity of suffrage. But the subsequent

submission of all the Bishops who had voted against Papal In-

fallibility, supplied the defect as far as the Roman Church is

concerned. There was nothing left to them but either to submit

or to be expelled. They chose the former and thus destroyed

the legal and moral force of their protest, although not thS power

of truth and the nature of the facts on which it was based.

Henceforward Romanism must stand or fall with the Vatican

Council. But ( as we have before intimated) Romanism is not to be

confounded with Catholicism any more than the Jewish hierarchy

which crucified our Saviour is identical with the people of Israel

from which sprang the apostles and early converts of Christianity.

The destruction of the infallible and irreformable Papacy may
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be the emancipation of Catholicism and lead it from its prison

house to the light of a new reformation.

Three schemes on matters of faith were prepared for the Vati-

can Council, one against nationalism, one on the Church of

Christ, and one on Christian Matrimony. The first two were

revised and adopted. The third was indefinitely postponed.

There was also much discussion on the preparation of a small

popular catechism adapted to the present doctrinal status of

the Roman Church, and intended to supersede the numerous

popular catechisms now in use
;
but the draft, which assigned

the whole teaching power of the Church to the Pope, to the ex-

clusion of the Episcopate, encountered such opposition (57 Non
Placet

,
24 conditional Placet) in the provisional vote of May 4,

that it was laid on the table and never called up again.

I. The Dogmatic Constitution on the Catholic Faith
(
con-

stitutio dogmatica defide catliolica).

It was unanimously adopted in the third public session, April

24 (
Dominica inalbis), 1870.

The original draft laid before the Council embraced eighteen

chapters, on Pantheism, Rationalism, Scripture and tradition,

revelation, faith and reason, the trinity, the two natures of

Christ, the primitive state, original sin, the Christian redemp-

tion, the supernatural order of grace
;
but it was laid aside.

Archbishop Conolly, of Halifax, recommended that it should be

decently buried.

In its present form the constitution on the Catholic faith is

reduced to four chapters, with a proemium and a conclusion.

Ch. I. treats of God as the Creator
;

ch. II. of Revelation
;
ch.

III. of Faith
;

ch. IV. of Faith and Reason. Then follows

eighteen canons in which the errors of Pantheism, Naturalism,

and Rationalism are condemned in a manner substantially the

same, fhough more clearly and fully than had been done in the

first sections of the Syllabus.

The decree asserts, in the old scholastic terminology, the

well-known principles of supernaturalism as held by orthodox

Christians in all ages, but without the remotest idea of the free-

dom of science and its progress since the Council of Trent.

Hence a liberal member of the Council, in the course of discus-

sion, declared the schema de fide a work of supererogation.

“What boots it,” he said, “ to condemn errors which have been
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long condemned and tempt no Catholic. The false beliefs of

mankind are beyond the reach of your decrees. The best de-

fence of Catholicism is religious science. Encourage sound

learning, and prove by deeds as well as words that it is the mis-

sion of the Church to promote among the nations liberty, light

and true prosperity.” On the other hand, the “ Univers” called

the scheme “ a master-piece of clearness and force
;

” the

“Civiltd Caftolica” sees in it “ a reflex of the wisdom of God
and Archbishop Manning thinks that its impoitance “cannot be

over-estimated that it is “the broadest and boldest affirmation

of the supernatural and spiritual order ever yet made in the face

of the world
;
which is, now more than ever, sunk in sense and

heavy with materialism.” Whatever be the value of the posi-

tive principles of the schema, its popish head and tail reduce it

to a brutum fulmen outside of the Romish Church, and even the

most orthodox Protestants must apply to it the warning, Timeo

Danaos et clonaferentes.

The preamble, even in its present modified form, derives mod-
ern rationalism and infidelity, as a legitimate fruit, from the here-

sies condemned by the Council of Trent, that is, from the Protes-

tant Reformation
;
in the face of the fact patent to every scholar,

that Protestant theology has been in the thickest of the fight

with unbelief, and, notwithstanding all its excesses, has produced

a far richer exegetical and apologetic literature than Romanism
during the last three hundred years. The boldest testimony

heard in this Council was directed against the preamble by
Bishop Strossmayer, from the Turkish frontier, (March 22, 1870).

He characterized the charge against Protestantism as neither

just nor charitable. Protestants, he said, abhorred the errors

condemned in the schema as much as Catholics. The germ of

rationalism existed in the Catholic Church before the Reforma-

tion, especially in the humanism which was nourished in the

very sanctuary by the highest dignitaries, and bore its worst fruits

in the midst of a Catholic nation at the time of Voltaire and the

the Encyclopedists. Catholics had produced no better refuta-

tion of the errors enumerated in the schema than such men as

Leibnitz and Guizot. There were multitudes of Protestants in

Germany, England and North America who loved our Lord
Jesus Christ and had inherited from the shipwreck of faith posi-

tive truths and monuments of divine grace. Although this

41
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speech was greeted with execrations, it had at least the effect

that the objectionable preamble was somewhat modified.

The supplement of the decree binds all Catholics to observe

also those constitutions and decrees by which such erroneous

opinions as are not here specifically enumerated, have been pro-

scribed and condemned by this Holy See. This might be so

construed as to include all the eighty errors of the Syllabus.

The minority, who in the General Congregation had voted

only a conditional Placet, were quieted by the official assurance,

that the addition involved no new dogma, and had a disciplinary

rather than a didactic character. Some gave their votes with a

heavy heart, conscious of the snare. Strossmayer stayed away.

Thus a unanimous vote of 667 or 668 fathers was secured in

the public session, and the Infallibility decree was virtually

anticipated. The Pope, after proclaiming the dogma, gave the

Bishops his benediction of peace, and gently intimated what he

next expected from them.

II. The first dogmatic constitution on the Church of

Christ. ( Constitutio dogmatica prima cle ecclesia Christi.)

This was passed with two dissenting votes in the fourth public

session, July 18, 1870. It treats, in four chapters, (1) of the

institution of the Apostolic Primacy in the blessed Peter
; (2) of

the perpetuity of St. Peter’s Primacy in the Roman Pontiffs

;

(3) of the power and nature of the Primacy of the Roman Pon-

tiff; (4'' of the Infallibility of the Roman Pontiff.

The new features are contained in the last two chapters, which

teach Papal Absolutism, and Papal Infallibility . I he third chap-

ter vindicates to the Roman Pontiff a superiority of ordinary

episcopal (not simply an extraordinary primatial) power over all

other churches, and an immediate jurisdiction, to which all Cath-

olics, both pastors and people, are bound to submit in matters not

only of faith and morals, but even of discipline and government.

He is therefore the Bishop of Bishops over every single Bishop

and over all Bishops put together ; he is in the fullest sense the

Vicar of Christ, and all Bishops are simply Vicars of the Pope.

The fourth chapter teaches and defines, as a divinely revealed

dogma, that the Roman Pontiff,’ when speaking from his chair,

(ex cathedra) i. e. in his official capacity, to the Christian world

on subjects relating to faith or morals, is infallible, and that such

definitions are irreformable (?. e. final and irreversible) in and of
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themselves, and not in consequence of the consent of the

•Church.”*'

To appreciate the value and bearing of this decree, we must

give a brief history of it.

The Infallibility question was suspended over the Council

from the very beginning, as the question of questions, for good

or for evil . The original plan of the infallibilists, to decide it

by acclamation, had to be abandoned in view of a formidable

opposition, which was developed inside and outside of the

Council. The majority of the Bishops circulated early in Janu-

ary a monster- petition, signed by 410 names, in favor of Infalli-

bility. The Italians and the Spaniards circulated similar

petitions separatel}7
. Archbishop Spalding, of Baltimore, for-

merly an anti-infallibilist, prepared an address offering some
compromise, to the effect that an appeal from the Pope to an

oecumenical council should be reproved. But five counter-

petitions signed by very weighty names, in all 137, representing

various degrees of opposition, but agreed as to the inopportunity

of the definition, were sent in during the same month (Jan. l‘2th

to 18th) by German and Austrian, Hungarian, French, Ameri-

can, Oriental, and Italian Bishops. The Pope received none

of these addresses, but referred them to the Deputation on

faith. While in this he showed his impartiality, he did not con-

ceal, in a private way, his real opinion, and gave it the weight

of his personal character and influence.

“ Faith in his personal infallibility,” says a well-informed

Catholic, “ and belief in a constant and special communication

with the Holy Ghost, forms the basis of the character of Pius

IX.” In the Council itself, Archbishop Manning, the Anglican

convert, was the most zealous, devout, and enthusiastic infalli-

* “Itaque Nos traditioni afidei Christian* exordio percept® fideliter inhrerendo, ad

Dei Salvatoris nostri gloriam, religionis Catholic® exaltationem et Christianorum

populornm salutem, sacro approbante Concilio, docemus et divinitus revelatum dogma

esse declaramus : Bomanum Pontificem, cum, ex Cathedra loquitur
,
id est, cum

omnium Christianorum Pastoris et Doctoris munerefungens pro supremo suaApos-

tolica auctoritate doctrinarn de fide rel moribus ab universa Ecclesia tenendam definit,

per assistentiamdimnam, ipsi in beato Petro promissam, ea infaUibilitate pollere, qua

divinus Bedemptor Ecdesiam suam in defin>enda doctrina de fide rel moribus in-

structam esse voluit
; ideoque ejusmodi Bomani Pontificis definitiones ex sese, non

autem ex consensu Ecclesice irreformabiles esse.

‘ Si quis autem huic hostr® definitioni contradicere, quod Deus avertat, pr®sump-

.serit
;
anathema sit.’
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bilist
;
he is “ more Catholic than Catholics ” to the manor born,

as the English settlers in Ireland were more Irish than the

Irishmen, and altogether worthy to be the successor of Pius IX.

in the chair of St. Peter. Both these eminent and remarkable

persons show how sincere faith in a dogma which borders on

blasphemy, may by a strange hallucination be combined with

rare purity and amiability of character.

Besides the all-powerful aid of the Pope, whom no Bishop

can disobey without fatal consequences, the infaliibilists had

the great advantage of perfect unity of sentiment and aim
;

while the anti-infallibilists were divided among, themselves,

many of them being simply inopportunists

;

they professing to

agree with the majority in principle or practice, and to differ

from them only on the subordinate question of definability and

opportunity. This qualified opposition had no weight whatever

with the Pope, who was as fully convinced of the opportunity

of the definition as he was of the dogma itself. And even the

most advanced anti-infallibilists, as Kenrick, Hefele, and Stross-

mayer, wTere too much hampered by Bomisli traditionalism to

plant their foot firmly on the Scriptures, which, after all, must

decide all questions of faith.

In the meantime a literary war on Infallibility was carried on

in the Catholic Church in Germany, France and England, and

added to the commotion in Borne. A large number of pamph-

lets, written or inspired by prominent members of the Council,

appeared for and against Infallibility. Distinguished outsiders,

as Dbllinger, Gratry, Hyacinthe, Montalembert and Newman,

mixed in the fight, and strengthened the minority. The utter-

ance of Dr. John Henry Newman, the intellectual leader of the

Anglo-Catholic apostasy, and by far the ablest scholar among

English Bomanists, reveals a most curious state of mind, oscil-

lating between absolute infallibilism and hopeless skepticism.

In striking contrast with his admiring pupil, Manning, Dr. New-

man thus unburdened his troubled heart to Bishop Ullathorne,

of Birmingham (see his letter published ‘ by permission ’ in the

Standard of April 7, 1870) :

“Rome ought to be a name to lighten the heart at all times, and a Coun-

cil’s proper office is, when some great heresy or other evil impends, to inspire

hope and confidence in the faithful
;
but now we have the greatest meeting

which ever has been, and that at Rome, infusing into us by the accredited-
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organa of Home and of its partisans, such as the Civilla (the Armenia
)
the

Univers, and the Tablet, little else than fear and dismay. When we are all

at rest, and have no doubts, and—at least practically, not to say doctrinally

—hold the Holy Father to be infallible, suddenly there is thunder in the

clearest sky, and we are told to prepare for something, we know not what,

to try our faith, we know not how. No impending danger is to be averted,

but a great difficulty is to be created. Is this the proper work for an oecu-

menical Council ? As to myself personally, please God, I do not expect any

trial at all
;
but I can not help suffering with the many souls who are suffer-

ing, and I look with anxiety at the prospect of having to defend decisions

which may not be difficult to my own private judgment, but may be most

difficult to maintain logically in the face of historical facts. What have we
done to be treated as the faithful never were treated before ? When has a

definition de fide been a luxury of devotion, and not a stem, painful neces-

sity ? Why should an aggressive, insolent faction be allowed to ‘make the

heart of the just sad, whom the Lord hath not made sorrowful ?’ Why can

not we be let alone when we have pursued peace and thought no evil ? I

assure you, my Lord, some of the truest minds are driven one way and

another, and do not know where to rest their feet—one day determining ‘to

give up all theology as a bad job,’ and recklessly to believe henceforth almost

that the Pope is impeccable, at another tempted to ‘ believe all the worst

which a book like Janus says’; others doubting about ‘ the capacity posses-

sed by Bishops drawn from all corners of the earth to judge what is fitting

for European society,’ and then, again, angry with the Holy See for listen-

ing to ‘the flattery of a clique of Jesuits, Eedemptorists, and converts.’ Then,

again, think of the store of Pontifical scandals in the history of eighteen cen-

turies, which have partly been poured forth, and partly are still to come.

What Murphy (a Protestant travelling preacher) inflicted upon us in one

way, Mr. Veuillot is indirectly bringing on us in another. And then, again,

the blight which is falling upon the multitude of Anglican llitualists, etc.

,

who themselves, perhaps—at least their leaders—may never become Catho-

lics, but are leavening the various English denominations and parties (far

beyond their own range) with principles and sentiments tending towards

their ultimate absorption into the Catholic Church. With these thoughts

ever before me, I am continually asking myself whether I ought not to make
my feelings public

; but all I do is to pray those early doctors of the Church,

whose intercession would decide the matter (Augustine, Ambrose, and

Jerome, Athanasius, Chrysostom, and Basil), to avert this great calamity. If

it is God’s will that the Pope’s infallibility be defined, then is it God’s will

to throwr back ‘the times and moments’ of that triumph which he has des-

tined for his kingdom, and I shall feel I have but to bow my head to his

adorable, inscrutable Providence. You have not touched upon the subject

yourself, but I think you -will allow me to express to you feelings which, for

the most part, I keep to myself. .
.”

After preliminary skirmishes the formal discussion began in

'.earnest in the 50th session of the General Congregation, May
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13, 1870, and lasted to the 86th General Congregation, July 16.

About eighty Latin speeches were delivered in the general dis-

cussion on the schema De Romano Pontifice, nearly one-half of

them on the part of the opposition, which embraced about one-

fifth or sixth of the Council. When the arguments and the pa-

tience of the assembly were pretty well exhausted, the President,

at the petition of a hundred and fifty bishops, closed the general

discussion on the third day of June. About forty more bishops

who had entered their names were thus prevented from speaking

;

but one of them, Archbishop Kenrick, of St. Louis, published

his strong argument against Infallibility in Naples. Then, it

seems, five special discussions commenced on the Prooemium

and the four chapters. For tbe fifth or last discussion a hun-

dred and twenty bishops inscribed their names to speak
;

fifty of

them were heard, until on both sides the burden became too

heavy to bear
;
and, by mutual consent, a useless and endless

discussion, from mere exhaustion, ceased.

When the vote was taken on the whole four chapters of the

Constitution of the Church, July 13, 1870, in the 85th secret ses-

sion of the General Congregation, (601 members being present)

451 voted Placet, 88 non-Placet, 62 Placet juxta moclum, over 80

(perhaps 91), though present in Rome or in the neighborhood,

abstained for various reasons from voting. Among the negative

votes were the Prelates most distinguished for learning and posi-

tion, as Rauscher, Cardinal Prince-Archbishop of Vienna,

Schwarzenberg, Cardinal Prince-Archbishop of Prague, Darboy,

Archbishop of Paris, Matthieu, Cardinal Archbishop of Besan-

gon, Ginoulhiac, Archbishop of Lyons, Dupanloup, Bishop of

Orleans, Mabet, Bishop of Sura (i. p.), Simor, Archbishop and

Primate of Hungary, Haynald, Archbishop of Kalossa, Foerster,

Archbishop of Breslau, Scherr, Archbishop of Munich, Ketteler

Bishop of Mayence, Hefele, Bishop of Rottenburg, Stross-

mayer, Bishop of Bosnia and Svrmia, Mac Hale, Archbishop

of Tuam, Conolly, Archbishop of Halifax, Kenrick, Archbishop

of St. Louis.

On the evening of the 15th of July the minority sent a depu-

tation consisting of Simor, Ginoulhiac, Scherr, Darboy, Ketteler

and Rivet to the Pope. After waiting an hour they were ad-

mitted at 9 o’clock in the evening. They asked simply for a

withdrawal of the addition to the third chapter which assigns to
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the Pope the exclusive possession of all ecclesiastical powers,

and for the insertion, in the fourth chapter, of a clause limiting

his infallibility to those decisions which he pronounces innixus

testimonio Ecclesicirum. Pius returned the almost incredible

answer : “I shall do what I can, my dear sons, but I have not yet

read the scheme
;
I do not know what it contains.” He requested

Darboy, the spokesman of the deputation, to hand him the peti-

tion in writing. Darboy promised to do so, and added, not with-

out irony, that he would send with it the Schema which the

Deputation on Faith and the Legates had with such culpable

levity omitted to lay before his Holiness, exposing him to the

risk of proclaiming in two days a decree he was ignorant of.

Pius surprised the deputation by the astounding assurance that

the whole Church had always taught the unconditional infalli-

bility of the Pope. Then Bishop Ketteler, of Mayence, Implored

the Holy Father on his knees to make some concession for the

peace and unity of the Church.

The well-informed Quirinus, tetter lxix, p. 801, gave, a few

days afterwards, the following fresh and graphic description of

this interesting scene :

“ Bishop Ketteler then came forward, flung himself on his knees before

the Pope, and entreated for several minutes that the Father of the Catholic

world would make some concession to restore peace and her lost unity

to the Church and the episcopate. It was a peculiar spectacle to witness

these two men, of kindred and yet widely diverse nature, in such an atti-

tude, the one prostrate on the ground before the other. Pius is ‘ lotus teres

atque rotundus, ’ firm and immovable, smooth and hard as marble, infinitely

self-satisfied intellectually, mindless and ignorant, without any understand-

ing of the mental conditions and needs of mankind, without any notion of

the character of foreign nations, but as credulous as a nun, and above all

penetrated through and through with reverence for his own person as the

organ of the Holy Ghost, and therefore an absolutist from head to heel, and

filled with the thought, “land none beside me. ” He knows and believes

that the Holy Virgin, with whom he is on the most intimate terms, will

indemnify him for the loss of land and subjects by means of the infallibility

doctrine and the restoration of tliQ papal domifiion over states and peoples

as well as over Churches. He also believes firmly in the miraculous ema-

nations from the sepulchre of St. Peter. At the feet of this man the Ger-

man Bishop flung himself, ipse Papa papalior, a zealot for the ideal great-

ness and unapproachable dignity of the Papacy, and at the same time

inspired by the aristocratic feeling of a Westphalian nobleman and the hier-

archical self-consciousness of a Bishop and successor of the ancient chan-

cellor of the Empire, while yet he is surrounded by the intellectual atmos-
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pliere of Germany, and with all his firmness of belief is sickly with the

pallor of thought, and inwardly struggling with the terrible misgiving that

after all historical facts are right, and that the ship of the Curia, though for

the moment it proudly rides the waves with its sails swelled by a favorable

wind, will be wrecked on that rock at last.
”

This prostration of the proudest and ablest of the German
Prelates made some impression. Pius dismissed the deputation

in a hopeful temper. But immediately afterward Manning and
Senestrey (Bishop of Regensburg) strengthened his faith and

frightened him by the warning that if he made any concession

he would be disgraced in history as a second Honorius.

In the session on the 16th -July, on motion of some Spanish

Bishops, an addition was inserted, “non autem ex consensu eccle-sice,”

which makes the decree still more obnoxious. On the same

day Cardinal Rauscher, in a private audience, made another

attempt to induce the Pope to yield, but was told : “It is too

late.”

On the 17th of July, fifty-six Bishops sent a written protest to

the Pope, declaring that nothing had occurred to change their

conviction as expressed in their negative vote; on the contrary

they were confirmed in it; yet filial piety and reverence for the

holy Father would not permit them to vote Non placet openly

and in his face, in a matter which so intimately concerned his

person, and that, therefore, they had resolved to return forthwith

to their flocks, which had already too long been deprived of

their presence, and were now filled with apprehensions of war.

Schwarzenberg, Matthieu, Simor and Darboy head the list of

the signers.* On the evening of the same day not only the 56

signers, but 60 additional members of the opposition departed

from Rome, promising to each other to make their future con-

duct dependent on mutual understanding. This was the turn-

ing point. The opposition broke down by its own act of cowr-

ardice. They ought to have stood like men on the post of duty,

and repeated their negative vote according to their honest con-

victions. They could thus have prevented the passage of this

momentous decree, or at all events shorn it of its oecumenical

weight, and kept it open for future revision and possible re-

versal. But they left Rome at the very moment when their

* See the protest in Friedberg, p. 622. Comp. Frommann, p. 207.
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presence was most needed, and threw the easy victory into the

lap of the majority.

When, therefore, the fourth public session v/as held on the

memorable 18th of July, (Monday) there were but 533 fathers

present, and of these all voted Placet, with the exception of two,

viz.. Bishop Biccio of Cajazzo in Sicily, and Bishop Fitz-Gerald

of Little Bock, Arkansas, who had the courage to vote Non placet,

but immediately before the close of the session submitted to the

voice of the Council. So in this way a moral unanimity was

secured as great as in the first Council of Nicsea, where likewise

two refused to subscribe the Nicene Creed
;
“ What a wise direc-

tion of Providence,” exclaimed the Civilta Cattolica, “ 533 yeas

against 2 nays. Only 2 nays, therefore almost total unanimity

;

and yet 2 nays, therefore full liberty of the Council. How vain

are all attacks against the oecumenical character of this most
beautiful of all councils.”

After the vote the Pope confirmed the decrees and canons on

the Constitution of the Church of Christ, and added from his

own inspiration the assurance, that the supreme authority of the

Boman Pontiff did not suppress but aid, not destroy but build

up, and formed the best protection of the rights and interests of

the Episcopate.

The days of the two most important public sessions of the

Vatican Council, namely, the first and the last, were the darkest

and stormiest which Borne saw from Dec. 8, 1869, to 18th of

July, 1870. The proclamation of the new dogma was accom-
panied by claps of thunder and flashes of lightning from the

skies, and so great was the darkness which spread over the

Church of St. Peter, that the Pope could not read the decree, of

his own infallibility without the light of a candle (Quirinus,

Letter lxix., p. 809).

A Protestant eye witness, Prof. Bipley, thus described the

scene in a letter from Borne, published in the Neio York Tribune

{of which he is one of the editors) for Aug. 11, 1870 :

“ Rome, July 19.—B store leaving Rome I send you a report of tlie last

scene of that absurd comedy called the CEcumenical Vatican Council. . . .

It is. ... a remarkable coincidence that the opening and closing sessions

of the Council were inaugurated with fearful storms, and that the vigil of

the promulgation of the dogma was celebrated with thunder and lightning

throughout the whole of the night. On the 8th of last December, I was
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nearly drowned by the floods of rain which'came down in buckets
;
yesterday

morning I went down in rain, and under a frowning sky which menaced terri-

ble storms later in the day. . . Kyrie eleison we heard as soon as the mass was
said, and the whole multitude joined in singing the plaintive measure of the

Litany of the Saints, and then with equal fervor was sung Veni Creator,

which was followed by the voice of a secretary reading in a high key the

dogma. At its conclusion the names of the Fathers were called over, and
Placet after Placet succeeded- ad nauseam—but what a storm burst over the

Church at this moment ! the lightning flashed and the thunder pealed as we
have not heard it this season before. Every Placet seemed to be announced

by a flash and terminated by a clap of thunder. Through the cupolas the

lightning entered, licking, as it were, the very columns of the Baldachino

over the tomb of St. Peter, and lighting up large spaces on the pavement.

Sure, God was there—but whether approving or disapproving what was going

on, no mortal man can say. Enough that it was a remarkable coincidence,

and so it struck the minds of all who were present—and thus the roll was

called for one hour and a half, with this solemn accompaniment, and then

the result of the voting was taken to the Pope. The moment had arrived

when he was to declare himself invested with the attributes of God—nay, a

God upon earth. Looking from a distance into the hall, which was obscured

by the tempest, nothing was visible but the golden miter of the Pope, and

so thick was the darkness that a servitor was compelled to bring a lighted

candle and hold it by his side to enable him to read the formula by which

he deified himself. And then—what is that indescribable noise ? Is it the

raging of the storm above ? The pattering of hailstones ? It approaches

nearer, and for a minute I most seriously say that I could not understand

what that swelling sound was, until I saw a cloud of white handkerchiefs

waving in the air. The Fathers had begun with clapping—they were the

fuglemen to the crowd who took up the notes and signs of rejoicing until

the Church of God was converted into a theater for the exhibition of human
passions. “ Viva Pio Nono," “Viva il Papa Infallibile,” “Viva il trionfo dei

Catiolici,” were shouted by this priestly assembly
;
and again another roimd

they had ;
and yet another was attempted as soon as the Te Deum had been

sung and the benediction had been given.
”

This voice of nature was variously interpreted either as a

condemnation of Gallicanism and liberal Catholicism, or as a

divine attestation of the dogma, like that which accompanied

the promulgation of the law from Mount Sinai, or as an evil

omen of impending calamities to the Papacy. And behold,

the day after the proclamation, Napoleon III., the political ally

and supporter of Pius IX., unchained the furies of war, which

in a few weeks swept away the Empire of France and the

temporal throne of the infallible Pope. His own subjects for-

sook him and almost unanimously voted for a new sovereign.
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whom lie had excommunicated as the worst enemy of the

Church. A German empire arose from victorious battle-fields,

and Protestantism sprung to the political and military leader-

ship of Europe. History records no more striking example of

swift retribution on criminal ambition. About half a dozen

Protestant churches have since been organized in Pome, where

none was tolerated before, except in the house and under the

protection of some foreign ambassador
;
a branch of the Bible

Society was established, which the Pope, in his Syllabus,

denounces as a pest, and a public debate was held in which

even the presence of Peter at Borne was called in question.

Once before the Papacy was shaken to its base at the very

moment when it felt itself most secure. Leo X. had hardly con-

cluded the fifth and last Lateran Council, in March, 1517, with

a celebration of victory, when an humble monk in the north of

Europe sounded the kejr-note of the great Reformation.

What did the Bishops of the minority do? They all submitted,

even those who had been most vigorous in opposing not only

the opportunity of the definition, but the dogma itself. Some
hesitated long, but yielded at last to the heavy pressure. Car-

dinal Rauscher, of Vienna, published the decree as early as Au-
gust, and afterward withdrew his powerful “ Observations on the

infallibility of the Church ” from the market, regarding this as an

act of glorious self-denial for the welfare of the Church. Cardinal

Schwarzenberg.of Prague, waited with the publication till Jan. 11,

1871, and shifted the responsibility upon his theological advisers.

Hefele, of Rottenburg, who has forgotten more about the history

of Councils than the Pope and his cardinals and episcopal tools

ever knew, after delaying till April 10, 1871, submitted, not be-

cause he had changed his conviction, but, as he says, “because

the peace and unity of the Church is so great a good that great

and heavy personal sacrifices maybe made for it;” i. c. truth

must be sacrificed to peace. Bishop Maret, who wrote twro

learned volumes against Papal Infallibility, which were not re-

futed, declares in his retraction, that he “ wholly rejects every-

thing in his work which is opposed to the dogma of the Council,”

and “ withdraws it from sale.” Archbishop Kenrick yielded, but

has not refuted his concio Kabenda at non habita, which remains

an irrefragable argument against the new dogma. Even Stross-

mayer, the boldest of the bold in the minority, lost his courage
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and keeps bis peace. Darboy died a martyr in the revolt of

communists of Paris in March 1871. Of those opponents who,

though not members of the Council, carried as great weight as

any Prelate, Montalembert died during the Council, Newman
kept silence, Pere Gratry, who had declared and proven that the

question of Honorius “is totally gangrened by fraud,” wrote from

his dying couch at Montreux, in Switzerland, (Feb. 1872) to the

Archbishop of Paris that he submitted to the Yatican Council,

and effaced “ everything to the contrary he may have written.”

It is said that the adhesion of the minority Bishops was ex-

torted by the threat of the Pope not to renew their “ quinquen-

nial faculties ” (facilitates quinquennales), that is the papal licenses

renewed every five years permitting them to exercise extraor-

dinary episcopal functions which ordinarily belong to the Pope,

as the power of absolving from heresy, schism, apostasy, secret

crime (except murder) from vows, duties of fasting, the power

of permitting the reading of prohibited books (for the purpose

of refutation) marrying within prohibited degrees, etc. But

aside from this pressure the following considerations sufficiently

explain the fact of submission:

1. Many of the dissenting Bishops were professedly anti-Infal-

libilists, not from principle, but from subordinate considera-

tions of expediency, because they apprehended from the defini-

tion great injury to Catholic interests, especially in Protestant

countries. Events have since proved that their apprehension

was well founded.

2. All Roman Bishops are under an oath of allegiance to the

Pope, which binds them to preserve, defend, increase and advance

the rights, honors, privileges and authority of the holy Roman
Church, of our lord the Pope and his successors.

3. The minority Bishops defended Episcopal infallibility

against Papal infallibility. They claimed for themselves what

they denied to the Pope. Admitting the infallibility of the

Council and forfeiting by their voluntary absence on the day of

voting the right of their protest, they' must either on their own

theory accept the decision of the Council or give up their theory,

cease to be Roman Catholics, and run the risk of a new schism.

At the same time this submission is an instructive lesson of

the fearful spiritual despotism of the Papacy, which overrules

the stubborn facts of history and the sacred claims of individual
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conscience. For the facts so clearly and forcibly brought out

before and during the Council by such men as Kenrick, Hefele,

Rauscher, Maret, Schwarzenberg, Dupanloup, have not changed,

and can never be undone. On the one hand we find the results

of a life-long conscientious and thorough study of the most

learned divines of the Roman Church, on the other ignorance,

prejudice, perversion and defiance of scripture and tradition
;
on

the one hand we have history shaping theology, on the other

theology ignoring or changing history
;
on the one hand the just

exercise of reason, on the other blind submission which destroys

reason and conscience. Truth must and will prevail at last.

Art. V.—THE NECESSITY OF RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION
IN COLLEGES.

By the late Francis Lieber, LL.D.
,
New York.*

The present professor of the theological branches in the South

Carolina College has resigned his chair, and, it is understood,

the question has been raised whether this chair ought not to be

abolished. Under these circumstances it will not be considered

presumptuous in one who must be supposed to be thoroughly

acquainted with the whole operation of the college within, and

its relation to the State at large, and who yields to no cue in the

deep interest he feels in the institution, if he states his opinion

on a subject which appears to him of vital importance.

The writer of these lines is convinced that South Carolina

College, as indeed every college in the Union, would be essen-

tially defective without a chair for the evidences of Christianity,

and biblical knowledge in general, and without an officer whose

[*We are permitted to publish the following article, found among the papers

of the late Dr. Lieber. It was probably written about 1850, when the author was a

Professor in South Carolina College. His life-long devotion to education, as well as

his distinguished learning and ability, give great weight to the opinions he here advo-

cates, on a question more urgent and important now than it was when this paper was

written.

—

Eds.]
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particular duty should be to preach regularly to the students,

and by personal intercourse with them to enforce religious

truth. His reasons are the following :

Christianity, considered purely as a branch of knowledge,

constitutes an indispensable element of liberal education, be-

cause the Christian religion, taken solely as a historical fact, is

incomparably the mightiest of all facts in the annals of human
society. It has so tinctured and penetrated all systems of

knowledge, all institutions, both civil and exclusively social, the

laws, languages and literature of the civilized nations, their

ethics, rights, tastes and wants, that without a historical and

philosophical acquaintance with Christianity, it is impossible to

understand any of them. There is not the historian in existence,

whatever view of religion itself he may take, who denies that

Christianity is at the foundation of the whole of modern history,

that is, of history since the downfall of the Western Eoman
Empire

;
in other words, of the whole civilization of the western

white race. It was on this ground, among others, that the

author of these brief remarks insisted, many years ago, when
charged with drawing up a plan of education for Girard College,

upon the introduction of the' Bible
;
although the founder had

prohibited the very entrance of a divine into the precincts of the

institution by striugent provisions in his testament.

Without a comprehensive knowledge of Christianity, and as a

matter of course, of the Bible, an institution for the education

of youth, in this country, would be as defective as a similar one

in the East (even if such an one were established for the educa-

tion of Christian youth only), which should omit the imparting

of a proper knowledge of the Koran
;
because all institutions of

the country are based upon it, and without this knowledge the

first key to decipher them would be wanting. Indeed, the stu-

dent of an}7 foreign nation is obliged, first of all, to turn his

attention to its religion, because man is, among other things, a

religious being, and religion will always shape and frame the

whole course of his thinking and tincture his feelings, for better

or worse. No man ever attempted to study Hindoo history or

institutions without acquainting himself with the Vedah
;
or

Grecian history and literature without a study of mythology.

Nor will any one, acquainted with the actual state of things,

venture to say, that the majority of applicants for admission into
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our colleges bring with them a sufficient amount of this know-

ledge, so that all further instruction in it may be fairly dispensed

with. Let truth prevail, though scandal ensue, is the wise dic-

tum of St. Augustine
;
and it is a fact that the youth entering

this college are often greviously destitute of biblical knowledge.

Not only is it impossible to dispense with instruction in Chris-

tianity, in an institution for liberal education, on the grounds

just stated, but even religion itself, and as such, forms an indis-

pensable branch of all sound education. Man is, it has been

observed, a religious being, as he is a political, an exchanging,

a communicating being. As we find him nowhere, though he be

in the lowest stage of civilization, without some language, .some

government, some system of exchange, some feeling of shame,

some property, some consciousness of right and wrong, and some

sense of the beautiful, in whatever incipient stages all these may
be, so we find him nowhere without some religion. These are

the characteristics of man, without which we never find him,

however low
;
and with which we never find the animal, how-

ever intelligent. If true religion be not imparted and cultivated,

he will cling to a bad one. It is the office of all education to

cultivate in the young whatever constitutes essential humanity,

and religion stands foremost among these constituents. If

proper language be not imparted, speak he will, though it be

ever so incorrectly
;
and if true religion be not imparted he will

become the dupe of a bad one, of superstitions, fanaticism, or

enervating indifference. Had the youth who are in the college

remained under their parental roofs, it would have been the

duty of their parents to guide them in the path of religion, and

so long as they ai’e inmates of the college, the Trustees and

Professors stand in the place of parents. No one, it is con-

ceived, has the right to deny them proper instruction in religion.

It may be objected, indeed that the professor of the theologi-

cal branches is necessarily the minister of a certain sect, and
that, therefore, he cannot avoid imbuing the students with a

bias toward that particular denomination. But does the pro-

fessor of divinity stand in this respect in any other position, than

all the ottim; professors whose duty it is to teach branches in

any way connected with the moral sciences? The constitution

of the United States and that of our State are very properly ex-

plained to the students; is it, on that account, feared that the
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respective professors will imbue the students with party views?

The professor of history, if he be a man at all worthy of his sta-

tion, must have reflected upon many of the most momentous
questions of mankind, religious as well as political, and must

have come to some ultimate decisive conclusions
; but is it im-

possible for him on that account to teach his science fairly and

liberally without influencing his hearers in party or sectarian

matters? The professor of moral philosophy, must have come

to some definite conclusions as to the first principles of morality

and the ethical nature of man, which needs must be contrary to

the opinions of some parents of students
;
shall moral philosophy

be on that account stricken from the catalogue of our studies?

If this view were consistently carried out, it would lead to ab-

stractions such as would require professors to be no longer indi-

viduals
;
yet the very object of an institution like ours is to im-

part living knowledge by the living word of living individuals.

Professors are not intended to be passive receivers of recitations.

Else the perusal of books in the solitude of the closet might be

advantageously substituted. It is for the Trustees, no doubt, to

make the appointment of a professor for the chair of Christianity

with the utmost care
;
to select a pious, learned, moderate indi-

vidual, of a high order of talent and of comprehensive common
sense. This once done, they must repose confidence in him, as

they must do with all the other professors, not a confidence with-

out superintendence, yet without trammeling anxiety. The posi-

tion of every professor is essentially one of confidence, which

must be granted on a large and liberal scale, or withdrawn alto-

gether.

It will be hardly necessary to mention, that the chair of

Christian knowledge must have its due influence upon the gen-

eral discipline of a college
;

still more the regular preaching in

the chapel. The students might indeed go to the churches of

the town, but the important practical question is, would they

go ? One-third of the young men would stay at home, idling

away the precious time or doing worse things. Sunday would

become in fact a day of reprehensible conduct in the college.

This is no remark particularly applying to the youth of South

Carolina
;

it applies to all young men the world over. But there

is a stronger reason yet for regular preaching in the chapel.

Students form a community of their own. They are of a similar
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age, a similar degree of intellectual development, with propensi-

ties, wants and faculties peculiar to their age and station; and

sermons ought to be closely adapted to both. This cannot be

expected of sermons which might be occasionally delivered in

the college chapel by ministers of the town. They cannot have

that practical knowledge which their own teachers only can

possess.

It has been stated, and often, I feel sure, in perfectly good

faith, that the appointment of a professor of Christian knowledge

in South Carolina College is unconstitutional. The constitution

of this State, in unison with the pervading spirit of the general

polity of this, country, ^lisclaims every support of any religious

denomination, kom the' public treasury, but does it discounte-

nance religion in its getteral sense, or can it do so ? If what has

been stated af the^ beginning of these remarks be true, an at-

tempt of this kind on the part of any political society is futile.

The Christian .religion is interwoven with all the institutions

which surround us and in which we have our social being. The
Christian religion has found its way into a thousand laws, and

has generated a thousand others. It can no more be excluded

than the common law, or our language. If the principle' of sep-

aration between State and Church be extended to religion itself,

consistency must lead to the exclusion of the Bible from every

public educational establishment, as indeed short-sighted fanat-

icism has made the attempt in other parts of the country. Con-

sidering all these circumstances I do not hesitate to express my
opinion that I should view the abolition of the chair in question

as a grievous injury to the college. It is but an individual opin-

ion and claims no other weight than that of being the result of

long experience and attentive observation.

It has been said that the professor ought to possess, among
his other qualifications, that of distinguished talent. It is not

sufficient that he be a gentleman of unimpeached piety
;
for in

a general point of view, it may be stated as a well established

fact that the discipline of a college depends in a very high de-

gree, and naturally too, upon the respect which the students may
have for the talents of their professor

;
and, in a more particular

point of view, he must teach, foster and cultivate, as well as

defend, religion with young men, who are assembled for the very

purpose of intellectual cultures among whom there are always
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some of very superior talents, and who, owing to the daily ap-

pearance of the professor before them in many phases of intel-

lectual activity, constitute a searching and not very compromis-

ing or indulgent tribunal. A vigorous and accomplished mind is

a necessary condition of the success which a professor of the

theological branches may hope to meet with in this or any other

college; a pious and kindly character as well as learning are

necessary indeed, but not sufficient for the station.

Art. VI.—INFAN i BAPTISM.

By Rev. Eeskd^i N. White, Buffalo, N. Y.

In the “Narrative of the} State of Religion ,” of the General

Assembly of 1871, it is said, with reference to Infant Baptism :

“ Pastors are aware of much carelessness and of much latent

heresy upon this subject.” In the Narrative of the next year

we find the remark : “On this important subject of household

religion our reports are silent with rare exceptions
;
and among

the exceptions we have two utterances that furnish occasion for

painful consideration. In one instance the statement is made
that ‘infant baptism is little regarded,’ while another Narrative

speaks of family religion as greatly neglected, and affirms this

to be the gloomiest feature of the reports from the churches of

that Presbytery.”

That such statements are not made without reason a very

cursory examination of the statistical columns of the “Appendix”

to to the Minutes of any of our later General Assemblies is suf-

ficient to prove.

In the Keport for 1872, the number of communicants is given

as 468,164, and of infants baptized 16,781, i. e., one baptism to

about 28 (27.89) communicants. That this proportion is very

much smaller than it would be were there general faithfulness

in baptizing the children of the church, is clear from the fact

that in two Synods (Atlantic ar^. Colorado) the proportion is as
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large as one baptism to every fourteen communicants, while in

the old Synod of Philadelphia, where there can be no special

reason for excess, the proportion is as one to twenty-one.

Moreover, when we examine in detail the reports of the

Synods, we find the departure from the average too great to be

accounted for upon any other ground than that of large diversity

in belief and practice. Passing by the Synods of Atlantic and

Colorado, which may be considered as standing in an excep-

tional position, we place side by side Synods that, according

to natural laws, we should expect “to find presenting about the

same results.

The Synod of Philadelphia reports 41,465 communicants and

1,966 infants baptized
;
the Synod of Geneva 12,599 communi-

cants and 173 infants baptized. In the one case the proportion

is as 1 to 21 ;
in the other as 1 to 72.3. The Synod of Iowa North

reports 5,677 communicants and 393 infants baptized
;

the

Synod of Indiana North 10,272 communicants and 207 infants

baptized,—a proportion in the one case of 1 to 14.7 ;
in the

other of 1 to 49.6.

In view of such official statements, we are not surprised to

find a prominent Baptist divine remarking, with pardonable

exultation :

“ Nor has our persistent testimony against Infant

Baptism been without effect. It has resulted in the very exten-

sive and continually extending renunciation or neglect of the

practice, to the great advantage, as we honestly believe, of those

who have so renounced or omitted it.*

Making all allowance for possible misapprehension or exagge-

ration, the facts certainly indicate a divergence so serious

between our theory and our practice as to arouse a grave sus-

picion either that instruction upon this subject is neglected, or

that the explanations popularly given of the significance of

Infant Baptism and the reasons urged for its practice, do not

commend themselves to the judgment of very many thoughtful

minds. Probably both these causes are at work, for the former

is the natural result of the latter, which, in its turn, is the inevi-

table consequence of the almost endless variety of views that

notoriously obtain upon this subject.

So long as the significance of Infant Baptism is in dispute

among those who advocate it, (and the position in the Church

* A. N. Arnold, D.D., Madison Ave. Lectures, p. 181.
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of baptized children is with such numbers anomalous and ud de-

termined), so long our church members, and especially the more

intelligent and thoughtful, will be tempted to look upon the

sacrament lightly, and to be careless in regard to its administra-

tion to their children.

We do not propose, in the present article, to enumerate the

various conflicting views, which, in the supposed interests of

spiritual life, have been advanced in our Protestant non-ritual-

istic churches. This was done, and the different and often

mutually destructive arguments in favor of such views, explained

and criticised in the Princeton Review so long ago as Jan. 1858,

in the introduction to an article afterwards reprinted by our

Board of Publication, under the title, “Children of the Church,

and Sealing Ordinances.”

Suffice it to say, that in our judgment, both the history and

the experience of the Church abundantly prove that any theory

that assigns to the sacrament of Baptism, in the case of infants,

a different significance from that in the case of adults, or that

admits that baptized children are not, in the full sense of the

words, “ members of the church,” will be found unsatisfactory,

and, if consistently acted upon, will lead inevitably to “careless-

ness ” and “ heresy” in regard to the propriety of their being

baptized at all.

The reason for this is obvious. Such a view, making baptism

in the case of the infant to mean something other and different

from baptism in the case of the adult, and assigning the bap-

tized adult to one position and the baptized child to another,

necessarily assumes either that such distinction, which virtually

establishes in the Church tico baptisms, is enjoined in the Scrip-

tures, or that we have no divinely expressed warrant for admin-

istering the sacrament to infants, and must depend upon analogy,

tradition, precedent, or an apostolic example, which is in dis-

pute, to justify our practice.

As the first position is obviously untenable, the second is to a

great extent practically accepted. Indeed, it is frequently admit-

ted, with prompt ingenuousness, that the Bible contains no direct

command to baptize infants.

After this concession, however ingeniously such baptism may
be defended upon the grounds of “ time-honored custom,” the

“ authority of the Church,” the “ edification of parents,” or the
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“beauty of a conseci’atory rite,” the way, among Protestants,

to carelessness and neglect is very short and easy.

In contradistinction to this we find two classes of believers

whose practice invariably accords with their doctrine
;
upon

the one side those who hold that infants are regenerated, ex

opere operato , by baptism
;
upon the other, those who believe

that baptism concerns only conscious believers.

In each of these cases the practice is the necessary logical

result of a definite and pronounced theory, and the theories,

though antipodal, agree in the position from which they start,

namely, that the sacrament of baptism as found in the Scrip-

tures is single, that its significance is in all cases the same, and

that the inspired statements concerning qualifications in the

recipient apply alike to all candidates.

Believing, as we do, that however wrong the conclusions, this

fundamental position is sound and essential to any tenable view

of the significance of this sacrament, we shall endeavor, in con-

sistency with it, to show, upon the one hand, that the Scripture

precepts as distinctly command the baptism of iufauts as that

of adults
;
and, upon the other, that this positiou, involving, as

it does, the church membership of such infants, can be held

without embracing the ritualistic views of the Romish or the

High Anglican party.

In taking this position we are of course advancing no novel

ideas. We believe it to be the only position that is consistent

with the history of our Church and with its standards.

In its main points it has been more than once ably defended

upon the pages of this Review and from the pulpits of our

Church.*

We may add that were a growing divergence of theories within

the ranks of the Church the only result of what we consider un-

sound views, it would be a matter of comparatively small impor-

tance and one that we should feel far less interest in discussing.

* We need refer only to Articles in the Princeton Review, Jan. 1857, April 1858,

Oct. 1847 and Oct. 1 863, and to such sermons as that preached by Dr. Wilson of New-

ark, before the Synod of New York and New Jersey.

See also Bibliotheca Sacra, April 1871, article entitled “ Church Membership of

Children,” by Bev. Lewis Grout.

In the first of the articles cited (reprinted by the Board of Publication) will be

found copious quotations from the historical standards of the Church, and the works

of leading evangelical divines.
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But, as a fact, the whole question of the manner in which our

children shall be instructed and trained is determined by the

views that are held of the significance of their baptism and of

their relation to the Church. It is because of its important

bearing upon the whole future policy of our church and the

Christian nurture of immortal souls that we believe this subject

demands earnest and prayerful consideration.

It would be aside from our present purpose and is unnecessary

to the argument to review the history of the controversy in re-

gard to the original practice of the Church.*

Acknowledging th.e Scriptures as the only rule of faith and

obedience they must be made the sole standard of appeal in re-

*At the present time a large number of very sincere and excellent Christians disap-

prove of the baptism of infants. But this number, though large in the aggregate, is

relatively small, embracing only about one in thirty of the whole body of professed

believers throughout the world.

As we go back in the history of the centuries, we find that the number of those

who oppose the practice grows smaller and smaller, until in the 16th century they

appear to be very few and to be universally regarded as heretics.

There is, however, a distinct record of the existence, among the Waldenses, in the

12th century, of Christians called Petro-Brussians, who denied the propriety of Infant

Baptism.

Beyond this date the accounts of alleged dissent from the then universal practice

are very obscure and contradictory. Yet, as the records of the earlier centuries were

in the hands of those who looked upon all dissent as rank heresy, it is not to be

doubted, in view of the reports that have survived, that in every age there were

Christians, more or less in number and more or less obscure in their lives, who con-

tended that the baptism of infants was unscriptural and unauthorized. Still the num-

ber must have been very small during the earlier centuries, for Augustine, writing

early in the fifth century, declares that he “never met with any Christian, either of

the general Church or of any of the sects, nor with any writer who owned the autho-

rity of the Scriptures, who taught any other doctrine than that infants are to be bap-

tized for the remission of sin and Pelagius asserts that he had “ never heard of

any one, not even a heretic, who denied infant baptism ” (See Hall, Law of Baptism,

pp. 189, et seq

)

In the third and fourth centuries, although the necessity of infant baptism was gen-

erally acknowledged, the practice was not uniform. (Question at Council at Carthage,

A.D. 252.)

The references to Infant Baptism, earlier than the thir d century, are in dispute.

When accepted as genuine they are interpreted according to the convictions of the

inquirer. On the one side, it is held that the allusions prove the practice to have been

novel and exceptional
;
on the other side it is insisted that they indicate its general

prevalence.

It seems fair to accept the history as indicating such consensus ecclesiae as affords a

presumption in favor of the practice. The argument for or against must be founded

upon the Scriptures.
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gard to the purport of this Sacrament and the character of those

to whom it is to be administered.

Admitting then that the Sacrament of Baptism in the Chris-

tian Church is a positive oi'dinance, and that as such we have

no right to tamper with its significance, we turn to the great

commission

:

“Go je therefore and teach (paStjTsvffare, disciple) all na-

tions, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe all things what-

soever I have commanded you.” Matt, xxviii : 19, 20.

The command ^aSr/Tsvaare, “make disciples of ” is explained

by the latter clause, “baptizing them, &c.” ‘ The verb signifies

the end, the participles the means. In regard to this scholars

are virtually agreed.*

Nothing is said of qualifications either of character or of age.

These are to be determined by other expressions of Scripture.

As “ all nations ” necessarily include many who are not to be-

come disciples, so of course they include infants, and the ques-

tion whether infants are to be “discipled” must be decided upon

the same grounds as the question in the case of adults.

Obviously the answer in both instances depends upon the

conditions that the Scriptures elsewhere make prerequisite to

the reception of the Sacrament of Baptism and the possibility of

such conditions being fulfilled in infants.

Two questions then cover the whole ground of our inquiry :

What conditions in the recipient are prerequisite to baptism ?

Are these conditions in any casefulfilled in infants ?

I. What conditions in the recipient are prerequisite to

BAPTISM ?

These conditions depend upon the significance of the Sacra-

ment.

What then is its significance ?

1. Baptism is the official initiatory rite of the visible church.

* The verb, juaSr/rsv Eiy, signifies to mulct disciples; it includes baptism and

teaching.—Bengel.

The paStjrEveiv consists of two parts—the initiatory, admissory rile, and the sub-

sequent teaching.

—

Alford.

The two participles, flazri^ovTsS and 8iSa6xov rrS, are precisely what consti-

tute ihepaSr/TEvEiv .

—

Olshausen.

“Disciple all the nations, immersing them,” &c.—Version of Bib. Union.
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This is its significance as an external formal ceremony, and
as such it is to be distinguished from certain other outward acts

that may or may not be coincident in point of time.

Thus baptism is not necessarily that public confession of

Christ before men that our Lord so pointedly commands. Of
course, it may, and often does involve a public confession, just

as in many cases does the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, but

this public confession does not belong to the essence of either

Sacrament. The solemn words, “ Whosoever shall confess me
before men, him will I confess before my father which is in

heaven, but whosoever shall deny me before men him will I deny

before my father which is in heaven,” cannot refer to baptism

because, at the time they were spoken, the commission to bap-

tize had not been given, and because the confession upon earth

is parallel to the confession in heaven.

In not one of the eight or ten passages in the Scriptures de-

scriptive of baptism is there any reference to such public con-

fession.

So, too, the distinction between the “ initiatory rite” and the

“ door" of the church is to be observed. Entrance may be, in-

deed, coincident with baptism, but it is not necessarily so. The
Church, as we shall see, antedates the present dispensation and

the first Jewish converts were already within its fold. The cor-

responding sacrament under the former dispensation was ad-

ministered to those who were already of the number of the

chosen people. The men at Ephesus whom Paul baptized are

distinctly called “ certain disciples.”

The door of the church stands always open to those who
would join themselves to God’s people.

He who has openly declared himself upon the Lord’s side has,

in reality, entered the visible kingdom of God even though he

does not, upon the instant, receive the formal initiatory sacra-

ment. To insist, as the Korean Catholic Church does, that only

by baptism can the Church be entered, requires logically, by a

consistent interpretation of Scripture, the further assertion,

which she also does not hesitate to make, that only by this

sacrament can there be regeneration.

But though baptism does not necessarily and always first in-

troduce the recipient into the visible church, i. e.
“ among those

who profess the true religion and their children,” it is, as the
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official initiatory rite

,

tlie “ sigu and seal” of his membership.

This is sufficiently shown by the form of the commission, “ Go
ye therefore and disciple all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.” We have

already spoken of the explanatory nature of the second clause.

Thus discipleship was to be sealed.

It is also proved by the apparently universal practice of the

Apostles and Evangelists of baptizing “ straightway ” all who
became disciples.

2. Baptism symbolizes, and thus has implied reference to, that

radical change in the soul that we commonly call “regeneration.”*

* Misunderstanding frequently arises from mere difference of definition. Many
Anglican divines, in supposed conformity to the expressions of their standards, use

the word regeneration as signifying solely the change that takes place in the condition

of a person who, by the sacrament, is “grafted into the good tree, born into the

church,” and who receives “baptismal grace.” But they do not deny the possibility

of a previous spiritual change wrought by the Holy Ghost and manifested by faith and

repentance
;
only they do not call it regeneration.

“ Here again," says the Bishop of Ely, “ misunderstanding results from difference

of definition. The Church calls the grace of baptism by the name of regeneration,

for reasons already specified ;
but she does not deny that God may work in the souls

of men previous to their baptism; nay ! she does not deny that there may be true

spiritual life in them before baptism. But that spiritual life she does not call the new
birth till it is manifested in the sacrament of regeneration. We must remember that

the terms new birth and regeneration are images borrowed from natural objects and
applied to spiritual objects. In nature we believe life to exist in the infant before it

is born—life, too, of the same kind as its life after birth. Nay ! if there be no life

before it is born there will be none after it is born. So, the unbaptized may not be alto-

gether destitute of spiritual life
;
yet the actual birth may be considered as taking

place at baptism
;
when there is not only life, but life apparent, life proclaimed to

the world
;
when the soul receives the seal of adoption, is counted in the family of

God, and not only partakes of. God’s grace and mercy, but has a covenanted assur-

ance and title to it.”

—

Browne’s Exposition of Thirty-nine AHicles, p. 647.

The late Bev. F. W. Bobertson. of Brighton, says : “In baptism. . . I was made a

child of God.’ Yes, coronation makes a sovereign
;
but, paradoxical as it may seem, it

can only make one a sovereign who is a sovereign already. Similarly with baptism.

Baptism makes a child of God in the sense in which coronation makes a king. And
baptism naturally stands in Scripture for the title of regeneration and the moment of

it.”

—

Sermons. Second Series : Sermon IV.

In accordance with common usage, the word “regeneration,” in this article, is used

to designate the primal spritual change from death unto life, whereby the subject

becomes a new creature in Christ Jesus.

“ By a consent almost universal the word regeneration Ls now used to designate,

not the whole work of sanctification, nor the first stages of that work comprehended

in conversion, much less justification or any mere external change of state, but the

instantaneous change from spiritual death to spiritual life.
”

—

Hodge's Theol.
,
Vol.

III., p. 5.
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“Except a man be born of water and of tlie Spirit he cannot
enter into the kingdom of God.” John iii. 5. * The symbolism
is sometimes of cleansing, sometimes of burial and resurrection.

The most prominent passages are “ Repent and be baptized

every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission

of sins.” Acts ii. 38.

“ Arise and be baptized and wash away thy sins calling on the

name of the Lord.” Acts xxii. 16.

“ Know ye not that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus

Christ were baptized into his death ? Therefore we are buried

with him by baptism into death
;
that like as Christ was raised

up from the dead by the glor}r of the Eather, even so we also

should walk in newness of life.” Rom. vi. 3, 4.

“For as many of you as have been baptized into Christ have

put on Christ.” Gal. iii. 27.

“ Buried with him in baptism, wherein also ye are risen with

him through the faith of the operation of God, who hath raised

him from the dead.” Col. ii. 12.

“ If ye then be risen with Christ seek those things which arp

above.” Col. iii. 1.

“ According to his mercy, he saved us by the washing of re-

generation and renewing of the Holy Ghost.” Tit. iii. 5.

In regard to the meaning of “ believing,” once coupled in a

general statement with baptism, namely, “ He that believeth and

is baptized shall be saved,” Mark xvi. 16, it is to be said that

it must be interpreted in the light of the foregoing passages. It

must refer, not exclusively to a conscious conviction of the intel-

lect, but also to a state of the soul, to what was formerly termed

the “spiritual habit.”

If it involves necessarily a conscious conviction of the mind,

no infant, dying before years of understanding can be saved, for

it is added “He that believeth not shall be damned.”

* It has been disputed whether there is any reference in this passage to Baptism .

Calvin says :

‘
‘ They are in error in imagining that there is any mention of baptism

in this passage, merely because the word water is used. Nicodemus, after our

Saviour had explained to him the corruption of nature, and the necessity of being

bom again, kept dreaming of a corporeal birth, and hence our Saviour intimates the

mode in which God regenerates us, viz., by water and the Spirit
;
in other words, by

the Spirit, who, in irrigating and cleansing the souls of believers, operates in the

manner of water. By ‘water and the Spirit,’ therefore, I simply understand the Spi-

rit, which is water. ”

—

Institut., IV., XVI
,
25.
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There is no escape from this conclusion excepting in the sin-

gular and startling position of Dr. Carson, “ The Gospel has

nothing to do with infants.”

The passages that have been cited, and indeed all texts that

speak of the significance of baptism, seem to agree that an in-

ward change is symbolized. It is not to be assumed that such

inward change has, as a matter of fact, invariably and in every

case taken place. Under the most searching examination of

adults there wTould be doubtless received some who were hypo-

crites or self-deceived—but none the less the change is symbol-

ized and charitably presumed. This is generally admitted even

though there is a difference of opinion as to the nature of the

change, or an intimation that there may be another use and

significance of baptism not specified in the Scriptures.

So distinct indeed are these utterances of the Word of God
that many Christians, mistaking, as we contend, the very com-

mon figure by which the properties and effects of the thing sig-

nified, are attributed to the sign, have assumed that baptism, ex

opere operato, imparts regeneration.

It has been already intimated that the interpretation that

makes baptism necessarily the door instead of the sign of en-

trance must logically make it also the means instead of the sign

of regeneration.

3. Baptism, as a sacrament is an instrument and medium
through which the Holy Ghost conveys to those by whom it is

worthily received, spiritual grace.

This is clearly taught in all the symbols of the church, De-

formed as well as Homan, although there is not always a dis-

tinction made between the act of the Holy Ghost in transforming

the soul, which act may or may not be synchronous with bap-

tism, and the further spiritual gift of enlightenment and enlarge-

ment which is conveyed to those who rightly receive the Sacra-

ment. This latter is parallel to the spiritual grace received by
those who worthily partake of the Lord’s Supper. “ Thus Luther

observes that the grace of baptism is not a thing transient and
confined to the moment, but which, if cultivated, remains and

renovates through the whole course of life.*

That baptism is such an instrument and medium of the Holy
Ghost is to be inferred from the frequent connection in the

Expos. Thirty-nine Art., Browne, p. 644.
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Scriptures of the ideas of baptism with water and with the

spirit.

The words of John the Baptist, “I indeed baptize you with

water unto repentance, but he that cometh after me is mightier

than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear
;
he shall baptize

you with the Holy Ghost and with fire,” (Matt. iii. 11) seem to

refer to the distinction between a “ baptism unto repentance,”

• and the sacrament of Christian baptism which was to be a sign

and a seal of the baptism of the spirit.

Repentance (/is.Ta.voia ) depends upon the regenerating influ-

ence of the Holy Spirit, yet Peter, upon the day of Pentecost,

said, “ Repent and be baptized every one of you in the name of

Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the

gift of the Holy Ghost." Acts ii. 38.

Again after the preaching of Paul at Ephesus certain disciples

who had long believed “ were baptized in the name of the Lord
Jesus, and when Paul had laid his hands upon them the Holy
Ghost came upon them.” Acts six. 5, 6.

“ For by one spirit are we all baptized into one body.” 1 Cor.

xii. 13.

That grace of some sort is conveyed to those who worthily

receive baptism is denied only by those who hold the very low-

est view of the sacraments.

Baptism therefore is not only a sign and seal, “ it is also a

means of grace, because iu it the blessings which it signifies are

conveyed, and the premises of which it is the seal are assured

or fulfilled to those who are baptized, provided they believe.

Unless the recipient of this sacrament be insincere, baptism is

an act of faith, it is an act in which and by which he receives

and appropriates the offered benefits of the redemption of

Christ.”*

If our view of the significance of baptism is correct
;

if it is

the official initiatory rite of the visible church, the symbol of re-

generation, and a sacramental medium of spiritual grace, then it

follows that the conditions in the recipient prerequisite to its

administration, are :

1. Membership in the visible Church.

2. Presumptive Regeneration.

3. Capability of receiving spiritual grace.

* Hodge’s Theology, Vol. HI p. 589.
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II. Do Infants in any case fulfill these conditions ?

Upon the answer to this question, the controversy in regard

to Infant Baptism turns. If infants do not fulfil these condi-

tions then the special commands in regard to baptism have no

relation to them. If in any case they do fulfill the conditions,

then in such case they are numbered among those whom we are

directly commanded to baptize.

As a matter of fact those Christians who reject infant bap-

tism, technically so called, baptize children as soon as they give

satisfactory evidence that they have fulfilled the necessary con-

ditions; thus making fitness, not age, the test.

That children of believing church members may from earliest

infancy fulfill these conditions is in our view the ground upon
which it is to be argued that they are entitled to receive the

sacrament of baptism.

First Condition—Membership in the visible Church.

The children of church members have a birthright in the visi-

ble Church.

This is to be inferred,

1. From the divine institution of the family.

(a) The family, not the individual, is the unit of the race.

The homo—man—is not male or female but represents the

male and female in their mutual inter-dependence—the germ of

the family. “ God created man in His own image, in the image

of God created He him, male andfemale created He them.” Gen.

i. 27.

Children at birth and in infancy are wholly dependent upon
their parents. Literal independence of the individual is unknown
and impossible.

(b) Justly or unjustly, in all or ordinary cases, as a matter of

fact, the children’s position at birth is determined by that of the

parents.

It is necessarily so in the family and in the State, which with

the Church, make up the three organizations among men, that

are of divine appointment.

It is so,'largely in physical and mental gifts, in moral aptitudes,

in social position, in political status.

(c) In the most momentous transaction, excepting the atone-

ment, that the world has ever seen this unity of the family was

divinely announced. “By one man sin entered into the world
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and death by sin
;
and so death passed upon all for that (e<p’ a>)

all have sinned.” (Rom. v. 12.)

It is natural law—we may say “common law”—in God’s ar-

rangement of human society, that antecedent to their own ac-

countability, the position of children is largely determined by
that of their parents, and if no statute law is found making an

exception, the common law holds good in reference to the

Church.

2. The birthright in the visible Church of such children is to

be inferred from their position under former dispensations.

a. The Church of God is one in all ages.

(1) From its constitution. God and man are always the par-

ties concerned. Faith is always the condition of salvation.

The Sacraments are of like signification. The one Son of God,

the one sacrifice for sin, the one glorious destiny are always the

central facts.

(2) Historically. Prophecy declares that the Church shall be

enlarged, not changed, e. g. “ Sing, O heavens ; and be joyful, 0
earth, and break forth into singing, O mountains

;
for the Lord

hath comforted his people and will have mercy upon his afflicted.

. . . . Lift up thine eyes round about and behold
;

all these

gather themselves together and come to thee. As I live, saith

the Lord, thou shalt surely clothe thee with them all as with an

ornament, and bind them on thee as a bride doeth ....
The children which thou shalt have after thou hast lost the

other shall say again in thine ears, the place is too strait for

me
;
give place to me that I may dwell .... Behold I

will lift up mine hand to the Gentiles, and set up my standard

to the people
;
and they shall bring thy sons in their arms and

thy daughters shall be carried upon their shoulders.” (Isaiah

xlix. 18-23.)

So also the whole of the chapter (Isaiah lx.) commencing
“ Arise shine

;
for thy light haS come,” and many other passages

that might be cited.

Christ was crucified before the old dispensation had passed

away.

(3) Scripturdlly, “ Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of

the law. . . . that tho blessing of Abraham might come on the

Gentiles through Jesus Christ
;
that we might receive the prom-

ise of the Spirit through faith.” (Gal. iii. 13, 14.) “And this I
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say, that the covenant that was confirmed before of God in

Christ, the law which was four hundred and thirty years after

cannot disannul that it should make the promise of no effect.”

(Gal. iii. 17.) That is, the Jewish polity may come and go, but

cannot affect the covenant. “ So then they which be of faith

are blessed with faithful Abraham.” (Gal. iii. 9.)

Paul elsewhere teaches distinctly that the Church, instead of

being abrogated, remains the same through all change
;

the

Jewish branches being cut off, the Gentile branches being

grafted in, and that hereafter the Jews are to be restored, not to

a new body, but to their own “olive-tree.” (compare Rom. xi.

18-24, Epli. ii. 11-22.) To the same effect is the whole tenor of

the Epistle to the Hebrews.

b. Children are distinctly declared to be members, with their

parents, of the Church under former dispensations.

So far as the Church was organized and developed in the ear-

liest ages, we find this apparently true, and when, in the time of

Abraham, it was specifically set apart from the world, we find

the principle established by direct statute :
“ I will establish my

covenant between me and thee and thy seed after thee in their

generations for an everlasting covenant to be a God unto thee and to

thee and to thy seed after thee.'
1 '

(Gen. xvii. 7.)

The seal of that covenant, was circumcision, and by the admin-

istration of this sacrament the children were publicly proclaimed

members of the household of faith.

The same principle was again and again announced when the

children of Israel, under the Mosaic law, were still more defi-

nitely separated from the rest of the world. The law of circum-

cision was more than a mere civil regulation. The act was a

religious transaction belonging to the Church, of which the

terms of membership (viz., faith) were the same as under the

later dispensation.

“ He received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteous-

ness of the faith which he had being yet uncircumcised.” (Rom.
iv. 11.) “ For the promise. . . . was not to Abraham or to his

seed through the law, but through the righteousness of faith.”

(Rom. iv. 13.)

The question has been sometimes raised why this sacrament

should have been so ordered as to be administered only to males.

The reason seems to be that in a day when the leadership of the
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family was so distinctly emphasized, it was enough that the man,
as the representative of his family, should receive the seal of the

covenant. Male infants were prospective representatives of

families. That, under the present dispensation, the sacrament

should be administered to both sexes, is simply in accordance

with the change that all admit has taken place under the gospel

in the social position of women.

The argument does not here turn upon the fact that infants

were circumcised, but upon the anterior fact, proved by their

circumcision, that they had a birthright in the church. This, of

course, was as true of female as of male children.

If then the Church is identical in all ages and under all dis-

pensations, and if in former days the children of believing par-

ents had a birthright in the church, the argument is a fortiori

that such children still enjoy such birthright. Presumptively

the church under the gospel would uot be narrower than under

the law. The only ground upon which this conclusion can be

obviated is that they are deprived by express statute of their

ancient privileges.

3. That the children of church members have a birthright in

the visible church is implied in direct scripture statements.

It is self-evident that such statements are capable of being

differently interpreted or misunderstood, or there would be no

conflict of opinion among honest, intelligent students. We cite,

[a) All of the very numerous statements that children are

blessed for their parents’ sake, e. g. the second commandment

;

' showing mercy unto thousands (i. e. generations) of them that

serve me.”
“ Oh that there -were such a heart in them that they would fear

me, and keep all my commandments always, that it might be

well with them and with their children forever.” Deut. v. 29.

“ For they are the seed of the blessed of the Lord, and their

offspring with them
”

Isaiah lxv. 23.

“ They shall remember me in far countries, and they shall live

with their children and turn again.” Zee. x. 9.

“ And they shall dwell therein, even the}', and their children,

and their children s children forever ;
and my servant David shall

be their prince forever.” Ez. xxxvii. 25.

“ For the promise is unto you and to your children.” Acts ii. 39.
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b. Such suggestive statements as that Jesus blessed little chil-

dren. Matt. xix. 14. Luke xviii. 16 (fpscpy new born babes, etc.)

that he said “ of such is the kingdom of heaven ”
i. e. the visible

Church under the new dispensation, that he directed Peter to

feed the “lambs,” as well as the sheep. John xxi. 15-17.

c. The distinct announcement, “For the unbelieving husband

is sanctified by the wife, and the unbelieving wife is sanctified

by the husband, else were your children unclean, but now are

they holy
(
ayia

)
1 Cor. vii. 14.

"Ayio

s

and dyioi are the common designation of Christians,

referred to as Church members. (Acts ix. 13-32
;
xxvi 10. Kom.

i. 7 ;
1 Cor. i. 2, etc.) In the text under consideration the same

term is applied to the children.

It has been objected with apparent force that as the “unbe-

lieving wife ” or “ husband ” is said to be sanctified (tjyiaffrai)

that the same reasoning would involve the church-membership of

the adult unbeliever.

It is to be remembered, however, that the force of the passage

for our present purpose lies in the fact that the reference to the

children is only incidental. The apostle is not discussing the

position of children nor arguing that they are ayid. He assumes

it as a fact universally admitted, and from it argues that the un-

believing wife or husband must be, in this regard, considered as

standing in the same relation to the believing partner as if sancti-

fied. Their union is as truly in the Church as if both parties

were members. “There is no need,” he says in effect, “to put

away the unbelieving wife for she must be in some sense sancti-

fied by her marriage relation, inasmuch as it is an admitted

fact that the children are ayia, holy, i. e. church-members.

The passage seems, therefore, to be perfectly clear in regard

to the position of the children, and doubtful only as to what is

implied in regard to the unbelieving wife or husband.

Thus from the divine appointment of thefamily relation; from

the position of children underformer dispensations

;

and from the

distinct Scripture statements, we conclude that the children of

church-members fulfill the first condition prerequisite to baptism ;

they have membership as a birthright in the visible Church,.

Second Condition—Presumptive Regeneration.

Baptism, as we have seen, symbolizes regeneration, but pre-

sumptive regeneration is all that we can predicate of any candi-
43
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date whether old or young. God only reads the heart, and wre

have reason to believe that all churches contain unworthy mem-
bers.

Among the Apostles, called by the Lord himself, there was a

Judas
;
Paul was forsaken by Demas

;
and this experience has

been repeated in every age.

Thus in regard to the children of believers, it cannot be asked

that their regeneration shall be proved as an invariable fact,

but only that there shall be proved to be in its favor a presump-

tion such as we deem necessary in the case of adult candidates

for the same sacrament.

That there is warrant in the judgment of cb arity for such pre-

sumption, and as a basis of ecclesiastical procedure, and that so

far the children of believers are to be treated as regenerate, we

argue from the following considerations :

1. The regeneration of infants is possible.

a. Regeneration is a work of the Holy Ghost, transforming

the soul. It is the divine side of that great change of which the

human side is “ repentance ” (j-israyoLa) or conversion. Logi-

cally, the act of God must precede the act of man, although in

point of time they may be often coincident. The Holy Ghost

can change the heart of the confirmed bigot and persecutor

Saul
;
he can transform, if it pleases him, the moral nature of

an infant.

b. A conscious acceptance of Christ at the moment of regene-

ration, is not a necessary accompaniment. We believe that all

children dying in unconscious infancy are saved. They enter

heaven only as redeemed by the blood of the Lamb, and as with

a moral nature transformed by the power of the Holy Ghost.

Their first conscious thought must be in harmony with the will

of God, but the great moral change—their regeneration—pre-

ceded it while they were still unconscious.*

2. This moral change wrought by the Holy Ghost is credible

in the case of the children of believers.

a. Because it is spiritually parallel to church membership,

* Moreover infants who are to be saved, (and that some are saved at this age is cer-

tain), must, without question, be previously regenerated by the Lord. For if they

bring innate corruption with them from their mother’s womb, they must bo purified

before they can be admitted into the kingdom of God, into which shall not enter any-

thing that defile th.”

—

Calvin. Institut. iv. xvi. 1.
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the proof of which in their case has been already cited. If the

external relationship is permitted, the higher spiritual relation-

ship that alone gives it value may be expected.

b. Because of the reiterated promises that children shall be

blessed spiritually as well as temporally with their parents.

c. Because there is no limit to the spiritual blessings that God
vouchsafes in answer to the prayer of faith.

Certainly it would be an incomparable spiritual blessing, were

our children regenerate from their mother’s womb. There is

no spiritual gift, which is possible, for which we are not encour-

aged to pray in hope of a response from on high. As this bles-

sing is plainly possible, it becomes a duty to pray for it, and if

we do thus pray in faith, have we not every assurance that our

prayer will be heard ?

d. Because faithful training, which is one of the divinely

appointed means of grace, can be foreseen by God and responded

to, or rather prepared for and aided, by an anticipatory blessing.

e. Because in no other way under human instrumentality can

the growth of the church be so certainly assured as by the nur-

ture within her bosom of a godly seed.

3. Not only is the regeneration from earliest infancy of the

children of believers possible and credible, but scripture expres-

sions encourage us to expect it.

“ Thou art he that took me out of the womb, thou didst make
me to hope wdien I was upon my mother’s breasts. I was cast

upon thee from the womb
;
thou art my God from my mother’s

belly.” Ps. xxii. 9, 10.

“ Thou art my trust from my youth. By thee have I been

holden up from the womb.” Ps. lxxi. 5, 6.

“ And did not he make one ? Yet had he the residue of the

spirit. And wherefore one ? That he might seek a godly seed.”

Mai. ii. 15.

“ And ye fathers provoke not your children to wrath
;
but

bring them up (ehtpscpere) in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord.” Eph. vi. 4.

Of John it is said, “He shall be filled with the Holy Ghost

even from his mother’s womb.” Luke i. 15. Of Jeremiah, “ Be-

fore I formed thee in the belly I knew thee
;
and before thou

earnest forth out of the womb I sanctified thee, and I ordaiued

thee a prophet unto the nations.” Jer. i. 5.
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4. Facts in the Church favor the belief that the children of be-

lievers are to be presumed regenerate till the contrary appears.

a. Scripture examples. Samuel (1 Sam. i. 27, 28 ;
ii. 11, 18,

26 ;
iii. 1), Jeremiah (Jer. i. 5), John Baptist (Luke i. 15).

b. Where parents pray in faith for the presence of the Holy
Spirit upon their children, are watchful in Christian nurture, and

look for the evidences of a spiritual change, ordinarily they are

not disappointed.

They do not indeed find their children free from temptation,

folly and sin, any more than they find the adult Christian per-

fectly sanctified
;
but they do not ordinarily find their children

committed to the service of the devil. On the other hand they

find their earliest emotions drawn out towards God with sincere

desire to do his will. There is no Christian who has not seen

such instances and rejoiced in them. The reason, alas ! that

they are not more frequent is that very seldom do parents have

such faith
;
and still more rarely do they train their offspring as

young Christians within the Church of God.

c. The great majority of those who confess Christ before men
are children of Christian parents. So true is this that, notwith-

standing the want of faith upon the part of parents and their

neglect of true Christian nurture, there is little risk in saying

that the spiritual condition at twenty years of age, of any given

number of children of Christian parents, would compare favor-

ably with the condition, twenty years after baptism, of the same

number of persons presumptively converted and baptized in

adult years

.

5. All churches that baptize infants do so upon the ground

that they may be regenerated in infancy.

This is of course true of those Churches, (the Romish, Greek,

Lutheran), that hold that the sacraments convey spiritual grace

“ ex opere operato but it is equally true of the different

branches of the Reformed Church that most earnestly deny that

any such efficacy is inherent in the sacrament itself.

The Protestant Episcopal Church teaches (Art. 27) “ Baptism

is not only a sign of profession and mark of difference, but is

also a sign of regeneration or New Birth.” In the Baptismal

Office the words are used “ Seeing that this child is regenerate,*

* In the Church of England and in the Episcopal Church in this country there has

always been a wide diversity of opinion as to the significance of this expression.
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and grafted into tlie body of Christ’s Church.” This is often

construed to mean more, it at least means as much as we have

maintained.

The Meth. Epis. Church repeats essentially (Art 17) the 27th

Article of the Episcopal Church.

The Rev. Mr. Hibbard in a work that has the endorsement of

the “ Methodist Book Concern,” says, “In the following treatise I

have assumed that infants are in a regenerated state,” (p. 5) and

again, “ Infants are in a gracious state . . . Baptism is an

outward sign of an inward work of grace ... a token of

confirmation that the subject belongs to the spiritual family of

God. All who belong to the spiritual family of God are entitled

to baptism.” (p. 89.)

The Church of the United Brethren
(Moravian)

teaches in

the Litany at Baptism of Children. “ Baptism is the answer of

a good conscience towards God, who hath saved us by the wash-

ing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost, which is

shed onus abundantly through Jesus Christ our Saviour. Chil-

dren, also, may be made partakers of this grace.” The Heidel-

berg Catechism teaches (Quest. 74) “ Are infants also to be bap-

tized? Yes
;
for since they, as well as the adult, are included in

the covenant and Church of God, and since redemption from sin

C. W. Andrews, D.D., remarks “This regeneration is pronounced upon the profession

of Faith by the child himself which immediately precedes. It is not the sponsor who
professes faith, but the child by the sponsor, and this, not that he will believe, but

that he then believes. The faith is admitted to be hypothetical—regeneration is the

corresponding hypothesis. The faith is as positively professed as the regeneration is

pronounced. The construction of the service upon the hypothetical principle may be

unwise, but that it was constructed on that principle «is most certain.” Baptismal

Regeneration by E MeUor, D D. Note, p. 64.

*• Of those infants, therefore, who have been baptized, we do not hope, but we know
that as they are partakers of the covenant of grace, so they are partakers of the as-

surance of pardon, and, moreover, have a right to those graces of the Holy Spirit,

which if cultivated as they grow up, will surely new-create in them a sanctified nature,

mortifying and destroying their old and corru pt nature, and making them sons of

God indeed. Hence as they are by baptism entitled to regenerating grace, we do not

scruple to use the language of Scripture aud antiquity and to call them regenerate in

baptism. Browne on the Thirty Nine Articles, p. 676.

The Bishops ot the Episcopal Church of this country in the council of the General

Convention of 1871, made the following declaration : “Being asked to declare our

conviction as to the meaning of the word ‘ regenerate ’ in the offices for the ministra-

tion of baptism to infants, we do declare that in our opinion, the word ‘ regenerate
’

is not there so used as to determine that a moral change in the subject of baptism is

wrought in that sacrament.
”
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by the blood of Christ and the Holy Ghost, the author of faith,

is ‘promised to them no less than to the adult
;
they must, there-

fore, etc.”

The Dordrecht Confession of Faith teaches (Art. 34.) “ And in-

deed Christ shed his blood no less for the washing of the chil-

dren of the faithful than for the adult persons
;
and, therefore,

they ought to receive the sign and sacrament of that, which
Christ hath done for them.”

The Westminster Confession of Faith having explained (Chap.

28. Sec. I.) That “ Baptism is a sacrament of the New Testament
ordained by Jesus Christ, not only for the solemn admission of

the party baptized into the visible Church, but also to be unto

him a sign and a seal of the covenant of grace, of his engrafting

into Christ, of regeneration, and of his giving up unto God through

Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of life” proceeds to say (Sec. IY.)

“ Not only those that do actually profess faith in, and obedience

unto Christ, but also the infants of one or both believing pa-

rents are to be baptized.” (Sec. VI.) “The efficacy of baptism is

not tied to that moment of time wherein it is administered; yet,

notwithstanding, by the right use of this ordinance the grace

promised is not only offered, but really exhibited and conferred

by the Holy Ghost, to such (whether of age or infants) as that

grace belongeth unto, according to the counsel of God's own will,

in his appointed time.”

In the “ Directory for Worship ” in the Presbyterian Church,

the minister is enjoined to explain before baptism, “ That it is

instituted by Christ
;
that it is a seal of the righteousness of

faith ;
that the seed of the faithful have no less a right to this

ordinance under the gospel, than the -seed of Abraham to cir-

cumcision, under the Old Testament
;
that Christ commanded

all nations to be baptized
;
that he blessed little children, de-

claring that of such is the kingdom of heaven
;
that children

are federally holy, and therefore ought to be baptized
;
that we

are by nature sinful, guilty and polluted, and have need of

cleansing by the blood of Christ, and by the sanctifying in-

fluences of the Spirit of God.”

These quotations will suffice to show that among the stand-

ards of all churches, that baptize infants, there is a virtual

agreement in regard to the significance of the Sacrament in

their case, and the assumption upon which it is to be adminis-
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tered. This assumption, be it remembered, is not that in every

instance regenerating grace lias been certainly accorded. This

supposition is as impossible, as in the face of facts to assume
that all adult candidates will prove to have truly received the

grace of God, or that all professors will be literally “saints”

(
dyi'oi—holy ones)

;
but as sacraments and ordinances are

framed for a Church in its normal condition, so the children of

believers may as properly be treated as what they certainly

would be, were their parents in the full sense of the word
“ holy,” as the parents themselves may still be called, even by
Apostolic wisdom, “ saints.”

Inasmuch, therefore, as the regeneration in earliest infancy of

the children of believers is not only possible but credible; as the

charitable presumption of it is implied in certain Scripture state-

ments, and in many instances manifests itself as a fact; and as it

is, in the ways indicated, assumed in the standards of such

churches as permit the baptism of infants, the conclusion is a

just one that the children of believers fulfill the second condition

prerequisite to baptism,—they are presumptively regenerate, i. e.,

for all purposes of charitable judgment as a basis of church and

parental recognition and treatment until the contrary appears.

Third Condition— Capability of receiving spiritual grace.

If the conclusions already reached are just, it is unnecessary

to argue at length that infants may be made recipients of spirit-

ual grace. There have been many discussions concerning the

nature of original sin and the possibility of innate guilt, but the

generally received Catholic view always has been that every

soul possesses a moral character of some hind, antecedent to its

actual conscious choices. Thus by changes wrought in that

moral character every soul, even before self-consciousness, is

capable of receiving spiritual grace
;
and infants, when brought

by believing parents to the sacrament of baptism, may receive»

or may have already received, that promised grace which, in

the words of the Westminster Confession, is “ not only offered

but really exhibited and conferred by the Holy Ghost to such

(whether of age or infants) as that grace belongeth unto accord

ing to the counsel of God’s own will in his appointed time.”

Any objection to this view, that special blessing, even in the

case of infants, may be connected with the actual reception of
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baptism, applies equally to any conception of the sacraments
that looks upon them as more than simply memorial rites.

If special ordinances have been established by the Great Head
of the Church, and with them certain blessings promised, it will

not do to sajr that because these blessings are spiritual, it is a

matter of indifference wdiether or not the external ordinance is

observed. This is to insult God by dishonoring his commands.
And if the blessing is the free gift of the Holy Spirit vouch -

safed in response to the prayer of faith and the act of obedience,

it may be as certainly looked for when the believing parent,

trusting in the abundant promises of God, brings his child to

receive the appointed seal of his membership in Christ’s Church,

as when the full-grown sinner, repenting and turning from the

error of his ways, listens to the invitation of the Gospel and
bows to accept the offered sacrament.

Thus the children of believers fulfill the third condition pre-

requisite to baptism ;—they are capable of receiving spiritual grace.

If then it is true, as we have endeavored to prove, that the

infant children of believers fulfill all the conditions pre-requisite

to baptism, namely :—membership in the visible Church,—pre-

sumptive regeneration—and capability of receiving spiritual

grace,—then it follows that ive have as distinct divine command to

baptize such infants, as to baptize adult believers.*

# The inference to be drawn from incidental references in apostolic history, and

in the inspired epistles, seems equally clear.

There are but seven cases recorded of baptisms of individuals designated by name.

In two instances, those of Paul and the Ethiopian Eunuch, there could have been no

question in regard to children. In three of the remaining instances, namely, Lydia,

the Philippian jailor and Stephanas, it is expressly stated that with the head of the

family, the “household" was baptized, while in the cases of Cornelius and Crispus,

while no express statement is made, the narrative leads us to the same conclusion.

It is, of course, possible to assume that in none of these households were there young

children, but this is not the natural inference. This specific and repeated mention of

the baptism of “ households ” leads rather to the conviction that the facts are thus

emphasized, with the express purpose of establishing the propriety of baptizing the

' children of believers.

It is to be noticed, too, that Paul in epistles addressed specifically to “saints," in-

cludes admonitions to the children. (Eph. id. 1-3. Col iii. 20.)

Moreover upon any other ground than the apostolic sanction, it seems impossible

that the baptism of infants could have obtained the position in the Church, that con-

fessedly it held as early as the middle of the third century. [See Neander's Ch.

History, Vol. I. pp. 311, el seq .]

There would be at least some record of its introduction, and of opposition to the

innovation.
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Moreover their position in the Church is in all respects as

good as that of those who first enter in adult years. Both alike

enter at the hopeful beginning of Christian life. The Church is

not simply the home of the sanctified, but of those to be sancti-

fied. It is the place where babes in Christ are to be nurtured

and developed until they “ come in the unity of the faith, and

of the knowledge of the Son of God unto a perfect man, unto

the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ.”

The adult no more than the infant is a perfected saint. The
one question is whether he believes upon the Lord Jesus Christ.

He is welcomed even though he be ignorant in regard to many
points of doctrinal belief, very imperfect in moral character, and

entirely undisciplined in the duties of Christian life. Indeed

there is, humanly speaking, greater risk involved in undertaking

his future Christian nurture, than that of the child born of

Christian parents, guarded and cherished by ther watchful love,

strengthened by their prayers, and thus developing and growing

up from tender infancy, within the sacred pale of the Church.

We may add that the principles that we believe thus to es-

tablish the duty of infant baptism also apply in their general

form to those cases where children are presented by Christians

who, though not the parents, are willing and able to take their

place—to stand in loco 'parentis—and assume to the full extent

the obligations of the Christian nurture of the infant disciple.

This gamsi-parental relation is the true foundation of what is

sometimes termed “ Household Baptism.”

It seems also to be the ground upon which originally sponsors

were required. The custom had its rise in the time of persecu-

tion, when Christian parents were liable to be torn away from

their infant children, and some assurance was needed that those

thus bereft of their natural guardians would not be allowed to

lapse into idolatry.

In the Protestant Episcopal Church, where this custom is still

continued, it is assumed that the sponsors are themselves true

believers and are willing and able to care for the spiritual nur-

ture of the child in whose name they have confessed the Chris-

tian faith.*

* See office for the “ Ministration of- Public Baptism of Infants.” Prot. Epis.

Prayer Book.
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Objections.

1. Baptism can do on unconscious babe no good.

(1) With equal truth it may be said, baptism does the adult
“ no good." Immediate moral effect upon the recipient is not the

prime end and object of the Sacrament. In the case of the in-

fant as in- that of the adult, it indicates a relationship to the

Church, and symbolizes a spiritual state which rightly improved
it ever promotes.

(2) So far as spiritual grace is imparted in the sacrament, it

may be as truly conferred in the one case as in the other.

(3) So far as promises of Christian life are concerned the

parents speak for the child.

2. The Church is a voluntary association. It is not fair to put

children therein icithout their consent.

(1) The question whether the Church is to this extent, and
in this sense, a “ voluntary association ” is at issue. The great

majority of Christians do not believe that it is.

(2) If it is not fair that children should be so placed without

their consent, still it is just what God does with them in every

other relation of life. He puts one here, another there
;
one in

a palace, another in a hovel
;
one in a Christian family, another

in the home of a prostitute or a murderer. Strangely enough,

as some may think, He does not even consult children as to

whether they shall be born at all. God orders our lives accord-

ing to his own pleasure.

3. The view presented males a distinction between children

equally innocent in the sight of God.

(1) It is not held that such children are by nature, aside from

the operation of the spirit, any better than other children.

(2) It simply acknowledges facts that must be faced. The

children of a Christian certainly are, ordinarily, born to the en-

joyment of special advantages and privileges. If the parents

are sincere, the children have their prayers, their faithful train-

ing, their tender counsel. Nurtured amid all the advantages of

the associations of the Church, the probabilities, humanly

speaking, of such children developing as Christians are almost

infinitely greater than if they were children of heathen or of

godless people. Is any greater distinction made in saying that

they are born within the pale of .the Church? The expression

simply sums up the facts.
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4. This view savors of “ baptismal regeneration.”

On the other hand it teaches just the opposite doctrine. The
theory commonly called that of

“Baptismal Regeneration,” holds

that by virtue of the application of water in the name of the

Trinity, the Sacrament becomes, “ ex opere operatof the effica-

cious means of regeneration.

The view here presented, looks upon the application of water

in the Sacrament, as symbolizing the change already presump-

tively accomplished, or answered in the future, by the power of

the Holy Spirit. Here adults and infants stand upon precisely

the same ground. While in both cases regeneration is the pre-

sumption
;
in neither case is it assumed as invariably or cer-

tainly accomplished. Nor do we in the one case more than in

the other, rebaptize those who, having lapsed into sin, are in

after years, as they suppose for the first time, hopefully

converted.

5. Whether a child shall grow up a Christian depends largely

upon his training. How then can he be regenerate antecedent to such

influences ?

(1) The whole course of each life is from the beginning in the

hand of God. The future training as well as the present

prayer of faith is known to God. There is no greater mystery

involved here, than in any other case, where God and man are

co-woi’kers.

(2) It is also true of the adult Christian that his future faith-

fulness depends largely upon the associations into which he

shall be thrown.

6. Under such a system there are church members who have

not all the privileges of membership.

(1) Of course
;
just as there are infant members of a family

under tutors and governors
;
just as there are infant citizens of

a state.

(2) That under certain circumstances there may be members
of the church who are not entitled to all its privileges, must be

admitted under any theory, e. g., members suspended from com-

munion but not excommunicated.

(3) Infant church members, like adult, are entitled to all the

privileges they are capable of enjoying. If an adult member
becomes insane or idiotic, he does not cease to be a member
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because be may be for the time incapable of enjoying all the

privileges of the church.

Our Directory says of children of the church, “when they come
to years of discretion,” and are otherwise qualified, “ they are

to be informed” (not, that they then come into any new relation-

ship, but) “that it is their duty and privilege to come to the

Lord’s Supper.”

7. Many persons are assumed to be members of the church who
in after years give little proof of being Christians.

(1) Very naturally ! while among those who have their chil-

dren baptized there is such a lamentable want of knowledge,

faith and fidelity in training.

(2) The number is much smaller than is frequently alleged.

The great majority of the children of the church and especially

of those whose spiritual culture has not been plainly neglected,

do sooner or later manifest a living hope in Christ.

(3) Many such children, doubtless Christians from infancy,

being wrongly instructed, wait before avowing themselves as

such for some further conscious or sudden change or mysterious

experience which never comes, and gradually they fall into the

position of backsliding Christians.

(4) If the Church were in its normal condition, there would

be no such class.

(5) Their case finds its precise parallel in that of many bap-

tized in adult years. Some are false to their vows, or were self-

deceived. What has their baptism availed?

8. If church members, children who do not live as Christians

should be disciplined.

(1) In effect they are. If, when of sufficient years, they refuse

to confess Christ, they are virtually suspended from communion.

A state might require that all children upon reaching maturity

should take the oath of allegiance. If any refused to do so,

their rights as citizens would lapse.

(2) We have many adult Christians who neglect their privi-

leges as commuuicants
;
through misconception, morbid self-

consciousness, or indifference, remaining for months and even

years away from the Sacramental Table.

Ordinarily, if their lives are not scandalous and they seem

honest in their misconception, we must content ourselves with

advice and private expostulation.
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(3) That the children of the church are often neglected, and

allowed unrebuked to forget their responsibilities and wander

away from spiritual influences, is too true, and is a shame and

a reproach to the office-bearers of our congregations.

9. By his baptism in infancy ,
the child is defrauded of his priv-

ilege of freely choosing, in later years
,
his position, and thus con-

fessing Christ for himself.

(1) His choice is none the less free because he is surrounded

by good influences, because he receives the blessings of a Chris-

tian nurture, because from earliest childhood he feels the sweet

attraction of Jesus and recognizes the guidance of the Holy
Spirit.

(2) In almost all Churches, if he becomes in due time a com-
municant he does then publicly confess Christ and openly accept

for himself the position into which he was born.

10. False hopes are encouraged. Formalism takes the place of

spiritual life.

(1) Any doctrine may be misunderstood or abused.

(2) Under proper instruction just the opposite is the case.

Children are not taught that they are better, but that they have

greater privileges and responsibilities for which they must ren-

der account. For privileges neglected, there is heavier con-

demnation. Their spiritual condition is not determined by any

assumption that they are regenerate. If they bring not forth

fruits meet for repentance, so much the worse for them.

(3) With equal force it might be said that the adult Christian

will rest upon the fact of his past experience and Church mem-
bership. But if he proves by his acts that he is not a Christian

so much the more reason has he to tremble. So is it also with

the youthful Church member.

11. Are not the children of Christians who reject infant baptism

as frequently blessed as those of Fedo-baptists ?

(1) We do not know.

(2) It might well be so, if such parents were faithful in the

nurture of their children, for if they have a birthright in the

Church they would not be necessarily deprived of attending bles-

sings because of the error of their parents.

(3) Among those who present their children for baptism it is

to be feared that there are very many who have no appreciation
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of the significance of the Sacrament, and very little expectation

of any resultant blessing.

(4) Inasmuch, however, as blessings are granted in response

to faith, we should not look with the same confidence for early

manifestations of piety in the children of parents who believe

that some degree of knowledge, education and maturity must

necessarily precede a change of heart, as in the children of those

who accept the divine promise of a holy seed, who believe that

their children are with them in the Church, who expect to find

them growing up in the fear of the Lord, and who labor with

them and pray for them in that blessed hope.

(5) We may add that the experience of Churches that, with-

out ignoring the necessity of spiritual life, have emphasized the

meaning and importance of Infant Baptism, fully justifies us in

the opinion that it is no vain thing either in its effect upon pa-

rents or children. The Church of Scotland, notwithstanding the

disturbing influence of the connection of Church and State,

which tended to foster formalism, for many years presented a

wonderful spectacle of children, generation after generation,

growing up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord, and in

faith and piety walking in the footsteps of their fathers in the

Home of God.

If the views expressed in this Article are correct, the subject

of Infant Baptism demands a more important place in the views

of pastors and Christian parents than is usually accorded it.

As we have already said, this is not a question merely of estab-

lishing one theory or another.

If, as we firmly believe, there is historically, logically and

scripturally no tenable middle ground between the position that

this sacrament in the case of infants means precisely what it

does in the case of adults, and the position that there is no such

thing as Infant Baptism, then the whole question of the true

mode of Christian nurture with its manifest bearing upon the

future growth of the Church, is involved in one judgment in this

matter.

Our Baptist brethren very largely owe their success as a

denomination, to their distinct, unanimous and consistent

utterance upon this subject. Though, as we believe, utterly

wrong in their theory of the oi'ganization of the Church, yet

they have distinctly known upon what principles they have
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rested, and their trumpet have given forth no uncertain sound.

Hence their power with many inquirers. Few such have either

opportunity or inclination to examine carefully for themselves,

the teachings upon this subject of Church history or the Scrip-

tures.

On the other hand too many of our Protestant and non-

ritualistic Churches in their noble protest against that formal-

ism, worldliness, and mere ritualism -which tend to sap spiritual

life, and which in New England culminated in the system knowrn

as the “ half way covenant,” have assumed a position that, while

nominally retaining the practice of Infant Baptism, really emas-

culates the meaning of the Sacrament, or so belittles it that it no

longer commands respect.

“ The abolition of the abuses of the doctrine of infant Church

membership, has been accomplished in a manner and in circum-

stances which have led to the forgetting, ignoring, or disowning

of that precious truth itself, and the loss of not a little of the

sanctifying influence and fruits of holiness that cluster upon it.

The consciousness and recognition of the Church membership

of baptized children, have widely disappeared from the doctrinal

and practical life of those churches—a fact deplored by some,

and denied by none of authority among them/ 5
'

It would be a far less evil and fraught with fewer dangers to

the future of the Church, to reject altogether the baptism of in-

fants than simply to tolerate it as a harmless, edifying, tra-

ditional usage, the continuance of which gives periodical oppor-

tunity for an affectionate rehearsal of the responsibilities of

parents.

Yet this last is no caricature of the position in reference to

the sacrament of Baptism in the case of infants, of hundreds of

members of our Presbyterian and other evangelical churches

throughout the land.

No -wonder that our Narratives complain that “ Infant Bap-

tism is little regarded,” and that “ Household religion is greatly

neglected.” How different would be the report if throughout

the Church there were a deep-seated conviction that when in-

fants receive this sacrament they receive in very deed the “sign

and the seal of their ingrafting into Christ, of regeneration, of

* “Children of the Church,” p. 31.
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remission of sins, and of their giving up unto God through Jesus

Christ to walk in newness of life !”*

Such conviction could not fail to be followed by an awakening
of the church to its special responsibilities in regard to its infant

members.

Such children ave, as our “Directory” expresses it, “ under the

inspection and government of the Church.”

They should be the objects of special tenderness and care

upon the part of those to whom is committed the feeding of the

flock. They should not be expected to grow up to partial ma-
turity outside the “pale of the Church,” and avowedly committed

to the service of the devil.

They should receive special instruction in regard to their

privileges and responsibilities, and always be addressed as those

who, it wTas assumed, were conscious of their birthright and re-

joiced to own it before the world. They should be encouraged

at the earliest possible age to be present at the stated services

and prayer meetings of the Church, and under direction of pas-

tor or elders to take public part among their fellows in age in

such social religious exercises. Above all, they should be

impressed with the thought that there is no age at which they

are too young to be the object of the Saviour’s special tender

care, or, upon their part, as earnest, loving disciples, to give him

their whole hearts.

.

As soon as they have sufficient knowledge, and give evidence

of sincere desire to come to the Lord’s table, they should be in-

formed that it is their privilege so to do.

In this view, how unspeakably important becomes the duty of

Christian parents ! Upon them rest responsibilities that by no

possibility can they delegate to others. To them is committed

the nurture of the children of the Church—the infant disciples

of Jesus—and upon their faithfulness depends, under God, the

future Christian life of those little ones.

If, as is alas ! too often the case, the parents are so thor-

oughly absorbed in the secular pursuits of the day—the increas-

ing excitements of our driving business communities—or the

dissipating follies of our fashionable social life—that they have

“ no time ” to foster the spiritual life of their children, and no in-

terest in directing their associations and forming their habits.

Confession of Faith, Chap, xzviii. Sec. 1

.
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wliat should they expect under the ordinary laws of God’s realm,

but that in after years they shall have tears to shed over the

wayward youth, the lost manhood, the frivolous womanhood of

those who were committed to their care?

There may be also irreparable injury done simply from wrong

convictions upon the part of parents.

If they assume that it is incredible that they should find their

infant children already brought by the power of the Holy Spirit

into a gracious state, and therefore urge unceasingly the futility

of all attempts to live a Christian life until some new, sudden

and mysterious change has been experienced, they may lay a

burden upon the young Christian life from which it will never be

entirely relieved. A sudden and surprising illumination may
perhaps be expected in the case of one who, like Saul, has been an

open scoffer at the claims of Jesus, and then, like him, suddenly

stricken down before the power of the cross
;
but far otherwise

are the natural manifestations of religious life in one who, “ born

within the pale of the Church,” has been “ brought up in the

Durture and the admonition of the Lord.”

We have known little children who could not remember the

time when they did not love their Saviour pray earnestly, almost

agonizingly, for some mysterious revelation, and then pause and

wait in breathless expectancy for something to happen.

We have known men and women who professed to trust in

Christ as a Saviour, and who gave every evidence of desiring to

walk with him, pass on for years unwilling publicly to avow
themselves Christians and take their place at the Lord’s table,

because they could not escape from the bondage of the convic-

tion of the necessity of some new and violent revolution in feel-

ing that they had long despaired of ever experiencing.

On the other hand, let Christian parents recognize with grati-

tude the high honor accorded them, and receive their little ones

as God's children given to be trained within his kingdom
;

let

them, while they pray with confidence for the signs of the Holy

Spirit’s presence, and teach their children that the vows of God
are on them, still study their peculiarities of temper and dispo-

sition that they may counsel and guide them aright, and they

will not find their prayers in vain or their faith unrewarded.

In all ordinary cases they will see even their imperfect work

owned of God, cheered by the quick blossoming of gracious
44
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affections implanted by the Holy Spirit, and early crowned by
the voluntary consecration of their loved ones to the service of

the blessed Master.

In this way, as truly as by direct conquest from the world, God
provides for the growth of his Church.

He, with whom is all power, does not disclaim in his spiritual

kingdom thesamenaturallaws of parental influence bywhichfrom
generation to generation nations are enlarged and arts, sciences and

civilization made more and more to cover the face of the globe.

Because the Church has a glorious aggressive work to accom-

plish, attacking, in the name of the Lord, the strongholds of sin

and Satan and conquering the world for her King, she must not

forget that her strength, her vigor, her triumph, depend still

more upon her holy care of those whom God commits to her

charge to be cherished in her arms and nourished at her breast.

We believe that the time has come when our Presbyterian

Church, in her practice, should plant herself firmly upon the

position always maintained by her standards.

Many signs indicate a growing interest in this subject of the

relation of baptized children to the church, and we welcome as

a happy augury the judicious and acceptable report to the last

General Assembly of the “Committee on the Formula for admis-

sion to the Lord's Supper."

Let some such form, containing as distinct a recognition of

the position in the Church of baptized children, as does the

tender and beautiful address proposed by the Committee,* be

generally adopted, and it will do much towards bringing the

mind of the Church back to the position distinctly enunciated in

our directory.

“ Children bom within the pale of the visible Church, and

dedicated to God in Baptism, are under the inspection and

government of the Church
;
and are to be taught to read and

repeat the Catechism, the Apostle’s Creed, and the Lord’s

Prayer. They are to be taught to pray, to abhor sin, to fear

God, and to obey the Lord Jesus Christ. And when they come

to years of discretion, if they be free from scandal, appear sober

and steady, and to have sufficient knowledge to discern the

Lord’s body, they are to be informed, that it is their duty and

privilege to come to the Lord’s Supper.”
* “ You now come to confirm, by your voluntary act, that membership in the visi-

le Church which- was begun in your behalf through parental faith.”
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Art. VII.—LIFE AND ITS ORIGIN.*

By Peof. H. Alleyne Nicholson, of the University of Toronto.

It may safely be said that there is no question at present agi-

tated in the scientific world which has more interest for humanity

at large than that of the Nature of Life and the manner in which

living beings originate. Upon the decision of this question, it

may without exaggeration be said, depends to a large extent the

future of the Christian religion. It touches upon beliefs which

are at the very foundation of all religion
;
and now that inquiry

has once commenced, all thoughtful men must wish that it should

be carried out to the end, as quickly, but as thoroughly, as the

circumstances of the case admit of. From this point of view, if

from no other, we can cordially thank Dr. Bastian for his work

on “ The Beginnings of Life.” He has, at least, done good service

in assembling into a concrete and manageable form the doctrines

of the school to which he belongs, and he further deserves our

gratitude for the perfect candor with which his conclusions are

always stated. These conclusions may be attacked from two

sides, and from both, as it seems to ns, with perfect fahness. In

so far as his conclusions are purely scientific, they are open to

scientific criticism, both as to the accuracy of the facts alleged

to be observed and also as to the justness of the deductions

drawn therefrom. In so far, again, as his conclusions are at

variance with priiiiitive human beliefs as to the existence or irn-

mortalitj- of the soul, or as to the existence of a Supreme Being,

arguments derived from the domains of Theology or Moral Phil-

osophy may legitimately be employed to confute them.

Let us first briefly consider the general conclusions announced

by Dr. Bastian as the results of the investigations which he has

carried out, evidently with much conscientious labor. Foremost

amongst these conclusions must be placed the alleged establish-

ment of the occurrence of “ Spontaneous Generation ” (or, as the

author prefers to call it, “ Archebiosis”) as an actual and com-

mon natural process. It is hardly necessary to remark that this

doctrine implies the originization and development of living be-

* The Beginnings of Life. By H. C. Bastian, M. D., F. K. S. London : Macmil-

lan & Co. New York : D. Appleton <fc Co.
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ings from dead matter, independently of the influence of any

pre-existing living being. Thus, Dr. Bastian thinks that he can

prove that “ synthetic processes occurring amongst the molecules

of colloidal and allied substances ” have the power to “engender

or give origin to a kind of matter possessing that subtle combi-

nation of properties to which we .are accustomed to apply the

epithet ‘ living.’” He thinks he can show that “both crystalline

and living aggregates appear to be constantly separating de novo

from different fluids, and both kinds of matter now seem to be

naturally formable from their elements.” He thinks that “ a

majority of scientific men and a large section of the educated

public ” believe that Spontaneous Generation took place once,

namely, when living beings first appeared upon the globe
;
and

that if it occurred once, there is no reason why it should not

have occurred again, and should not occur now. We should

hardly have imagined that so prevalent an opinion existed as to

the former occurrence of “ Abiogenesis,” but we are willing to

take Dr. Bastian’s word for it. We may remark, however, that

the known facts of Geology afford no support to the view that

the primitive population of the globe was introduced upon the

scene in any such fashion. Omitting the Eozoon of the Lauren-

tian Rocks—which many excellent observers do not regard as

being the remains of an animal at all—the earliest known forms

of life were such as could not by any possibility have been pro-

duced by any conceivable process of Archebiosis. The onty

living beings which could ever be imagined to arise de novo, are

such as never could leave any record of their existence in the

rocks
; so that if “ a majority of scientific men ” hold that ani-

mals and plants were originally introduced upon the globe by

Spontaneous Generation, they merely hold a view which, from

the nature of the case, can never be supported by any tangible

evidence.

Dr. Bastian admits that it is “ invisible colloidal particles
”

which “ are supposed to combine and undergo re-arrangement

in order to produce specks of new born living matter.” He
does not seem to see that this admission is absolutely and

altogether fatal to his argument, that is, as against the alterna-

tive belief. If the supposed “ colloidal particles ” are invisi-

ble, how do we know that they are “ colloidal,” or how, indeed,

can we know anything whatever as to their nature ? Dr. Bas-
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tian chooses to believe that the said particles are dead
;

ice choose

to believe that they are alive, and what is more, that they have

proceeded from pre-existent living matter. By an appeal to

what authority is it proposed to settle the question ?

That such specks of living matter, after their production from

the above-mentioned invisible particles, may actually be seen

to develop into Fungus germs, Amoebae, Monads, and Ciliated

Infusorians, we can well believe
;
but we fail to see what possi-

ble bearing this can have on the question as to the occurrence

of spontaneous generation. Seeing that the most experienced

microscopist in the world would find it impossible to determine

by his instrument, whether a given ovum were that of a dog or

a worm, we need not wonder that we can not detect the differ-

ences which may exist in the immensely more minute “
living

specks ” which constitute the youngest visible stages of Fungi,

Monads, and the like. That these living specks are, upon this

evidence, to be regarded as identical, and to have been formed

de novo out of dead matter, is simply an assertion, which can

not be proved, and has not even probability in its favor.

When again, we are told that “ living units of an Algoid nature,

can actually be seen to be “ converted into the embryos of large

and complex Rotifers,” we find it necessary to ask a question of

a kind of which every careful reader of this work would feel in-

clined to ask many. We are expected to believe, in effect, that

some of the lowest 'plants can be seen to develop bodily into

animals, and indeed, into animals of a comparatively high

grade of organization. Now, seeing that these “units of an

Algoid nature ” are microscopic, it is only fair that Dr. Bastian

should tell us how he knows that they icere Algoid, or that they be-

longed to the vegetable kingdom at all. Of course, if he has any
evidence in petto, by which he can prove this point, we will suc-

cumb—when it is produced. In the meanwhile, no evidence

of the kind is brought forward, and we prefer to believe what
most naturalists would believe, that any such dogmatic refer-

ence of a microscopic cell to the animal or vegetable kingdom,
is simply preposterous. Suppose we elect to believe—as we do
—that the young forms of certain of the Rotifers are very like

Algae in appearance, and that this is the explanation of the

facts observed by Dr. Bastian, how does he propose to alter our

unfortunate prejudices ? The only possible proof as to the ani-
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mal or vegetable character of these microscopic organisms., is

an appeal to their life history, which, in this particular case,

clearly proves them to be animals. Assertions of this nature

are merely a melancholy proof of the effect of pre-conceived

opinions upon the mind.

Finally, we are asked to believe not only that living matter

proceeds naturally from non-living matter (Archebiosis), but that

living beings of one quite distinct kind can readily be trans-

formed into living beings of quite another kind—just as yellow

phosphorus when heated to a certain point becomes red phos-

phorus, and when heated still further passes back again into

yellow phosphorus. This is what our author has termed

Heterogenesis.

Without entering into this matter at length, we will merely

remark that the facts recounted by Dr. Bastian appear to come

under three heads. Some of them appear to be referable to de-

fects of observation, and are too incredible to be accepted ex-

cept after repeated investigation by thoroughly competent

workers with the microscope. Others are doubtless correct, but

will bear a totally different inteiqiretation to that put upon them

by Dr. Bastian. Others, lastly, can not be regarded as being

more than peculiar modes of development, not more remarkable

than the well-known developmental history of the Hydroid

Zuophytes, and probably of very much the same essential

natime.

The above being the general results arrived at, we shall now

proceed to criticise brief!}' a few of the more salient points

treated of in these remarkable volumes, anything like a detailed

survey of the mass of material here accumulated being altogether

out of the question. In the first place we have to consider the

doctrines as to the nature of life and its connection with the

physical forces, held by Dr. Bastian and the scientific school to

which he belongs. These doctrines are now tolerably familiar

to the reading public, and if they do not improve upon acquain-

tance, it is certainly not from any lack of energy on the part of

those who advocate them. Stated shortly, these doctrines may

be said to comprise three principal propositions. Firstly, it is

believed that force and matter are absolutely inseparable, that

“one cannot exist without the other,” and that they are merely

“two aspects of something one and indivisible.” Secondly, it is
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believed that there is no such thing as “vital force, ’ and that

what we call “life” is merely a form of one of the physical forces,

namely, a mode of motion. Thirdly, it is held that the spiritual

life of man is the same in kind as his physical life, that this also

is nothing more than a modification of some physical force, that

“sensation and thought are the products of molecular changes

taking place in nerve-organs,” and that the spiritual phenomena
of man are inseparable from the matter by which they are mani-

fested. In fact, since matter and force are “absolutely insepar-

able,” we are to believe that what we have been accustomed to

regard as our “soul,” is merely some subtile form of ordinary

matter. Dr. Bastian does not, perhaps, put it quite, so plainly

as this, but this is exactly what it amounts to when stripped of

verbiage.

How any one who is not pledged beforehand to certain doc-

trines, can promulgate theories of this nature as if they were

established aud universally accepted beliefs, about which there

could be no difference of opinion, passes our comprehension.

Everyone, we presume, will admit that as we live in a material

world and inhabit a material body, we cannot become cognizant

of any physical force except through the medium of matter
;

or, in other words, such force can only manifest itself by means
of matter. Nothing, however, would be a more unwarrantable

deduction from this admission than the conclusion that force has

no existence except as a form of matter. It may be so, but no

possible proof can be brought forward that it is so. So far, at

any rate, as our spiritual essence is concerned, we should im-

agine that most men have a pretty strong conviction, derived

from inherent feelings and based upon primeval instincts, that

it is not so. Most men, we should imagine, are conscious of

having within them a power which is independent of and can

control the forces of the outer world, which will not cease to

exist when separated from the body, and which cannot be re-

garded as a mere “aspect” of matter. In short, we cannot

regard this theory in any other light than as a complete abandon-

ment of the belief in the immortality of the soul as a distinct

entity.

To say, as Professor Frankland has said, than “an animal,

however high its organization, can no more generate (that is,

actually create) an amount of force capable of moving a grain of
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sand, than a stone can fall upwards, or a locomotive drive a train

without fuel,” is true enough
;
but, after all, what does it amount

to when fairly examined? No one says, or supposes, that man,

or any other animal, can create physical force. What it is neces-

sary to assert is simply that man is the seat of something in

virtue of which he can subdue, regulate, and combine the phy-

sical forces of the universe to his own ends. Man can not cre-

ate the force necessary to drive a locomotive or even to move a

grain of sand, but he can make the locomotive, and when made
he can compel certain of the physical forces to drive it. What
modification of physical force can do the like? When will sun-

force make an Atlautic cable for us, not to speak of making a

man for us, as we are virtually asked to believe ? In the words

of Dr. Lionel Beale, we must consider the vast difference which

there is between power, force and property. “Power is capable

of activity
;

it may design, arrange, form, construct, build.

Property is passive and belongs to the material particles, and is

no more capable of destruction than the particles themselves.

Force differs from property, in that its form or mode may
be changed or conditioned and assume other forms, and be

afterwards restored to the original one. Power may cease and

vanish, but property is retained, and force, in one form or other,

is persistent. Neither matter, nor force, nor property, can

wholly disappear
;
but all order, design, arrangement, guidance,

form, structure, construction, may vanish. Power alone imposes

upon the material the wonderful order which everywhere mani-

fests itself in nature. The property of the material renders such

imposition possible, but does not effect it.”

It is all very well to say that we may “ reduce the visible phe-

nomena of life to mechanical attractions and repulsions” (Tyn-

dall)
;
but wre have to ask ourselves if the most essential phe-

nomena of life are “visible?” And, in auy case, supposing that

every phenomenon of life were accompanied by molecular move-

ment, is the accompaniment to be regarded as identical with the

thing which it constantly accompanies ? Is it philosophical to

consider the essential condition of a phenomenon as being the

phenomenon itself. It has been alleged that all forms of mental

activity are associated with molecular movement of part of the

brain, though excellent physiologists can be found to dissent

from this sweeping assertion. Admitting, however, for the sake
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of argument, that such molecular movement is an essential con-

dition of thought in this our present state of being, are we justi-

fied in concluding therefrom, that thought is nothing but motion

of nervous particles ? Upon similar reasoning, because a cer-

tain man never exhibits himself to his fellow-men except in

company with his dog, we may be justified in concluding that

the man is the dog.

To assert, again, as the above-quoted eminent philosopher

asserts, that “ at the present moment all our philosophy, all our

science, all our art—Plato, Shakespeare, Newton, and Da Vinci

—

are 'potential in the fires of the sun,” may be true in a sense
;
but

it is in a sense which renders it a mere meaningless platitude,

instead of the brilliant and original aphorism for which it might

on cursory inspection be mistaken. It is true- in the sense merely

that our material existence is conditioned by the sun. It is quite

certain that if the sun had not existed, Shakespeare, Plato and

Newton would also not have existed—upon our globe. Nor, if

the sun should now withdraw its light and heat, will there be

any future Shakespeares and Platos
;
but then there will be no

men at all, so that, after all, it does not appear to us to matter

much. In fact, when closely looked into, it appears that Dr.

Tyndall, in the above remark, is really doing no more than im-

parting to us the valuable information that we cannot live with-

out the sun. Very probably he himself would interpret his state-

ment in a more positive and radical sense, but it would be in a

sense for which he could not bring forward the smallest philo-

sophical evidence.

As a corollary of the physical theory of life, though not neces-

sary to the theory, Dr. Bastian supports the doctrine that

“ organization ” is the cause of life, instead of the older view,

that a living being possesses organization because it is alive.

He also devotes a considerable portion of his space to an en-

deavor to show the correctness of the view that “ vital force
”

is a correlate of the ordinary physical forces, and that vital

phenomena are merely the result of physical forces modified,

transformed, or conditioned in various ways by their “ passage

through the organism.”

The view that vital force is independent of the correlated

series, and is a peculiar power resident in every living being,

which “ conditions or transforms the physical forces, in order
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that they give rise to the most varied vital phenomena,” he

entirely discredits, though much of the reasoning is of the low-

est description, consisting either of baseless assertions, or of

misconceptions of the views of his opponents. The chief argu-

ment, perhaps, that Dr. Bastian brings forward in support of

his views is, that “ if the vital or directive power, resident in

each particle of a living being, be other than a transformed

physical force, it must be one which—in spite of the well-known

formula ‘ ex niliilo niliilfit
’—is capable of indefinite self-multipli-

cation. Either such force must be continually springing into

being ivithout a cause—originating itself, or growing out of

nothing—which is an absurdity
;
or else within the human ovum,

or that of any other animal, there must be locked up, in this one

tiny microscopic cell, the whole of the peculiar vital power which

is afterwards to diffuse itself throughout the body.” The idea

of vital force, or any other force, springing continually into

being without a cause, is, of course, “ an absurdity but then we

are not aware that any one of the modern vitalists ever enter-

tained such an idea. Dr. Bastian does not seem to be aware,

however, that there are foolish people who still believe in a

First Cause, and who still cling fondly to the idea that

—

“All are but parts of one stupendous whole,

Whose body nature is, and God the soul.”

How does Dr. Bastian’s reasoning touch the old and vener-

able belief that the constant origination of vital force proceeds

from a Supreme Being, in whom we “ live, move, and have our

being”? Is such a notion too unphilosophical to be even seriously

discussed ? What if we assert that whilst mind may exist with-

out matter, matter can not exist without mind, and that living

beings are vivified by influx from the universal Mind, in whom
alone are the springs of existence, and with whom is “ no vari-

ableness, neither shadow of turning?” We may, to say the

least of it, safely declare that Dr. Bastian, in the present state

of his knowledge, will find it impossible to disprove the above

view, by any process of reasoning, or by any facts at his

command. In the words of Dr. Hutchison Stirling, “ This

universe is not an accidental cavity, in which an accidental

dust has been accidentally swept into heaps for the acci-

dental evolution of the majestic spectacle of organic and in-
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organic life. That majestic spectacle is a spectacle as plainly

for the eye of reason, as any diagram of mathematic. That

majestic spectacle could have been constructed, was con-

structed, only in reason, for reason, and by reason. From be-

yond Orion and the Pleiades, across the green hem of earth,

up to the imperial personality of man, all, the furthest, the

deadest, the dustiest, is for fusion in the invisible point of the

single Ego—which alone glorifies it. For the subject, and on

the model of the subject, all is made.”

We have no wish to import the odium theologicum into this

discussion
;

still less do we wish to say anything which Dr.

Bastian could regard as personal, the more especially as it is not

always safe to deduce a writer’s religious beliefs from his scien-

tific opinions. We cannot avoid saying, however, that we have

read with pain the following passage in his pages : “A force in-

dependent of the correlated series of physical forces, and yet

capable of perpetual existence, with apparently undiminished

powers in spite of an almost infinite number of divisions’ and

sub-divisions, surely there are few who will believe that such a

force can exist. The doctrine is absolutely inconceivable, it

cannot be realized in thought.” We should hope that there are

very many who can and will believe in just such a force, for we

do not see otherwise how it is possible to retain the conception

of a Supreme Being. Nay, more, instead of seeing anything

“absolutely inconceivable” in this belief, we look upon it as dis-

tinctly natural to the human mind, as according thoroughly with

man’s mental constitution, we had almost said as an “instinctive”

conception. It is true that such a conception is beyond our

comprehension, but space and time are conceptions equally be-

yond our comprehension, and yet we do not think of doubting

their existence, at any rate, as necessary forms of thought. In

fact, if we are only to believe what we can comprehend, we must

believe nothing, for the comprehension of one finite thing would

imply a knowledge of the Infinite. As the poet says of the

weed :

“— If I could understand

What you are, root and all, and all in all,

I should know what God and man is.”

Why, asks Dr. Bastian, again should a “special force” be

needed “to effect the transformation of physical forces into those
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modes of energy which are active in the manifestations of living

beings, whilst no peculiar force is deemed necessary to effect the

transformation of one mode of physical force into any other

mode of physical force ?” Truly it is marvellous that any one

should miss the answer to such a question. Why, we may in

turn ask, when we see a locomotive, do we imagine that we see

the work of a special force? We do so, because we know that

all the physical forces of the universe, modified, combined, or

“transformed” in any way we please, would never ‘transform”

themselves into a locomotive. We know that in the shaping of

the locomotive was concerned some power, with the capacity of

subduing and commanding the physical forces. Similarly, when
we see a man, “a white European man, standing on his two legs,

with his two five-fingered hands at his shacklebones, and mirac-

ulous head on his shoulders,” we rightly conclude that, being at

least as wonderful and complicated as a locomotive, some
“special force” must have been at work in his production. At

any rate, it remains for the advocates of the New Decalogue to

show us not only how a man may be produced by the “transfor-

mation” of some force, but that he actually is so produced.

When they can demonstrate this, we will believe it, but in the

meanwhile we confess we “ are for the angels.” We most

heartily endorse the views put forward on this subject by Dr.

Beale, as to the total impotence of the physical forces so far as

construction is concerned : “Force is actually opposed to con-

struction, and before anything can be built up, the tendencies

of force must be overcome byformative agency or power. Un-
less force is first conquered, and then regulated and directed,

structure will not be evolved. Eorce may destroy and dissipate,

but it cannot build
;

it may disintegrate, but it cannot fashion
;

it may crush, but it is powerless to create. It is doubtful if it

would be possible to adduce a dogma more unfounded than the

dogma that the sun forms or builds, constructs or resolves itself

into anything that possesses structure, and is capable of per-

forming definite work of any kind for any purpose.”

To sum up Dr. Bastian’s views, he believes that the properties

of living beings “ are as much dependent upon the mere quali-

ties and nature of the material aggregate which displays them

as the properties of a metal or the properties of a crystal are the

results of the nature and mode of collocation of the atoms of
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which these bodies are composed.” He believes that “ philo-

sophically speaking, there can be no abrupt line of demarca-

tion between the living and not living.” He believes that “liv-

ing things are peculiar aggregates of ordinary matter and ordi-

nary force, which, in their separate states, do not possess the

aggregate of qualities known as ‘ Life.’ ” Finally he believes

that “ the transition must be most gradual ” between the ordi-

nary states of dead matter and living beings. We cannot stop

further to examine these assertions. We must content ourselves

with simply denying that, confidently as they are put forward,

they have been in any way proved by Dr. Bastian.

We pass on now briefly to consider what proofs are brought

forward by Dr. Bastian as to the occurrence of “ Archebiosis,”

the “ Spontaneous Generation ” of older writers, the “ Abiogene-

sis ” of Huxley—namely, the occurrence of the formation of liv-

ing beings de novo out of dead matter, without the agency of a

pre-existing living being. Confessedly—even by Dr. Bastian

—

we cannot form living beings directly out of carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, nitrogen and the other primary constituents of the

“ matter of life.” Confessedly, also, the actual passage of dead

molecules into living matter has never been seen and cannot be

demonstrated. Upon what, then, does Dr. Bastian rely in his

argument for the daily occurrence of Abiogenesis ? In his Preface,

he states that the question turns almost wholly upon the de novo

origin of Bacteria, and we are very willing that the question

should be narrowed to this point. In the first place, then,

—

What are Bacteria, and what are the phenomena of their origin ?

H we take any fluid containing an organic substance in solution,

and allow it to be exposed to air in a moderately warm place, we
should find that, in a time varying from a few hours to a few

days, a whitish scum or pellicle would form upon its surface.

H the fluid be now examined with the microscope, it is found to

swarm with exceedingly minute moving particles or molecules,

along with short, staff-shaped or rod-like bodies, which also

move about more or less actively and which constitute what are

known as Bacteria. The scum is likewise found to be composed
of “ a dense superficial aggregation ” of these same molecules

and Bacteria. What the Bacteria actually are, nobody knows
;

but it is most probable that they are referable to the lowest

forms of plants. By Dr. Bastian—but upon no ascertainable evi-
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dence—they are regarded as being neither animals nor vegeta-

bles, but as being organism of an intermediate grade. The visi-

ble phenomena of the origin of Bacteria are thus described by
Dr. Bastian. Examining a drop of the fluid, immediately after

its preparation, with the higher powers of the microscope, a por-

tion is selected in which no visible solid particles can be detected.

Watching this carefully, “ in the course of three or four hours,

faint and ill-defined whitish specks, less than l-’;0,000 of an inch

in diameter, make their appearance pretty evenly disposed

throughout the field of view. These are at first almost motion-

less—exhibiting only the merest vibrations, but no progressive

movements. They gradually become more distinct, assume a

sharper outline, and after a variable time some of them develop

into distinct Bacteria, . At first they exhibit gentle oscillations

and tremblings only, though gradually they display the more

characteristic darting movements.”

The above being the essential phenomena which characterize

the formation of Bacteria, let us now see what explanation can

be given of the facts—facts which everyone allows, and -which

indeed, everyone can readily verify for himself. So far as direct

observation is concerned, Dr. Bastian admits that nothing can be

positively proved, and that we are left with only two possible

alternatives. Either the Bacteria “ have been developed from a

multitude of pretty evenly disseminated invisible germs, or they

have been produced de novo in the fluid by a process of Arche-

biosis.” Thus, as Dr. Bastian further admits, the question passes

beyond the reach of actual demonstration. He can never con-

vince us that there were no invisible germs in the fluid to begin

with, and we can never convince him that such germs were pres-

ent. Each of us, therefore, is entitled to retain his own opiuion

upon this portion of the subject

Failing direct obervation, we still have the test of vital resist-

ance to heat, which has usually been regarded as a very safe and

reliable one. If, namely, the fluid experimented upon be first

exposed to a sufficient temperature, and be then hermetically

sealed up, it is alleged that all living beings existing beforehand"

in the fluid must necessarily be destroyed ;
so that if any living

organisms are found in the fluid at the end of the experiment,

they must necessarily have been produced de novo, by a process

of Abiogenesis. There are, however, three things to observe
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here. In the first place, all experiments undertaken with a view

of proving the vital resistance to heat, can only be undertaken

with adult organisms, or, at any rate, with organisms so far ad-

vanced in growth as to be visible under the higher powers of the

microscope. It is open to any one to maintain that the facts as-

certained as to the heat which can be endured by visible organ-

isms have no bearing on the question as to the vital resistance

to heat possessed by the unknown or invisible germs of these

organisms. Adult Bacteria may very possibly be uniformly de-

stroyed by a given temperature (from 127° to 140°), but this

proves nothing as to the possible temperature that the invisible

germs of Bacteria may be able to withstand. It is not, therefore,

sufficient, as alleged by Dr. Bastian, “to know what are the

limits of vital resistance to high temperatures possessed by

spores of Fungi on the one hand, and Bacteria and Yibriones on

the other.” We can, of couse, prove nothing as to the qualities

of invisible germs, so that Dr. Bastian’s argument involves a

serious fallacy. Here, as in the case of direct observation, the

question passes beyond the reach of actual demonstration. We
are quite at liberty, if we choose, to believe that the unknown
and invisible germs of Bacteria are capable of surviving, unin-

jured, exposure to temperatures which are unconditionally fatal

to the adult.

In the second place, opinions are by no means at one as to

the exact temperature which is fatal to some of these low organ-

isms, even the visible ones. Thus, Dr. Bastian seems to think

that 212° is unconditionally fatal
;
but Dr. Crace-Calvert’s ex-

periments would seem to show that Yibriones can survive a

temperature of 300°. There is, further, no absolute proof that

these inconceivably minute particles are actually raised, in all

cases, at any rate, to the temperature of the fluid in which they

are immersed.

In the third place, there is still no unanimity as to the actual

results obtained in this way by experiments on organic fluids

which have been exposed to high temperatures and then her-

metically sealed against the entrance of air. Dr. Bastian alleges

that he has almost uniformly obtained positive results from these

experiments, and we select one out of many, as an example :

A strong infusion of turnip, rendered alkaline by the addition

of a little liquor potassae, and having a few muscular fibres of a
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cod-fish added to it, was submitted for twenty minutes to a tem-
perature of from 270° to 275° Fahr., and subsequently, while

still at this heat, hermetically sealed against the entrance of air.

It was then maintained at a temperature of from 70° to 80°

Fahr., and was also exposed to the action of direct sunlight.

“The vacuum having been ascertained to be partially preserved,

the neck of the flask was broken two months after the date of

its preparation. . . . The fluid was very slightly turbid, and
there was a well-marked sediment, consisting of reddish-brown

fragments, and a light floculent deposit. On microscopical

examination, the fragments were found to be portions of altered

muscular fibre, whilst the flocculent deposit was composed, for

the most- part, of granular aggregations and Bacteria. In the

portions of fluid and deposit which were examined, there were

thousands of Bacteria of most diverse shapes and sizes, either

separate or aggregated into flakes. There were also a large

number of monilated chains of various lengths, though mostly

short
;
a large number of small spherical Torula cells, with mere

granular contents, and a smaller number of ovoid, vacuolated

cells. There were, in addition, a considerable number of brownish

nucleated spores, gradually increasing in size from mere specks

about 1-30,000 of an inch in diameter, up to bodies 1-2,500 of

an inch in diameter
;
and also a small quantity of a mycelial

filament, having solid protoplasmic contents, broken at intervals

and bearing bud-like projections, each of which was capped with

a single spore.” In other experiments substantially the same

results were obtained, even when solutions of certain salts were

substituted for organic fluids.

Even admitting—as we cannot do—that all sources of fallacy

had been avoided in these extremely delicate and difficult pieces

of manipulation, in which the largest objects we have to deal

with, are about 1-3,000 of an inch in diameter, whilst the small-

est are certainly invisible to the highest powers of the micro-

scope known to us—even admitting this for a moment, it is to

be remembered that other admirable and thoroughly reliable

observers have not succeeded in obtaining the same results as

Dr. Bastian in similar experiments. Thus, both Prof. Frank-

land and Dr. Burdon Sanderson, failed to obtain any evidence

of life in solutions, which had been previously highly heated,

and subsequently hermetically sealed against the air. One
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positive result, if absolutely certain aDtl free from aDy conceiv-

able fallacy, would of course, outweigh any number of negative

results
;
but we do not think that the above can be predicated

of the results obtained by Dr. Bastian. We think, on the con-

trary, that there was plenty of room for fallacy, and even if the

results of the experiments are to be accepted, we still think that

they may be explained without having recourse to the doctrine

of Abiogenesis. We think this might be safely asserted, if only

upon the ground that Dr. Bastian alleges himself to have ob-

tained living beings in flasks super-heated beyond the boiling

point of water, in a nearly complete vacuum, almost or quite as

abundantly as they would have occurred in an unboiled organic

infusion, simply exposed to the atmosphere. Considerable stress

also may safely be laid upon the results obtained by Dr. Burdon

Sanderson, who has justly acquired the highest reputation as an

original investigator in this field of research. This distinguished

observer has arrived at the following conclusions as to the

origin of bacteria in organic solutions :

1. That Bacteria and Fungi are never developed in solutions

which have been raised to the boiliug point and subsequently

sealed against the air, provided the vessel containing the solu-

tion has been previously carefully cleaned and boiled.

2. That if such solution s are exposed to the air, yeast plants

and moulds are developed in them, but no Bacteria; showing that

the germs of the latter are not natural ly present in the atmosphere.

3. That if such solutions are brought into contact with un-

cleaned glass surfaces, or if they are made with unboiled water,

numerous Bacteria are always developed in them
;

showing

that the germs of Bacteria are disseminated by means of water

and damp surfaces.

We shall not pursue this subject further
;
but we may repeat

our conviction that Dr. Bastian is, to say the least of it, pre-

mature in his assertion, that the results of his experiments or

organic solutions “ cannot be reasonably explained, except on

the supposition that the living things obtained from the closed

flasks had been developed from newly evolved living matter.” The
opponents of spontaneous generation have, at any rate, always

the option of taking refuge in the unassailable, if unprovable, po-

sition that the germs of Bacteria, of which we bow nothing,

are not killed by exposure to temperatures of 300° and upwards.
45
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Art. VIII.—A HARMONY OF THE GOSPEL ACCOUNTS OF
CHRIST’S RESURRECTION.

By John Macleas, D.D., LL D., Princeton, N. J.

The Jewish day was reckoned from sunset to sunset. The
Sabbath began at the going down of the sun on our Friday

evening and ended at the same time on Saturday evening. Be-

tween the end of the Sabbath and the dawn of the next day

several hours intervened. After the Sabbath, during which our

Lord lay in the grave, and before the full dawn of the following

day, which was the first day of the week, Mary Magdalene and

her companions, having provided spices to embalm the body of

Jesus, set out for the sepulchre. That they all left Jerusalem

at the same time, or that they arrived at the sepulchre together,

is no where affirmed by any of the sacred writers. On the con-

trary some of the facts mentioned by them favor the opinion

that the women were not all at the sepulchre at any one time,

but at different times
;
and it is certain that one of them, if

none others, went thither more than once.

Before any of them reached the sepulchre, there had been a

great earthquake, and an angel had descended from heaven, and

rolled away the stone from the door of the sepulchre. The sol-

diers keeping watch, appalled at the sight of the angel, whose

countenance was like lightning, and whose raiment was white as

snow, became as dead men. Upon recovering from their fright,

they perceived that the body of Jesus had disappeared from the

tomb, and they evidently believed that he was risen from the

dead. Coming into the city, while the women were returning to

it, they shewed unto the chief priests all things that were done.

It is not said that the risen Saviour was seen by the Boman sol-

diers, and it is most probable, that in their great terror, they

did not see him as he left the tomb. Largely bribed they re-

ported, as they were instructed to do, that the disciples had
come and stolen him away while they were asleep.

Upon coming to the sepulchre and seeing the stone rolled

away from the door, and not seeing the body of Jesus, Mary
Magdalene runs and tells Peter and John. Whether the other

Mary, and Salome, who accompanied Mary Magdalene on her
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first visit to the sepulchre, also returned with her to Jerusalem

is not mentioned
;
nor is there in the narrative anything that

indicates the contrary. They probably did go back with her, or

soon after, and confirmed her statement.

The first report brought to the disciples was simply a report

of these two facts, viz., that the stone had been rolled away from

the door of the sepulchre, and thatthe body of Jesus was not there.

Upon learning these facts Peter and John immediately ran to

the sepulchre, accompanied, or followed, by Mary Magdalene.

While she was on her way to tell Peter and John of the rolling

away of the stone and of the removal of the body of the Lord,

her companions may have gone in search of some of the other

disciples to give them like information. (See John’s Gospel, xx.

1, 2, 11.) The silence of the Evangelist John in regard to their

accompanying Mary Magdalene upon her first return to the city,

is no evidence that they did not accompany her, or soon follow

her
;
for he is also silent as to the fact that they went with her

on her first visit to the sepulchre, a fact expressly affirmed by
Mark—xvi. 1, 2. The very feelings which prompted Mary Mag-
dalene to run and inform Peter and John that the sepulchre had
been found open, and that the body of the Lord had been re-

moved, would naturally prompt them to do the same
;
and it can

be readily imagined, that having told some of the other disciples

of what they knew of the occurrences at the sepulchre, they

would be very apt to go back and seek further information, es-

pecially upon hearing that Peter and John had gone thither, and

Mary Magdalene with them
;
but there is nothing said in the

gospels with respect to their being, or not being, at the sepul-

chre a second time, on the morning of the resurrection. The
probability, or the improbability, of their having been there

must be determined by a comparison of the various incidents

connected with the Saviour’s resurrection from the dead.

Certain other women also went to the sepulchre, (See Luke
xxiv. 1, 10), but arrived there, as we suppose, after Mary Mag-
dalene had left it, and before her return to it. They entered

into the sepulchre and there saw two angels, who said to them,

“Why seek ye the living among the dead ? He is not here
;
but

is risen.” Whereupon they went back to the city, and told the

disciples what they had seen and heard.

They not only confirmed the report which Mary Magdalene
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had carried to the disciples, that the sepulchre was open, and
that the body of Jesus was not there, but the additional fact of

their having seen, at the sepulchre, two angels, who told them
that Jesus was risen. It was after the departure of the women
just named from the sepulchre that Peter and John came to it,

and Mary Magdalene a segcnd time. The two disciples having,

one after the other, entered the sepulchre, and seen the linen

clothes in which the body of Jesus had been wrapped, and the

napkin which had been about his head lying by itself, left the

place and returned to their homes. But Mary Magdalene re-

mained at the sepulchre, and while standing there weeping, she

stooped, and saw two angels, the one sitting at the head and the

other at the feet, where the body of Jesus had lain. And they

say unto her, “Why weepest thou ? And she saith unto them,

Because they have taken away my Lord, and I know not where

they have laid him.” It is evident from these words taken from

John’s gospel (ch. xx.), that before this Mary Magdalene had seen

no angel, and that she had heard no reports of the Lord having

risen from the dead.

After her reply to the angels, she turned herself back and saw

Jesus, but knew not that it was he. Accosting her in a voice

well known to her, he says, “ Mary;” upon which she turns her-

self and says, “ Rabboni,” that is to say, “Master.” “Jesus

saith unto her, Touch me not
;

for I am not yet ascended to my
Father, but go to my brethren, and say unto them, I ascend

unto my Father and your Father, and to my God and your God.”

She went and told the disciples, “that she had seen the Lord,

and that he had spoken these things unto her.”

If Mary and Salome, also went again to the sepulchre, their

second arrival there occurred after our Lord’s appearance to

Mary Magdalene. They then entered the sepulchre, saw the

angel mentioned by Matthew and by Mark, received from him a

message to the disciples, ran from the sepulchre to deliver their

message
;
and on their way they are met by the risen Saviour,

who addresses them with the salutation “ All hail.” Upon his

saying this, they came and held him by the feet and worshipped

him. Then said Jesus unto them “ Be not afraid, go tell my
brethren, that they (may) go into Galilee, and there shall they

see me.”

According to the view here presented, the Saviour, after his
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resurrection, showed himself first to Mary Magdalene, and next

to the women who accompanied her upon her first visit to the

sepulchre
;
one of whom, mentioned both by Matthew and Mark,

was Mary the mother of James, and the other mentioned only

by Mark, was Salome. Ike silence of Matthew in regard to Sa-

lome is no evidence that she did not accompany the two Marys
;

while the positive statement of Mark is conclusive as to the fact

that she went with them. If the other Mary and Salome did not

go a second time to the sepulchre, then the expressions in Mat-

thew, respecting the women who saw our Lord on the morning

of resurrection, must be restricted to Mary Magdalene the first

mentioned of them
;
the plural form being used by enallage for

the singular, a thing of very frequent occurrence. (See Robin-

son’s Harmony, Section lo.)

The Saviour’s next appearance was probably to Cephas, that

is Peter, of which mention is made by Luke, ch. xxiv. 34, and

by Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 5—but at what precise time, or under what

precise circumstances this manifestation of himself occurred, no

hint is given us, only the fact of such an appearance is mentioned.

The next manifestation of himself was to Cleopas and his com-

panion, near and at the village of Emmaus, on the first evening

after he rose from the dead. His next appearing was to the

company of disciples, somewhat later on the same evening.

This manifestation of himself is mentioned by Luke and John,

and alluded to by Mark and Paul. On the evening after the

first day of the following week, he showed himself again to the

disciples, as appears from John’s gospel, ch. xx. 26. This third

appearance to his disciples was at the Sea of Tiberias in Galilee.

The feast of unleavened bread being over, the disciples left Jeru-

salem, and returned to Galilee, according to the instructions

sent to them through the women to whom our Lord first showed

himself alive, after his passion. His next appearance to his dis-

ciples was at the mountain in Galilee at which they, according

to his instructions went to meet him, see Matthew, xxviii. 16.

On this, or on some other occasion, he was seen of the five hun-

dred brethren of whom Paul speaks as being witnesses of his

resurrection. See 1 Cor. xx. 6. After this he was seen of James,

then by all the Apostles
;
when, assembled with them once more

at Jerusalem, he led them out as far as Bethany, on the eastern

slope of the Mount of Olives, and lifting up his hands he blessed
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them, and was parted from them and taken up into heaven. See

Luke’s gospel, xxiv. 50, and Acts, i. 12.

These include all the recorded appearances of Christ, after

he arose from the dead, and before his ascension into heaven.

Luke, the writer of the Acts, tells us that after his resurrection,

and before his ascension, he was seen by the apostles for forty

days, in which he was speaking to them of the things pertaining

to the kingdom of God. During this period of forty days, he

may have showed himself on other occasions, of which no men-
tion is made

;
but whether he did, or did not, is a matter of no

moment to our purpose, which is to show the perfect accord of

the several accounts given by the sacred writers respecting the

resurrection of Christ, and of the attending circumstances. By
a comparison of these several accounts with the above arrange-

ment of all the incidents, it will be seen, that, notwithstanding

any seeming discrepancies, there is an entire harmony in the

statements of the several Evangelists. And these apparent but

not real discrepancies, show that in narrating the circumstances

of our Saviour’s resurrection, the several Evangelists did not

copy one from another, and that they have given us each one

his own independent testimony, selecting such evidences of the

fact as they, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, severally

deemed best suited to their purpose. The perfect harmony of

their several narratives, where such a variety of incidents is

mentioned, and the manifest absence of all collusion on the

part of the writers, furnish strong evidence of the truthfulness

of their statements, and justify, and even demand, our assent to

the fact that our Lord rose from the dead, as predicted and

affirmed in the holy Scriptures. Let us now compare the state-

ments respecting tlie time at which the women went to the

sepulchre.

According to our English version, Matthew says :
“ In the

end of the Sabbath, as it began to dawn toward the first day of

the week came Magdalene and the other Mary to see the

sepulchre.” Matthew xxviii, 1.

The use of the phrase, “as it began to dawn, etc." shows that

by 'Oips 6t ffafi/iaTGov, the original of the first clause, Matthew

did not mean the evening or first watch of the night that fol-

lowed the Jewish Sabbath, but simply that the Sabbath was

ended, and the original terms might, in conformity with the
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best Greek usage, have been rendered “ after the Sabbath
;

”

leaving the second clause, “ as it began to dawn toward the first

day of the week,” rg emgtGoGHOvGi] etS piav Gotftfargov, to

indicate the time of their coining to the sepulchre, which, ac-

cording to Mark xvi. 2, was “ very early in the morning, the

first day of the week,” Xiavitpcoi, ttjs /ad = Gaffgot gov.

Luke used a like expression, “ Now upon the first day of the

week, very early in the morning,” or, at the earliest dawn,
vpSpov fiaSeoS.

And John says, “ The first day of the week cometh Mary
Magdalene early, when it was yet dark,” itpool, ghoticx ? ’kn

OVffpS.

The different phrases here cited, viz., rrf litigiGoGuovGg iiG

piav aaffjdcTGov
,
used by Matthew

;
Aiav npGoi rr/S pia? Gvf-

fidxGov^ by Mark
;
Ttj Se pia tgjv Gaffaroov opBpov fiixSteos,

by Luke
;
and the fj

de pia tgov GaffaTGo

v

.... npooi

gkotux? en ovgtj? by John, all indicate, with more or less pre-

cision, the early dawn of the first day of the week.

Mark indeed uses, in connection with the words, Aiav itpGoi,

the phrase avareiXavro? rov ?)Xiov
;
but this phrase, as here

used, does not necessarily mean that the sun had actually ap-

peared above the horizon at the time Mary Magdalene and her

companions first came to the sepulchre. This would be con-

trary to the import of the other terms used by him
;
and it has

been shown by Dr. Kobinson, in his “Harmony of the Gospels,”

that this phrase, according to its Hellenistic use, denotes the

dawn of day, or the morning twilight, while the sun is yet below

the horizon. In his comments on the word avarsiXavTo?,

Grotius calls attention to the fact that the first aorist is often

used for the present tense, and he refers to Matthew xvii. 7,

16, 17, as furnishing instances of such use of the aorist:

eyepSr/rs, arise
;
SspaitevGai, to heal

;
dnonpiSeU, answering ;

so in the phrase, .avareiXavTos rov i}Xiov, at the rising of the

sun, that is, as soon as the first light of the sun began to appear,

while it wras yet mixed with much darkness ;
which is the Xiav

itpool of Mark. (See Lightfoot in Poole’s Synopsis.)

Here, then, we see that there is an actual agreement among
the four Evangelists, in regard to the time of going to the sepul-

chre
;
the only seeming discrepancy being that of the two expres-

sions used by Mark, and which expressions, for the reason just
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mentioned, must be fully in accord, and not at variance with

each other.

The time at which the spices were purchased, is another mat-

ter calling for an explanation. Of this particular time mention

is made only by Mark, who says in express terms, when the Sab-

bath was past Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James,

and Salome bought spices, that they might come and anoint him.

There is no occasion for inserting the auxiliary verb had before

the word bought as in our English version. It is true that the

aorist gyopaaav may be rendered as a pluperfect, but there is no

need of this in the present instance, and the more simple method
is to regard it as an aorist, and then the entire verse teaches us

that after the Sabbath, which ended at the going down of the

sun, when also the first day of the week began, these women
bought the spices, that they might come and anoint him. There is

every reason to believe that they began this work as soon as the

Sabbath was at an end
;
and although they came to the sepul-

chre, “ bringing the spices which they had prepared,” (see Luke
xxiv. 1,) at the earliest dawn, they would have had several hours

for getting spices ready for the anointing of ' their Lord’s body.

It is evident from the statements of Matthew and Mark, that

Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of James and Joses were

at or near the sepulchre in the evening of the day on which the

Saviour was crucified, and witnessed the taking down of his

body from the cross, and the depositing of it in the tomb. They

therefore could have made no purchase of the spices before the

Sabbath. Luke, speaking of these things, says, “ And the women
also which came with him from Galilee, followed after, and be-

held the sepulchre, and how his body was laid, and they re-

turned and prepared spices and ointments, and they rested the

Sabbath-day according to the commandment. And on the first

day of the week, very early in the morning, they came unto the

sepulchre, bringing the spices which they had prepared.” The

thought here which was uppermost iu the mind of the sacred

writer was the preparation made by the women, for the anointing

of the body of Jesus, as soon as this could be done after the

Sabbath, and hence he very naturally makes mention first of the

spices and ointments, and then, as it were incidentally, oi their

strict observance of the Sabbath. There is nothing in the lan-

guage of Luke which renders it necessary to understand him as
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saying, that the spices and ointments were bought before the

Sabbath, and as all the circumstances detailed by the several

Evangelists tend to a different supposition from this, we may
and must understand Luke as stating two separate facts, but not

in the order of their occurrence. In the order of time, the keep-

ing of the Sabbath preceding the purchase of the spices
;
but

for the reason suggested, it is mentioned after the other.

The order of time, in which our Lord appeared to Mary Mag-
dalene, merits particular attention. The whole difficulty, in de-

termining this point, does not arise, as Dr. Robinson thinks, “from

the use of the word npdoxor, in Mark xvi. 9, which,” as he says,

“seems to imply that this appearance to Mary Magdalene was

first of all,” depart] ttpooror Mapia MaydaXirij but which he

maintains was not the case. Admitting the criticism he makes
upon the meaning of txpareor as often signifying the first of any

series of things or facts mentioned by the writer, and therefore

not always used to denote the first absolutely, but simply the first

of the matters enumerated, yet this does not hinder its use in a

given case from being absolute as well as relative. And this I

apprehend is the fact in the case before us. And although the

explanation upon this supposition may be more “ complex and

cumbersome” than upon the Doctor’s, yet, J think, it avoids a

serious difficulty not provided for by Dr. R. The difficulty

would remain, were we to admit, as some learned critics have

done, that the latter part of the 16th chapter of Mark, viz., from

the 9th verse to the end, is spurious; which, however, we are not

ready to do, being thoroughly persuaded of their genuineness.

It is morally certain, that Celsus, of the 2nd century, an adversary

of the Christian faith, refers to the ninth verse of this sixteenth

chapter, when he asks in reference to the resurrection of Christ, rz's

xovxo side-, and then adds, yurt] 7tapoi6xpos oaz cpare. “Who
saw this? A half frantic woman, as ye affirm,” alluding to what
Mark says of Mary Magdalene, “ out of whom he had cast seven

devils.” See Angors Synopsis, page 275. Also on the genuine-

ness of the entire xvi. chapter of Mark, see notes of the Editor,

in the translation of Lange’s Commentary, published under the

supervision of Dr. Schaff. It is admitted by Dr. Robinson, that

Mary Magdalene did not see any angel before her return to the

sepulchre in company with Peter and John. She therefore could

not have mentioned the facts narrated' by Luke, respecting the
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angels seen by the women. See Luke xxiv. 4, 5 and 23. All that

she had to report was, that the stone had been rolled from the

door of the sepulchre, and that the body of Jesus had been taken

away. Is it not evident from Luke’s account that the other

women had been to the sepulchre and had returned to Jerusa-

lem without seeing the Lord ? They had indeed “ seen a vision

of angels, even two men in shining garments,” who said to them,
“ Why seek the living among the dead ? He is not here, but is

risen, remember how he spoke unto you while he was yet in Gal-

ilee.” The women say nothing of having seen the Saviour. Is

it possible that Christ should have appeared to them on their

first return from the sepulchre, and that in making their report

to the disciples they should have made no mention of their in-

terview with him, and have reported only what was said to them

by the angels ? Luke mentions in connection all the facts reported

by the women
;

first, those brought by Mary Magdalene, and

those given by Joanna and the other women, and at the close he

adds, “ then arose Peter and ran unto the sepulchre.” But John,

in his account of the resurrection, is more particular in mention-

ing that Peter and himself went to the sepulchre upon learning

from Mary Magdalene that the body of Jesus had been removed

from it. They left Jerusalem before the report of the vision of

angels was brought to the city by the other women. Mary Mag-

dalene goes with Peter and John, or follows immediately after.

The two apostles, one after the other entered the sepulchre, saw

there the linen clothes in which Christ had been buried, and the

returning to the city confirmed Mary Magdalene’s report. No
mention is made of any angel seen by them

;
and it is expressly

said, that they did not see the Saviour. See Lake, xxiv. 24.

Up to this time he had shown himself to no one. But now he

makes himself known to Mary Magdalene. See John, xx. 14-18.

If Christ did appear to any of the other women, as the lan-

guage of Matthew, at first sight, seems to indicate, then all those

to whom he appeared must have gone a second time to the sep-

ulchre, and have been met by the Saviour, after his interview

with Mary Magdalene. But it is worthy of note that Luke

makes no mention of the Saviour having been seen by any of

the women
;
that Mark and John mention the fact of his ap-

pearance to Mary Magdalene, but say nothiDg of his appearing

to the other women, and that Matthew is the only one who uses
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the plural form, in speaking of the women to whom the Saviour

showed himself alive, on the morning of the resurrection . It

may therefore be made a question, whether the forms of expres-

sion used by Matthew may not be explained, on the supposition

that the only woman to whom he appeared, at this time, was

Mary Magdalene. But be this as it may, it is evident, I think,

that Mary Magdalene was the first person to whom he showed

himself alive after his passion, and that if he was seen at all by

any of the other women on this occasion, it was upon a second

visit of theirs to the sepulchre, and after his appearance to Mary
Magdalene. “ There was,” says Dr. Kobinson, “ probably some-

thing in respect to Mary Magdalene, which gave her a peculiar

pre-eminence in these transactions. This may be inferred from

the fact that John mentions Magdalene and her alone
;
while

the other Evangelists likewise name her first, as if holding the

most conspicuous place.” All this is readily accounted for, if

she was the first, or the only one of the women to whom Christ

showed himself alive on the morning of the resurrection. Other-

wise, there is a peculiar prominence given to her without any

apparent reason.

Let us now examine the question, whether the words of Mat-
thew respecting the Saviour’s appearing to the women and his

address to them, may not, in strict accordance with the custom-

ary use of language, be restricted to Mary Magdalene ? For if

this be so, the whole difficulty vanishes. From an examination

of the following, it will be seen that the plural is often used for

the singular form. Take the following examples : Matthew
xxvii. 44,

“ The thieves which were crucified with him cast the

same in his teeth,” compared with Luke xxiii. 39, “And one of

the malefactors which were hanged railed on him.” Matthew

xxvi. 8 : “But when the disciples saw it, they had indignation,

saying, to what purpose is this waste?” compared with John xii.

45, “Then said one of his disciples, Judas Iscariot, Simon’s son,

which should betray him, Why was not the ointment sold for

three hundred pence and given to the poor.” Matthew ii. 20 :

“.
. . . for they (Herod) are dead which sought the young child’s

life.” Matthew ix. 8 : “But when the multitude saw it they

marvelled and glorified God, which had given such power unto

men, (Jesus). Mark viii. 17 :
“

. . . . his disciples asked him

•concerning the parable,” compared with Matthew xv. 15, “Then
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answered Peter and said unto him, Declare unto us this para-

ble.” Matthew xxiv., 1, 2, “And Jesus went out and departed

from the temple, and his disciples came unto him to show him
the buildings of the temple, and Jesus said unto them, see ye not

all these things, verily I say unto you, there shall not be left

here one stone upon another that shall not bo thrown down,”

compared with Mark xiii. 1, 2, “ And as he went out, one of his

disciples saith unto him, Master, see what manner of stones and

buildings are here ! And Jesus answering saith unto him, seest

thou these great buildings ? there shall not be left one stone

upon another that shall not be thrown down.” Matthew xxvii. 48,
“ And straightway one of them ran and took a sponge and filled

it with vinegar,” compared with John xix. 29, “.
. . . and they

filled a sponge with vinegar.”

Now here are numerous instances in which the plural form is

used for the singular. The plural form, ta Gaffara, is often

used to denote the Sabbath-day, as well as Sabbath days ; and it

is also used to denote the entire week, as in r// ds pia toov

oa(3puTcjv, the first day of the week.

What then is there to hinder our understanding the words

given in Matthew xxviii. 9, 10, as spoken of Mary Magdalene ?

•“And as they went to tell the disciples, behold Jesus met them,

saying, All hail, (or rather, hail ye). And they came and held

him by the feet, and worshipped him. Then said Jesus, Be not

afraid
;
go tell my brethren that they go into Galilee, and there

shall they see me.” Compare this passage with Mark xxi. 9,

10, “Now when Jesus was risen early the first day of the week

he appeared first to Mary Magdalene out of whom he had cast

seven devils. And she went and told them that had been

with him as they mourned and wept and also with John xx.

16, 17, 18, “ Jesus saith unto her, Mary. She turned herself and

saith unto him, Rabboni
;
which is to say, Master. Jesus saith

unto her, Touch me not, for I am not yet ascended, ovnoo yap

avafitfpHa, to my Father
;
but go to my brethren and say unto

them, I ascend (’Avafiai'i'eo) unto my Father and your Father,

and to my God and your God. And Mary Magdalene came and

told the disciples that she had seen the Lord, and that he had

spoken these things unto her.” Although about to ascend to

his Father shortly, he would not ascend immediately, but would

meet his disciples before his ascension. ,
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Let as carefully analyze the language of the passages here

cited
;
and first Matthew’s statement. “ And as they went to

tell his disciples.” Is Mary Magdalene included in the terms,

go; £7ropevovro as they went or were going ? This seems at least

to be implied in what Matthew says, as he names only her and
the other Mary

;
and if this be so, it could not have been upon

her first return to the city
;
for it is absolutely certain that she

did not see the Lord at this time. It must have been after her

second visit to the sepulchre. And had she no further tidings

for the anxious disciples at Jerusalem, before Jesus made
himself known to her ? She had seen two angels, one sitting at

the head and the other at the feet, where the body of Jesus had
lain, and having answered their inquiries as to the cause of her

weeping, she turned herself back, s6Tpdq)r/ si; rd 6771600, not

simply sarpdcpri, as in the case of the participial form arpaqosiaa

in the 16th vei;se of the same chapter, John xx, but with the words
si; roc 0771600 following, compare the expression here used with

Mark, xiii. 16, “Let not him that is in the field, turn hack again

to take up his garment, sni6 Tpsiparoo si; ra 0771600. Although

she sees Jesus, she does not go towards him, nor does she ac-

cost him, but with her face averted from the stranger, as she

regards him, she is going, if not already started, on her way hack

to tell the disciples what further discoveries she had made at the

sepulchre. Upon her leaving the tomb, Jesus makes of her the

same inquiry that the angels had made. Supposing him to be

the gardener, she says to him, “ Sir, if thou hast borne him

hence, tell me where thou hast laid him, and I will take him
away. Jesus says to her, Mary. She turned herself, 2rpa<psi6a,

and saith to him, Eabboni. Jesus saith unto her, Touch me not,

for I am not yet ascended to my Father, hut go to my brethren

and say unto them, I ascend to my Father and your Father, and

to my God and your God.” How does this agree with Mat-

thew xxviii. 9, 10, “. . . . And they (Mary Magdalene) came

and held him by the feet and worshipped him.” Then said

Jesus unto them, that is, unto Mary Magdalene, “ Be not afraid,

go, tell my brethren.”

Mary Magdalene was one of a company of women who went

to the sepulchre with a common purpose, viz., to embalm the

body of Jesus, and to prepare it for its final sepulture. What
ivas said by her and to her may be mentioned as said by and to
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those associated with her. And in a general way she may be

represented as participating in the acts of her companions, and

they in hers, unless the contrary be specifically stated. In his

exceedingly brief account of the occurrences at the sepulchre,

Matthew does not discriminate with exactness between the things

done by the women individually and collectively, but tells what

was done by them, or happened to them as a company.

The 5, 6, 7 and 8 verses of Matthew xxviii. chapter, as also

the same verses of Mark xvi., contain an account of the women
going into the sepulchre, and of their seeing an angel, of their

receiving from the angel instructions to tell his disciples that

he was risen from the dead, and of their going in haste, with joy

and fear, to carry these tidings to the city ;—then follows in

Matthew’s account, a statement of the Saviour’s appearing to

the women named by Matthew, and of the message sent to the

disciples by the Saviour himself, in order that they may go into

Galilee and see him there.

Grouping these several things, viz., those said and done by
Mary Magdalene, and those said and done by her companions,

Matthew speaks of them as said and done by them collectively,

without assigning to each one her paticular share in these trans-

actions
;
and hence, in the case of Mary Magdalene, he uses the

plural for the singular number, in the way of an enallage, a mode
of speech common to sacred and other writings, and, as shown
above, of frequent occurrence in the New Testament.* Now upon
either supposition, viz., the one, that of the women who went to

the tomb, Christ appeared only to Mary Magdalene, or the one,

that he appeared also to her companions, it is evident that Mary
Magdalene was the first of his followers who was permitted to

* Since this article was written, the writer has discovered that the view here given

of the import of the language employed in Matthew's gospel, xxviii. 9, 10, accords

with the one taken by that eminent biblical scholar, Dr. John Lightfoot, who under-

stands the words as addressed to Miry Magdalene. Commenting on the words “ They

held him by the feet,” he says, “ This seems to have been done to kiss his feet . . .

Compare the Evangelists here, and yon will find that this was done by Mary Magda-

lene only . . . who had gone twice to the sepulchre; however, Matthew makes men-

tion of but once going. . . . Tney (Peter and John) having seen the signs of the res-

urrection return to their company, but she stays there. Being ready to turn back,

Christ appears to her, taking him for the gardener. As soon as she knows him, she

worships him and embracing his feet kissed them
;
and this is the history before us,

which Matthew relates in the plural number, running over it briefly and compendiously

according to his manner. ”
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see the Saviour upon his rising from the dead. And this view

of the case agrees with those taken by Tischendorf, and others

mentioned by Dr. Gardner, in his Harmony of the Gospels, with

the exception of Dr. Robinson
;
and it is also further evident

that upon either of these suppositions there is no contradiction

in the accounts given by the sacred writers respecting the things

seen and done by the women who went to the sepulchre, at the

earliest dawn of the first day of the week, to embalm the body

of Jesus.

Mark’s account fully accords with the view here presented.

After describing the visit of Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother

of James, and of Salome to the sepulchre, he says in express

terms, that Jesus appeared first to Mary Magdalene.

Luke makes nc mention whatever of his appearing to any of

the women, but merely of their going to the sepulchre, and of

their seeing a vision of angels wdio said to them, that Jesus wras

risen from the dead.

And John speaks only of the Saviour’s appearing to Mary
Magdalene, and of his sending by her a message, to the end,

that the disciples might meet him in Galilee.

In his enumeration of the witnesses to the resurrection, in the

xv. chapter of the first Epistles to the Corinthians, Paul has

special reference to the apostles, the witnesses spoken of by
Peter “ as chosen of God, even to us who did eat and drink with

him after he rose from the dead.” Acts x. 41. The 500 breth-

ren mentioned by Paul doubtless included the apostles.

When I began this inquiry, I inclined to the opinion, that the

Saviour appeared first to Mary Magdalene, and then to some of

her companions, upon their visiting the sepulchre a second time,

and this I apprehend does give a perfect, although a somewhat
complex, harmony of all the facts of the case

;
but upon a fur-

ther study of the subject, I have been led to the conclusion, that

the simplest method of harmonizing the several accounts, and

it is one that does no violence to the language of the sacred

writers, is the supposition that on the morning of the resurrec-

tion, the Saviour appeared only to Mary Magdalene, and that

he was not then seen by any of the other women. In the course

of the day, and probably towards evening, he appeared to Peter,

and also to Cleopas and his fellow traveler, while they were on

their way to the village of Einmaus; but to which of them he
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first showed himself it is not said, and we merely know that be-

fore the two returned from Emmaus to tell the eleven, and those

gathered with them at Jerusalem, Peter had informed them,
that the Lord was risen and had appeared to him. This may
have been shortly before or very soon after the Saviour’s ap-

pearance at Emmaus.
Another matter which seems to call for a word of explanation,

is what is said of the angels
;
but this is readily explained in

either of these two ways. If the women were not all at the sepul-

chre at the same time, one angel may have been seen by some of

them, and two by the others. Or both angels may have been
seen by them all

;
and yet as only one of the two appears to

have announced the fact that Jesus was risen, and gave the

women a message to the disciples, Matthew and Mark make
mention only of this one, while Luke and John speak of both

;

a variation of frequent occurrence in the writings of the Evan-

gelists
;

as, for example, in the case of the two thieves crucified

with the Saviour, and of the two demoniacs healed by Christ,

and in several of the instances cited above. A maxim of

LeClerc’s, cited by Dr. Eobinson in his comments on the case of

the demoniacs, is applicable to that of the angels : “ Qui plura

narrat, pauciora complectitur
;

qui pauciora memorat, plura

non negat.” He that speaks of the larger number includes the

less
;
he that makes mention of the less does not deny the exist-

ence of the greater.

Matthew says nothing of the women going into the sepulchre^

and yet he speaks of their coming out of it
;
and therefore when

he says, that the angel, who rolled away the stone from the door

and sat upon it, answered and said unto the women, “Fear not

ye
;
come, see the place where the Lord lay,” we are not to sup-

pose that he was still sitting upon the stone, but that he had

gone into the sepulchre, and that it was within the tomb that

the women saw him and received from him the announcement

which he made to them respecting tb8 resurrection of their

Lord, and that he gave them a message to the disciples
;
and

thus understood, there is an exact agreement with Mark’s ac-

count of this occurrence
;
not that the words are precisely the

same, but they convey substantially the same ideas, both being

a rendering into the Greek of things spoken in the Hebrew lan-

guage.
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Mark speaks of the young man, or angel, as sitting on the

right side when the women entered the sepulchre
;
and Luke

says, “as they (the women) were much perplexed . . . two men
stood by them in shining garments.” It is not improbable that

for a portion of the time they were in a sitting posture, and that

for another part of it they stood erect
;
but perhaps a better ex-

planation may be this, and not an uncommon one, that the word
irtEGrtiGav has reference to their unexpected and sudden appear-

ance rather than to their position. When at a later period two

angels were seen by Mary Magdalene, they were sitting, one at

the head and the other at the feet where the body of Jesus had
lain. If the body was placed opposite the door, so that the head

would be to the right hand of a person entering the tomb, and

the feet to the left, then the position of the angel at the head
would correspond to that of the angel spoken of by Mark

;
and

there is nothing to hinder our supposing him to be the same as

the one mentioned by Matthew and Mark.

With respect to the message sent by the angels, Dr. Robinson

justly observes, Matthew and Mark dwell more upon Galilee,

and Luke more upon our Lord’s previous announcement of his

resurrection.

Matthew makes no mention of the appeai’ances which took

place at Jerusalem, nor does he even allude to them unless it be

in the remark, “some doubted,” and in his record of the com-
mission given to the disciples to teach all nations, and in the

promise of Christ to be with them unto the end of the world.

But the words spoken by our Lord at the time of his ascension

may have been to some extent a reiteration of what he said to

the disciples at the mountain in Galilee, where they met him by

his appointment
;
and the doubting here spoken of may include

the case of Thomas, mentioned by John, as well as that of the

persons who saw him in Galilee. The remark, “but some

doubted ” is worthy of particular note, as it is evidently a re-

mark not of one bent upon spreading abroad a false report of

things, but rather of a witness, who, fully persuaded of the truth

of what he says, hesitates not to give the reader an exact account

of what he saw and heard, including the doubts of those who
were not prepared at first sight, or without full evidence, to rec-

ognize the risen Saviour as the Jesus who had been put to death

for proclaiming himself to be the Son of God. And Matthew does
46
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not even say that their doubt's were overcome. He siinplv states

the fact, without addition or comment, as was usual with him.

Mark records the message sent by the angel to Peter and the

other disciples, that they should see the Saviour in Galilee, but

he makes no mentiou of the interviews which took place there,

but he does speak of the appearance of the Saviour to the disci-

ples on the evening after his resurrection, and of the commission

which he gave them to preach the gospel to every creature
;
and

of his being received up into heaven, and of his sitting upon the

right hand of God.

Mark does not in express terms say, that Christ showed him-

self to his disciples on the evening after the resurrection, but

the connexion implies that he did, and this view of Mark’s lan-

guage accords fully with the express declarations of Luke and

John. It may admit of a question, whether the words “ as he

said unto you,” at the end of the 7th verse of the 16th chapter

of Mark, has reference to the clause immediately preceding,

“ there shall ye see him,” or whether, as in Matthew xxviii. 6,

they are used more especially in reference to what Christ had

repeatedly said to his disciples concerning his rising from the

dead. Understood in this way they involve nq contradiction of

the one by the other, for the reason that the Saviour might have

spoken of both, although there is no previous mention of his

having done so. But without violence to the -words of Mark,

we may understand them as having special, or even exclusive,

reference to the angel’s first declarations, “ ye seek Jesus of

Nazareth, which was crucified, he is risen.'’ On several occasions,

and in Galilee, too, Christ did speak to his disciples of his ap-

proaching death and of his rising from the dead, as appears

from Matthew xvi. 21 ;
xvii. 22, 28. Mark viii. 31 ;

ix. 31 and

33. Luke ix. 22 ;
xviii. 32. Understood as referring to the death

and resurrection of Christ, these words, “ as he said unto .you,”

employed by Mark, have reference to the very matters to which

the like words used by Matthew have ;
and also to those men-

tioned by Luke in his report of what was said by the angels to

the women who came to the sepulchre. “ He is not here, but is

risen
;
remember how he spake unto you, when he was yet in

Galilee, saying, the Son of man must be delivered into the hands

of sinful men, and be crucified, and the third day rise again.

The concluding verses of Luke’s gospel, from the 36th verse, in-
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elusive, contain a concise account of the Saviour’s appearance

to the disciples on the evening after the resurrection
;
of the evi-

.

-dence he gave them that he was truly risen, and that it was not

merely a spirit which they saw
;
and also the instructions which

he gave them for the confirmation of their faith and for their

guidance in making known to all nations the gospel of his sal-

vation. A part of what is here recorded evidently refers to

what the Saviour said on the occasion of his first appearance to

his disciples
;
and the latter part as evidently refers to -what took

place at the end of the forty days immediately following his res-

urrection, when he ascended to heaven in the sight of his

assembled disciples
; and among the directions given at the

time of his ascension is to be included the one, “but tarry ye at

Jerusalem until ye be endowed with power from on high.”

This view of the words here cited is confirmed by what Luke
says in the first chapter of the Acts of the Apostles. There is,

therefore, no contradiction between the message sent to the

disciples, that they might go into Galilee, and the direction that

they should “tarry at Jerusalem —the latter not having been

given until the return of the disciples from Galilee to Jerusalem,

to witness the Saviour’s ascension.

John speaks of the Saviour’s appearance to Mary Magdalene

on the morning of the resurrection, and of his showing himself

to his assembled disciples on thefollowing evening ; and also of

his second appearance to them eight days after, that is, accord-

ing to the Jewish method of computing time, on the evening

after the first day of the ensuing week; and of a third manifes-

tation of himself to seven of the eleven disciples at the Sea of

Galilee. He says nothing of the ascension of our Lord beyond

what he records of the message sent to the disciples by the

Saviour through Mary Magdalene : “I ascend unto my Father

and to your Father, and to my God and your God.”

It is believed by the writer, that the above arrangements of

the various incidents connected with the resurrection of our

Lord, and the explanations given, do show that there are no dis-

crepancies in the accounts furnished by the writers of the four

gospels
;
nor is there any conflict between these statements and

anything said in the Epistles of Paul, or in the Acts of the Apos-

tles, touching the rising of Christ from the dead. And while

there are seeming difficulties in the way of harmonizing the ac-
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counts of tlie different Evangelists, we may be thankful and
rejoice that they are capable of a full solution, and that the

discrepancies are only seeming and not real, and that, under the

guidance of the Holy Spirit, the sacred writers were led to make
the several selections of the facts mentioned by them respec-

tively, that we might be led into a more careful study of this

portion of Holy Scripture, and thereby have our faith the more
fully confirmed by the several narratives, which, as their very

structure shows, are independent of each other. Peculiarly ap-

plicable to the wonders connected with the resurrection, are the

words of John, ch. xx. 30, 31 : “And many other signs truly did

Jesus, which are not written in this book. But these are -written

that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God,

and that believing ye might have life through his name.”

Besides the direct testimony of the sacred writers, there are

two other sources of evidence suggested by the study of the

gospel accounts of the resurrection, viz., the undesigned coinci-

dences in the statements of the different Evangelists, and the

arguments deduced from the mathematical doctrine of probabil-

ities as applied to evidence.

The case of Magdalene mentioned by Matthew ch. xxviii., as

falling at the feet of Jesus, and worshipping him
;
and the words

“Touch me not,” in John’s gospel, afford an instance of an un-

designed agreement. And the record of Mark, that at the time

- the Saviour first appeared to the disciples they were sitting at

meat, probably at the end of their meal, and the statement of

Luke, that while the disciples believed not for joy, and wondered,

he said unto them, “ Have ye here any meat ? ” and they gave

him a piece of broiled fish and of honey-comb, and he took it,

and did eat before them, furnish another instance. Luke makes

no mention of the fact that the disciples were seated at the table ;

nor does Mark allude to their giving the Saviour anything to eat.

There are other instances, but these are the ones most obvious.

In his Bridgewater treatise Mr. Babbage has shown that a

limited number of witnesses of ordinary veracity, and without col-

lusion, bearing concurrent testimony to any event, are sufficient

to render the probability in favor of its occurence far greater

than the a priori probability against it, as inferred from the uni-

form experience of all mankind. Professor Young, of Belfast,

has gone a step further, and has shown that in this matter the
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veracity of the witnesses may be dispensed with
;
and that if a

considerable number of witnesses voluntarily affirm the occur-

rence of a miracle, and all testify to the same miracle, and that

without any collusion, then the simple fact of this concurrence

in their testimony will give a probability to their statement which

is altogether irresistible. The eclectic method adopted by the

Evangelists, and their seeming discrepancies, furnish evidence

that there wTas no collusion between them
;
and there is no ac-

counting for the fact, that the omissions of each are supplied by
the statements of the others, in such a manner that their several

accounts furnish one consistent narrative, excepting upon the

assumption that their separate and combined accounts are alike

true. The improbability of their being false would far exceed

the improbability of the occurrence of the event affirmed.

If there be any number of witnesses, both true and intelligent,

and who know whereof they affirm, what is the probability that

. they will contradict one another in regard to the incidents con-

nected with any particular event? Evidently none whatever;

for all the incidents must have occurred at the time and under

the circumstances mentioned by the witnesses, whether they sev-

erally mention them all or not. A contradiction cannot take

place, unless some of the things mentioned as having occurred

•at a given time and place did not then and there occur in the

way indicated.

If the particular event, which it is the aim of the witnesses to

establish, did not occur, then the larger the number of persons

testifying to its actual occurrence, and the greater the number
of incidents mentioned by them severally, the greater is the

probability, while they agree as to the event particularly in

question, that they wall not only differ in their several reports

of the accompanying incidents, but that those reports will be

more or less contradictory of each other.

On the other hand, if several independent witnesses to an im-

portant event mention a large number of incidents in corrobora-

tion of their testimony respecting the said events; and if each

witness mentions certain facts not even alluded to by the others
;

and if the facts mentioned by them all are more fully narrated

by one than by another, and yet upon a careful comparison of

the several accounts it be found that there is no real discrepancy

in their several accounts, but on the contrary a full and perfect
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agreement, this of itself is a strong proof of the truthfulness of

the witnesses, and also of the actual occurrence of the event

affirmed by them to have taken place.

Now this, apart from any knowledge of the character of the

witnesses derived from other sources, is just what we have in the

ease of the four Evangelists, who have recorded the circum-

stances connected with the resurrection of Christ from the dead.

These several narratives of the event here mentioned, are of

themselves sufficient evidence that they are independent of each

other. Each account contains a large number of incidents
;
and

each details certain facts not given in the other narratives
;
and

of the facts reported by all the Evangelists some are described

at greater length by one than by another
; and yet, upon a com-

parison of the four accounts, it is found that they are all in full

accord; which, as remarked above, is of itself strong proof of the

truthfulness of the testimony given by the writers of the gospels,

and of the actual occurrence of the great event recorded by

them, viz., the resurrection of our Lord from the dead. Mat-

thew and John were of the number of his constant attendants

during his public ministry. Mark and Luke were intimately

acquainted with the things believed and taught by those whom
Christ chose to be with him, and to be special witnesses of his

resurrection. They wrere, therefore, competent witnesses of

what was received and maintained by the whole body of be-

lievers, including all the apostles, with respect to the resurrection;

and their two narratives, independent of each other, con-

firm the statements of Matthew, and are themselves confirmed

by the gospel written by John.

If Christ really rose from the dead, then we have an easy solu-

tion of the fact, that the gospels are of entire accord in their sev-

eral accounts of this occurrence
;
notwithstanding the numerous

incidents mentioned by the different writers, and some seeming

discrepancies in their statements. On the contrary, if Christ

did not rise from the dead, but his disciples stole away his bod}'

from the tomb, as was alleged by the unbelieving Jews, then it

is inconceivable how, writing as they evidently did without col-

lusion, the Evangelists have made no contradictory statements.

In Matthew’s account, short as it is, there are not less than thirty

distinct incidents mentioned
;

in Mark’s as many, in Luke’s

not less than fifty, in John’s upwards of fifty: yet all the different
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incidents can be made to form one consistent narrative
;
although

more than half of them must he untrue, if Christ be not risen.*

From the remarks made above, it appears that the probability
'

of any number of independent witnesses contradicting each other

must depend in a great degree upon their want of veracity com-

bined with the number of incidents related by them respectively.

Hence if there be no discrepancy in narratives by several dif-

ferent hands, and these narratives abound with numerous inci-

dent, it may be fairly inferred, that this is so, because all the

facts related are true
;
in which case, and in which alone, a real

discrepancy is impossible.

In the mathematical doctrine of probabilities, one or unity, is

adopted as the symbol of certainty; and a fraction of one as the

symbol of probability, and what this fraction lacks of being a

unit is the symbol of improbability.

n Now if there be four narratives of the same event, by different

persons, uniting without concert or collusion, and each narra-

tive be composed of numerous incidents, what is the probability

that there will be a perfect agreement in all matters, if the sev-

eral narratives be false both as to the principal and many of the

subordinate events ? Let the whole number of incidents men-
tioned be equal to those assigned above to the four Evangelists,

say in all, not less than 160 ;
and let us suppose only half of them

to be untrue, which is an underestimate
;
and as it will make but

little or no difference, for the purpose which we are about to use

them, what numbers we assign to each of the four respectively,

we will suppose each to have made only twenty statements, and
all of them false. In the case here supposed, it is obvious that

although the incidents mentioned by each writer may agree with

one another, it is just as likely that, taken as a whole or sepa-

rately, they will be at variance, as in agreement, with the 60

incidents mentioned by the other three
;
and then the proba-*

bility of their agreeing with any one of these 60 w ill be denoted by

2 ,
and the probability of their agreeing with them all will be de-

noted by 60th power of |, or (A) 60=l 1,152,921,504,606,846,976.

According to M. Bubbage, in his Bridgewater Treatise :

The improbability of a dead man being restored to life, on the

principles laid down by Hume, is only 200,000,000,000 to 1—and

it has just been shown that the improbability of there being no

* The numbers here given are rather below than above the actual numbers.
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discrepancy in the statements of the four Evangelists, upon the

supposition that their accounts are not true, is more than 1,000,-

000,000,000.000,000 to 1. Or, in other words, the improbability

of there being no discrepancy in the accounts of the resurrec-

tion, if those accounts befalse, is more than 5,000,000 times greater

than the improbability that one has risen from the dead. The
fact, then, that in the gospel accounts of the resurrection of our

Lord, replete as these accounts are with nhmerous incidents,

there is no real discrepancy, renders it certain that these nar-

ratives are true; and if they are true, then tire Saviour did rise

from the dead. But let it be remembered with thankfulness that

this is only'one of several proofs of our Lord’s resurrection.

From the terms of our supposition made above, it will at once

be evident to a mind familiar with estimates of this kind, that

the improbability of there being no discrepancy in the gospel

accounts of the resurrection of Christ
,
if these accounts be false,

is vastly greater than here represented. But we prefer to give

an under-estimate rather than over-estimate.

Art. IX.—THE CONTRAST BETWEEN MAN AND THE
BRUTE CREATION ESTABLISHES THE DIVINE ORI-

GIN OF THE SCRIPTURES.
By James A. Lyon, D.D., of the University of Miss.

We are informed in the - Scriptures that the lower orders of the

.animal tribes “honor” and “praise God.” “The beasts of the field

shall honor me, the dragons and the owls.” (Isa. xliii. 20.) We
do not understand by this that these lower orders of God’s crea-

tures render any intelligent praise or worship to the Supreme

Being, although it might be inferred from certain portions of

the Bible that they were not altogether without some instinctive

knowledge of the source from which they derived their food.

“The young lions roar after their prey, and seek their meat from

God.” (Ps. civ. 21.) But while the thought is not unpleasing,

nor the doctrine heretical, that all God’s creatures, from the
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highest to the lowest, have some faint, instinctive apprehension ’

of a common Father, “who is good to all, and whose tender mer-

cies are over all iiis works,” including every sensitive creature,

still we prefer the interpretation which explains the manner in

which the lower orders “ honor” and praise God, as being simi-

lar to that by which the steam engine honors Watt, and the

lightning rod Franklin, that is, by obeying the laws imposed

upon them, and thereby accomplishing the purpose for which

they were made. This the brute, uninfluenced by man, does.

The brute is in harmony with itself, and with the circumstances

in the midst of which it is placed, and, as a natural result, it

enjoys peace and contentment, and is as happy as it is capable

of being. These facts do honor to the goodness and wisdom of

the Creator. But whilst these facts are true of the brute, they

are not true of man. Whilst “the beasts of the field, the dragons

and the owls,” honor God, man dishonors him !

Between man and the brute there is a great contrast, not

only in the scale of their being, but in their history, circum-

stances, and condition, which, in a very remarkable manner,

confirms the teachings of the Bible. With reference to this fact,

therefore, the proposition which we propose to discuss in this

article is, that

—

The Contrast existing between Man and the

Brute Creation establishes the Divine Origin of the Scrip-

tures.

There is not, in our opinion, in the whole range of Biblical

Apologetics a more convincing proof of the inspiration and di-

vine origin of the Scriptures, than that furnished by the accord-

ance of natural science and revealed religion. If God is equally

the author of the works of nature, and of the books of the Bible,

then of course these two revelations must not, can not disagree
;

but on the contrary, when properly understood, they mutually

confirm and support each other. This accordance of the two

revelations has been established in various departments of nat-

ural science, such as Astronomy, and Geology, and Ethnology,

and even to some extent in Meteorology as illustrated by Lieut.

Maury’s investigations in that department of natural science.

But we do not know that the science of Zoology, or the natural

history of the brute creation, has ever contributed much towards

the verification of the Christian religion. This, we take it, is

not owing to any meagreness of material, or paucity of facts,
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but simply to the circumstance that the field has not been culti-

vated to any great extent with this end in view. Into this com-

paratively new department of Apologetics we propose to enter,

in order to show that the history of the brute creation, and the

existing contrast between the brute- animal and the man-animal,

establishes the truth of the Scriptures, so far as anthropology is

concerned.

The Bible sets forth four great facts with regard to the origin

and early history of man on the earth, viz :

I. That man was the last made animal.

II. That he was made in “ the image of God.”

III. That he was invested with “ dominion.”

IV. That being left to the freedom of his own will, he fell

from the estate wherein he was created by sinning against God,

and is therefore in an abnormal condition.

Our object in the further discussion of this subject will be to

show that every one of these Bible propositions is confirmed

by zoological science.

I. In the first place the Bible teaches that man was the last

made animal
;
that he was the crowning handiwork of God in

the creation of this earth and its inhabitants
;
that at the close

of the sixth day, as the last act of the last day, “ God said, let

us make man in our image after our likeness.” This fact rested

for many ages, even for thousands of years, solely upon the tes-

timony of the Sacred Record. If any caviller or objector saw

fit to contradict the record, which, of course, he could do by his

own bold assertion, there were no means outside of the record

itself to rebut the assertion, and to corroborate the Bible ac-

count. But as the modern science of geology began to be de-

veloped, and to assume scientific form and shape, so also did

the science of palaeontology which embraces the history of an-

cient things, such as fossil plants and animals. This science

has attained such accuracy of detail that the gradual progress

and successive history of the pre-Adamite animal creation can

be traced with unerring certainty from the lowest order of ani-

mal existences up to man,—thus confirming beyond the possi-

bilitv of a doubt the truth of the Bible account, that man was

the “last made animal.”

II. Again, the Bible informs us that man was the most excel-

lent of all the creatures of Gcd. This is implied in the decla-
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ration that “God created man in his own image, and in the

image of God created he him.” By this we are taught that man
was the most excellent of creatures both in a physical and

psychical point of view. This fact is beautifully and forcibly illus-

trated by zoological sciences.

1. Comparative anatomy teaches, not only that the human
form divine is the most beautiful and perfect of all the forms of

animal existence, but that the anatomical progress, if we may so

express it, of the brute creation, from the lowest species of verte-

brated animals up to man, has been an ascending series of con-

stantly increasing beauty, and a constant approximation to

anatomical perfection until man, “made in the image of God,”

walked abroad erect upon the earth, its lord !

2. But further, this “ image of God ” in which man was created

consists not only in the surpassing beauty and perfection of his

physical form and attributes, but more especially in psychical

and moral qualities. In this respect the contrast between the

man-animal and' the brute-animal is immense. This difference,

however, does not consist, as some suppose, in man being endowed

with a “ soul,” while the brute has none of any grade. This,

neither the Bible nor science confirms. Nor in man having the

faculty of “reason,” while the brutes have nothing which is often

designated by that term. This it would be difficult to establish,

nay it is positively certain that the more sagacious of brutes do

possess some powers included by some under the faculty of rea-

son to a limited extent. But this distinguishing “image of God ”

in man consists in his possessing a religious nature, a conscience,

a “pneuma,”or a spiritual faculty by which he may receive

“ the things of the spirit of God.” This is the grand and glori-

ous distinction between the man-animal and the brute-animal,

and separates the orders as far apart as the beautiful flower is

from a clod of earth ! Of this spiritual nature, this conscience,

this religious element, natural history informs us that the brute,

even the most sagacious, does not possess the slightest percepti-

ble trace. We have no example of a single act on the part of

the brute that indicates in the smallest degree, even the germ of

a moral nature. We have never heard of a brute manifesting

the least measure of conscience, compunction, remorse or grati-

tude to God, or evidence of a belief in the existence of God ;

nothing that would indicate that the brute possessed the faintest
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lineament of the “image of God.” Is not this another striking

respect wherein zoological science confirms the utterances of

Sacred History ?

III. Once more, the Bible informs us that man, when he was

created, was invested with “ dominion ” over the whole earth,

and everything pertaining to it. “And God blessed them, and

God said unto them—Be fruitful and multiply and replenish the

earth, and subdue it, and have dominion over the fish of the sea,

and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that

moveth upon the earth.” This grant to “subdue” the earth

implies power over physical forces. What so improbable, as

the realization of this at the time this record was made ? Sup-

pose that when Moses—a fugitive in the mountains of Arabia

—

was penning, under the guidance of inspiration, this sacred ac-

count of man’s investiture of “ dominion ” over the physical

forces of nature, some Magian, some Chaldee philospher, stand-

ing by his side, had called his attention to the lightning as it

Hashed from the bosom of an angry cloud—or to the roar of the

Arabian Sea as its foaming billows dashed upon the shore—or to

the arid Desert, mocking with its mirage—or to the Tempest

howling through the mountain gorges—or to the Distance of the

far-off land separated by mountains and seas, and impassable

gulfs—or to the mystery of the motions of the moon and stars as

they walked in beauty, and had asked Moses, “How can this

mystery be explained—and how can these powers of nature be

subdued?” Moses might have answered, “I cannot tell, O,

Magian
;
they seem to be impossibilities. But I am commanded

to write, and God can make it good.” And God has made it

good, for, notwithstanding these astounding improbabilities, the

obstacles have been in great part surmounted—the Lightning

has been grasped by the puny hand of man
;
the Sea made sub-

servient to his wants
;
the Desert traversed by the “ chariots of

fire ” in utter disregard of its arid desolation
;
the approach of

the Tempest heralded by the couriers of science and conse-

quently guarded against
;

the greatest distances, even such as

encircle the earth, overcome
;
and the remotest regions, barred

by arctic walls and tropical jungles, have been penetrated, sur-

veyed, and bounded by man
;
and the mystery of the Stars un-

ravelled ;
so that the prerogative of “ dominion bequeathed to

man as a part of his primeval heritage is plainly no empty leg-
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acy, but is iu great measure even now exercised over the earth

and its inferior inhabitants.

But this is not exactly within the purview of our subject,

which relates to the science of zoology as confirmatory of the

claims of the ^acred Record. Let us further suppose that this

same Chaldee philosopher, standing by Moses’ side, when he

recorded the grant of “dominion” to man “over the fish of the

sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that

moveth upon the earth,” should have directed his attention to

the vast disparity, in a physical point of view, existing between

man and the different tribes of animals, as, for example, to the

huge bulk and mighty strength of some, such as the rhinoceros

and elephant, which could toss a hundred men into the air and
trample them under their feet,—to thefierce and bloodthirsty nature

of others, as of the lion which, with one stroke of its terrible paw,

can kill an ox,—to th% fleetness of some, as of the wild-ass and
the ostrich, which can outstrip the wind,—to the power of

flight of others, as of the eagle, that can soar to the clouds, and
build its eyrie upon the loftiest crags,—or to the monsters of the

deep, as the ivhale, that can lash the sea into madness, and hide

himself amid the everlasting storms and icebergs of the Arctic

regions,—or to the multitudes, great and small, that are armed
with natural weapons, such as claws, and tusks, and talons, and
horns, and fangs, and stiugs with poison. Suppose this mighty

host, thus armed and equipped by the hand of nature, had been,

by some magic art, paraded before the mental vision of Moses,

in contrast with the natural feebleness and helplessness of man,

the weakest of animals, without bulk, without strength, without

fleetness of foot, or power of flight, without natural instinct or

weapons of any kind—at the same time without science or art,

or the knowledge of the powers of nature ;—suppose, we repeat,

that whilst Moses, impelled by inspiration, was inditing the won-

derful legacy of “ dominion” to feeble man, the aforesaid phi-

losopher had called his attention to these apparently insur-

mountable obstacles in the way of the fulfillment of the grant,

and should have demanded whether it was possible for this

weak and helpless man-animal to claim his heritage, and assert

his prerogative of “dominion” over the brute-animal ? The only

reply that Moses could have made was, that “he was acting in

obedience to the divine command :
—“Is anything too hard for
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the Lord ?” And has not the event verified the astounding pre-

diction—for it was then of the nature of a prophecy ? Where
is the animal that is not subject to man’s domiuion. Where is

his refuge from his irresistible power ? Neither air, nor earth,

nor sea
;
neither mountain height nor ocean depth can furnish it

a secure retreat from his overpowering assaults
;
neither fleet-

ness, nor cunning, nor strategy, can evade his untiring pursuit

!

When wre take into consideration the exact state of things as

they existed when this grant of dominion over tbe animal tribes

was made to man—the rudeness of man, and the undeveloped

state of the arts and sciences by means of which man asserts

his rule over the brute creation—and the utter impossibility of

mere human sagacity possessing this human culture and scien-

tific development essential to man’s ascendancy, wre ask in all

candor whether the contrast now existing between man and the

brute creation does not in a wonderful manner indicate the

divine origin of the Sacred Record ?

IV. We have seen how clearly and beautifully zoological

science verifies the teachings of Scripture in the foregoing par-

ticulars in relation to anthropology, or the history of the crea-

tion and endowment of man. But there is a remaining and

fourth aspect of this subject surpassing in interest all the others

taken together. It relates to man’s present abnormal condition

in a moral and psychical point of view' contrasted with the

brute.

The account given of the creation in the book of Genesis

represents the handiwork of the Almighty as being perfect. It

frequently adds at the close of a day’s creation—“ and God saw

that it was good.” And at the final close, when the work of

creation was complete, it is said : “And God saw everything that

he had made, and behold it was very good.” The truth of this,

so far as the brute creation is concerned, science verifies to the

very letter. The brute, uninfluenced by man, is found to be in

harmony with himself
;
he obeys the laws imposed upon him

;

and, as the natural result of this obedience, enjoys the promised

rew’ard—peace and contentment. The brute is not harassed by

conflicting passions or instincts ; he does not see and approve

of the better way and follow the worse; he does not condemn

himself
;
he does not try to deceive himself

;
he never wilfully

does violence to himself, with the view to putting an end to his
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own existence. The same species are not divided into opposite

characters which we may, for the want of other terms, describe

as the virtuous and the vicious, and become arrayed into oppos-

ing and conflicting factions. But, on the contrary, they are

congenial. This state of things accords with what wm might

expect from a good, wise and beneficent Creator, “who is good

to all, and whose tender mercies are over all his works.”

As God made the brute-animal in harmony with itself, and

with the circumstances of its being, so it is reasonable to expect,

and indeed it is a deduction of science, that he should, in like

manner, have made the man-animal in harmony with himself,

and with the circumstances of his being. This intimation of

Science accords with the teachings of the Bible, which says, that

“God make man upright,” (Ecc. vii. 29.) “ God created man in

his own image,” aud “blessed him,” and pronounced his own
work “very good.” Here, then, we find, that what Science in-

timates the Bible confirms. But what are the facts in the case

as they now exist, and have existed ever since the dawn of the his-

toric period? It cannot be disguised that the facts in relation to

the man-animal’s history and present condition, as contrasted with

the brute-animal, show that some great catastrophe has happened
to man

;
that man is sadly out of gear

; not in harmony with

himself
;
but drawn and torn by conflicting elements in his own

nature; that he is not in a normal condition; not as became
from the hand of his Creator. This is a palpable fact, but a per-

plexing mystery which Science confirms but cannot explain—but

which the Bible can. God created man in his own image in

righteousness and true holiness. (Col. iii. 10., comp, with Eph.

iv. 24. ) But the first pair, being left to the freedom of their own
will, and yielding to the seductions of the tempter, who said, “ye
shall not surely die,” fell from the estate wdiereiu they were cre-

ated into a state of sin and misery.

Now, in order that the position which we have taken may be

clearly defined before the mind of the reader, we beg leave to

restate in brief the proposition, which is this, viz., That the

brute-animal, uninfluenced by man, is, as God made it, in it3

normal condition
;
in harmony with itself, and obedient to natu-

ral law, and as a necessary consequence it enjovs all the happi-

ness of which it is capable. Reasoning, therefore a priori, from

cause to effect, and from the analogy of nature, we should ex-
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pect that the same God, actuated by the same wise and benefi-

cent purpose, would in like manner create the man-animal in

harmony with himself and with the circumstances of his being

;

and as a natural consequence he too should be as happy as his

nature admits of. This is evidently a postulate of science
; and

science can assign no good reason why the man-animal should

not be as happy as the brute-animal. But when the state and
condition of man is contrasted with the brute, it is perfectly

manifest to the observation and experience of all, that the former

is not in his normal condition, not in harmony with himself, nor

with the circumstances with which he is surrounded, and conse-

quently is not happy. He is therefore in a fallen state, as

confirmed by the aforesaid comparison. For example :

1. The brute, so far as we are capable of judging, is entirely

satisfied with itself
;

it seems perfectly self-complacent
;
never

manifests the slightest symptoms of self-abhorrence, or self-

condemnation. This is what we should naturally expect at the

hands of a wise and beneficent Creator. But the same cannot be

said of man, at least of the race. Indeed, these traits of self-

satisfaction, so natural in the brute, are in man for the most

part rather disparaging. It is apparent—indeed it accords with

the experience of all,—that “the natural man,” in contradistinction

to the “spiritual,” is, as a general thing, not at peace with himself,

not contented with his condition, not happy. Thebest that can be

said of man’s estate, outside of the peace and joys of religion, is

that it is barely tolerable ! Even the seemingly happy home has

many a secret pang of misery of which the world knows nothing.

“ The heart knoweth his own bitterness.” (Solomon.) Man, as

a general thing, is dissatisfied with himself—dissatisfied with his

condition— dissatisfied with Providence—dissatisfied with na-

ture—dissatisfied with God ! This is a singular fact contrary to

what we might expect, taken in connection with the state and

condition of his fellow creature the brute animal. God has made
the brute satisfied with itself

;
why did He not in like manner

so create man? Science cannot explain this anomaly
;
but the

Bible does.

2. In the next place, the brute-animal is not only satisfied with

itself, but science and the strictest observation detect no elements

of discord in its nature. It is in all respects in harmony with

itself. Inclination and will do not pull in different directions ;
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instinct and interest never conflict. And viewiug man as an

animal, subject only to what is termed natural law, as materi-

alism postulates, Science would necessarily lead us to expect

the same harmonious balance in his nature. But what are the

facts? Tiie very reverse. The observation and experience of

every man can testify to the anomalous truth that man is not in

harmony with himself. Interest and appetite are^ at variance
;

passion and principle war against each other
;
reason and incli-

nation are often antagonistic ! This anomalous condition of

man is no new discovery; it was described by the ancient classic

poets in a maxim to the effect that men see and approve of the

right, but follow the wrong ( video meliora proboque deteriora se-

quor). Paul describes in a most graphic manner this strange

conflict in human nature :
“ For the good that I would, I do not

;

but the evil which I would not, that I do But I see

another law in my members warring against the law of my
mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin which is

in my members.” (Bom. vii. 10-24.) This is an enigma which

science cannot explain, but the Bible does.

3. Again, the animal tribes, considered in their respective

species, are homogeneous. The individuals are all essentially

alike in their natures, dispositions, instincts and appetites. We
do not find among them parties and divisions distinguished by
diverse mental and psychical traits of character. But they are

so far as their mental constitution is concerned, homogeneous,

harmonious and unanimous, so that one is a perfect sample of

the whole (ex uno disce omnes). This is proof that they are in

their normal condition
;

that no disturbing element has ever

entered into their original constitution and marred the harmony

of their natures. But not so with man. The human race, es-

sentially alike in all natural or physical respects, is, neverthe-

less, in accidental qualities and in a mental and moral point of

view, inharmonious, discordant, and divided into classes, the one

diametrically opposite to the other, termed the good and the

bad
;
the righteous and the unrighteous

;
the honest and the

dishonest. This, viewTed from a scientific standpoint, is marvel-

lous. Science is wholly unable to explain it. But in the light

of the Bible it is of easy solution.

4. Finally, not to run the parallel farther between the man-

animal and the brute-animal, we will, by way of summary, direct

47
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attention to the following striking particulars in which the con-

trast between the man and the brute confirms the testimony of

the Scriptures. 1. The brute-animal is in harmony with itself;

the man-animal is not. 2. The brute is contented with its lot

;

the man is not. 3. It is never necessary for the brute to con-

tradict itself for its own good
;
but it is so for the man. 4. The

brute never tries to deceive itself; the man does. 5. The
brute never does that which it knows will be for its owd injury

;

but the man often does. 6. The individuals of the same species

of brutes are never divided into two classes by diametrically

opposite principles, which may, for the want of other terms, be

designated the good and the bad
;
the virtuous and the vicious

;

but men are thus divided. These are problems which natural

science confirms, but cannot solve. They show beyond contra-

diction, either, first, that God did not manifest the same good-

ness and wisdom in the creation of man that he did in the crea-

tion of the brute; or, second, that man is not in his normal

state—not as God originally made him. The first proposition

science cannot, any more than the Bible, adopt. The second

takes it for granted that man has “ fallen ” from his estate of

harmony and happiness in which he was originally created into

a state of discord, sin, and misery. This strange fact science

confirms, but cannot explain. But with an open Bible the solu-

tion is easy. Therefore, we conclude that the contrast ex-

isting BETWEEN MAN AND THE BRUTE CREATION CONFIRMS THE

DIVINE AUTHORITY OF THE SCRIPTURES.

But there is an additional thought which may be regarded as

an inference, or corollary from the preceding discussion, which

we venture, in conclusion, to suggest. It is this : That the

Scriptures, contrary to the postulates of materialism, everywhere

take it for granted that man is more than a mere animal
;
that

his destiny is not restricted to this life alone
;
but that his state

here is probationary, that is, preparatory for another and a future

state
;
and that consequently he differs from the brute animal

in that he is subject to other than mere physical laws, that is, a

moral and a higher law. This we repeat is in accordance with

the teachings of the Word of God. We ask does the compari-

son between the man and the brute in any wise confirm this, or

render it probable ? We think it does. Is not the fact that man
being the only aiiimal, so far as we are capable of judging, that
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is under tlie necessity, the moral, that is the voluntary necessity,

of acting contrary to his inclinations in order to his best inter-

ests, a proof that he is under a different, say a higher, govern-

ment than other animals, which seem to be impelled by no such

conflicting necessity ? and as this necessity is a moral necessity,

this higher government must be a moral government. And if

man is under a moral government then it follows that he is des-

tiued for something other and higher than mere animal exist-

ence- Does not this fact point not only to a hereafter, but to a

hereafter whose good or ill condition depends somewhat upon

our moral condition and conduct here ?

Here then we have a hint, an intimation, if not an absolute

confirmation of two of the grandest doctrines of Eevelation

:

First, the Immortality of the Soul; and, Second, the Moral Respon-

sibility of Man. What can be of more solemn import to man
than the tremendous fact that he is destined to live after the

present life is ended—and that his everlasting state with regard

to happiness or misery is unchangably fixed by his moral state

and conduct in this life.

Art. X.—EATING AND DRINKING UNWORTHILY.
By Rev, Wolcott Calkins, Buffalo, N. Y.

The familiar words in First Corinthians, the eleventh chapter,

from the twenty-seventh verse to the end, have exercised a de-

pressing influence upon the readers of the English Bible. The
unhappy rendering, “ Damnation,” has cast a tinge of gloom over

the whole passage
;
so that the Apostle’s meaning is misappre-

hended, even if the severity of this word is softened from the

margin. The usual impression received from the whole para-

graph may be thus expressed : To eat and drink unworthily, is

to be guilty of a flagrant sin
;
we must, therefore, examine our-

selves to ascertain whether we are worthy, and to exclude our-

selves from the table it we are not. Because, if we eat and drink

unworthily, we bring some judgment upon ourselves which we
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should escape by not eating at all. Therefore, in case of doubt

the safe side is to withdraw altogether.

This is a complete contradiction of Paul’s teaching, which is

alarming only to those who neglect or profane the sacrament,

but full of encouragement to those who are oppressed with a

consciousness of their own unworthiness.

The whole passage, according to the text of the best MSS.
may be rendered as follows

:

“ Whosoever shall eat the bread or drink the cup of the

Lord unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and the blood of

the Lord
;
but let a mau prove himself, and so let him eat of the

bread and drink of the cup. For he that eateth and drinketh,

eateth and drinketh judgment to himself unless he discern the

Body. On this account many among you are weak and sickly,

and some sleep. And if we would judge ourselves we should not

be judged ; but now being judged we are chastened of the Lord

that we should not be damned with the world.”

The context is a sharp rebuke of the quarrels, intemperance,

and hostile parties occasioned by the abuse of their love-feasts.

Paul advises that these be discontinued, and the communion be

celebrated with greater solemnity. Still nothing is said express-

ly about excluding from the table those who had been guilty of

these desecrations. They are reminded that they are proclaim-

ing the Lord’s death as often as they celebrate it ; and the pur-

pose in view seems to be, to bring even these flagrant trangres-

sors to repentance, without exclusion from the table.

And the word selected to express the self-examination required

for the communion, admits no thought of an adverse decision.

It is used of the man who went to “ prove” his oxen ;* he cer-

tainly did not “ examine ” whether they were good or worthless,

for he had already bought them ; but he proved how good they

were and trained them for his work. An awful example is given

of men who failed to “ prove” themselves, and so became
“ reprobate.”+ It is not the proving ourselves, but the want of

it, which leads to exclusion from grace. The same play on these

two words is often found ;
“ Since ye seek a proof of Christ

speaking in me ,—prove your ownselves that Jesus Christ is in

you, except ye be reprabates.' 'X So long as we are able to prove

* Luke xiv. 19. f Eom. i . 28. t 2 Cor. xiii. 3, 5.
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ourselves, Christ is in us. We are to be cast out from commun-
ion, only when we are beyond proving, or reprobate.*

In the very few passages]- where the proving is designed to

eliminate dross, and exclude the unworthy, this purpose is sub-

ordinate to the immediate work of finding and vindicating those

who are “ approved.” Every Christian, in the process of
t-prov-

ing ” himself for the Lord’s Supper, will find many hateful lusts

to destroy. To prove all things and hold fast that which is good

is to reject that which is. evil. The exact meaning of the word
is rather self-preparation, than self-examination. This strong

word, so often used by Paul, is selected in the text to describe

the searching test to which a truly regenerate man ought to

subject himself
;
not to decide whether he shall come to the

communion or not, but to prepare himself to come worthily.

This truth, which is apparent enough from the word, is also

affirmed positively :
“ Let a man prove himself, and so let him

eat.” The proving is not trying the question whether he will

eat or not. This is already settled before he begins the proving.

But he prepares himself
;
and so prepared, so approved, he is

permitted and expected to partake. The supposition that any

one is excluded by this self-preparation, is not entertained in the

text at all.

But is not eating and drinking unworthily, a more flagrant

sin than withdrawing from the table altogether? This sin is

nothing less than to be guilty of the body and blood of the

Lord. It is “ showing ” the Lord’s death, not as our own pro-

pitiation, but as a rejected atonement. This is essentially the

sin of unbelief, with the aggravation of presumption and pro-

fanity. Hypocrisy is not necessarily implied. One may be

guilty of the body and blood of Christ from mere careless neg-

lect of suitable preparation. And the dangers incurred by this

sin are fearful. It is eating and drinking judgment to ourselves,

that is, reaching out after and eagerly receiving severe chastise-

ment. And what chastisement ? In the case of the Corinthians,

an epidemic, with many fatal cases. We must never presume

to interpret such afflictions, in our time, as divine judgments.

But severe chastisement of this sin in the Church we may always

* Compare also 1 Thes. ii. 4 ;
1 Tim. iii. 10 ; Heb. iii. 9, and especially 1 Pet. i. 7,

“ proved by fire.” The test is searching, but it only purifies the gold.

f For example 1 Cor. iii. 13 and 1 John iv. 1.
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expect. For it is, indeed, a flagrant and dangerous offense.

But let us now observe the terms by Avhich it is compared with

the sin of withdrawing from the communion altogether. “For
he that eateth and drinketh,* eateth and drinketh judgment to

himself unless he discern the body.” t There is still hope that at

the last moment he will discern the body. He has come unpre-

pared, but perhaps the sight of the broken bread will bring the

broken heart. “ For if we would judge ourselves, we should not

be judged.” This word judge is the same as discern in the 29th

verse. To discern the body, is to discern ourselves, and our

own need of the body. And this would save us from God’s dis-

cerning us, or judging us, with sore chastisement. But if this

is not the case, and we eat and drink unworthily, then, “being

judged, we are chastened by the Lord, that we may not be

damnr.d with the world.” Here, at last, in the 32d verse, the

awful word so unfortunately applied to the unworthy communi-

cant in the 29th verse, is actually applied to the world, and to

Christians who forsake the communion altogether. To partake

unworthily is to receive a searching judgment from the Lord,

with severe chastisement. But to abstain wholly is to be con-

formed to the world, and to be exposed to eternal damnation.

It is more sinful and more dangerous, therefore, to withdraw

from the communion altogether, than to eat and drink unworthi-

ly. For there is a safeguard in the very judgments which we
invite, while we abide in the Father’s house. We are unworthy

and rebellious children, but we are not beyond the reach of a

searching and sorrowful discipline. There is still hope that

these chastisements will lead us to repentance, and to a discern-

ment both of the body, and of our distressing need of its expia-

tion. But “ with the world” there is no hope. All is lost when

the place is deliberately taken outside of the fold, with the

reprobate. There is no longer a prayer for the restraining hand

of God. Afflictions are no more sanctified, to restore the day

of salvation.

If this exposition of the text be correct, these words should

never be used in “ fencing the tables.” If a Christian is obliged

* Jluch confusion is caused by the gloss from v. 27. Unworthily. It is omitted in

all the best MSS.

t The gloss ‘
‘ of the Lord, ” must also be omitted. The use of the participle clause

with the negative, to express an alternative, is very frequent: “In due season we shall

reap unless ice faint.
'’

Gal. vi. 9.
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to raise the question, Shall I partake? his thoughts ought to be

withdrawn completely from examination of his own feelings.

This is a question of positive immoralities. There must be some

flagrant sins, such as those named in the eighteenth of Matthew
or in First Corinthians, fifth chapter, eleventh verse and follow-

ing, to place a Christian out in the world. And the grounds for

self-exclusion ought to be precisely the same as those of

church-discipline. We should never withdraw from the com-

munion, unless we are in the secret practice of sins which would

incur church-censure if publicly known. And such a case is not

contemplated in this passage at all. It is never to be used,

therefore, as a bar to the communion.

But its true design is to promote a searching and devout prep-

aration of heart in those who on other grounds decide that the

sacrament is their duty and their privilege. They are to par-

take worthily or unworthily. If unworthily, they may look for

chastisement to keep them from a more fearful doom. But they

may prepare themselves to come worthily, by judging them-

selves, and appropriating the Body in faith and love. This

preparation is a spiritual exercise wholly different from that

severe introspection to which many subject their own feelings.

The only feeling that is essential, is to feel the need of Christ.

The most worthy often feel the most unworthy.

Art. XI.—NOTES ON CURRENT TOPICS.

Importations of European Ministers.

Some discussion has arisen in the religious journals as to the causes

of the recent transfer of several preachers from Britain and Canada to

leading pulpits in this country. First in time, and most conspicuous

thus far before the public, among these, Dr. John Plall has deemed it

worth his while to give to the public his solution of this phenomenon

in one of our weekly journals. So far as he explains it by the attrac-

tions of novelty, the enchanting effect of distance, and especially the

intrinsic qualities of the preachers so transferred, his solution is just. But

so far as he supposes any inferiority in the thoroughness of ministerial

training, or presbyterial supervision of candidates in this country, as

the explanation, we dissent. We'know too many facts which positively

disprove it, most of which are of a kind not to be specified here. In
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answer to the question then, why our churches seek pastors from

abroad, while we have so many without charge at home, we say, that

the extent of this movement is very limited, and has been greatly exag-

gerated in the popular apprehension by the conspicuity of the pulpits

thus supplied, and the eminence of the foreign ministers thus brought

into them. Thus far, if we are rightly advised, the number of cases

does not exceed half-a-dozen, and these scattered through at least three

denominations which include some seven thousand ministers and as

many churches. Surely this is not enough to indicate any great, extra-

ordinary movement or tendency of the times. And it is very certain

that, aside of any supply from abroad, these churches would never have

supplied themselves from our unemployed ministers at home. They
would have laid hands on those already in the noon-tide of success in

other important fields. The case is simply analogous to the occasional

transfer in all the spheres of human activity of men from one country'

to another, and especially from old countries in which high pursuits are

overcrowded, to those which are comparatively' new and undeveloped.

This occurs oftener even among journalists, educators, lawyers, phy-

sicians, inquirers, architects, merchants, manufacturers, than in the

ministry. As to agriculturalists and laborers, skilled and unskilled, to say

nothing of the “dangerous classes,” is not immigration hither still at its

flood-tide? And with this immense influx from Europe, shall no salt be

sent to purify it ? If Ireland sends its millions to romanize us, shall it

grudge her Hamilton, Hall and McCosh to strengthen our evangelical

Christianity ? If Germany sends her swarms who strive to break down our

Sabbaths, may we not receive with them an occasional Schaff or Lieber

to defend these and other bulwarks of our Protestant Christianity ?

It is still further to be observed, that in nearly every case, the minis-

ters called to this country' have first risen to foremost places in their

own, and have been sought for here, after the fullest trial and proof of

their gifts. Enough has occurred already to prove that, if congrega-

gations call ministers from abroad simply because they are foreigners*

without more decisive proof of their gifts, it will be as if they thought

it enough to obtain a pastor from some particular state or theological

seminary of our own country. Acting in their haste, they will repent at

their leisure.

Moreover, there is a positive advantage in the intermingling, to a

certain extent, of ministers of diverse countries and nationalities, analo-

gous to that which arises from the commingling of those from different

sections of our own country. It not only evinces the catholicity' of the

church, but realizes and promotes it, by rendering all its members and

branches mutually' helpful to each other. They thus see in others some
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excellencies of which they are themselves destitute. By contact and

comparison they discover' in themselves defects and their remedies, to

which they would always have been blind had they remained shut up

to the sight and use of mere provincial ways and grooves. Indeed, this

is one potent method of rescuing different sections of the church from

such narrow and angular provincialisms of doctrine and practice to a

genuine catholicity, as distinguished from Broad-churchism. In this

way North and South, East and West, and the Interior, are constantly

teaching and learning from each other. This applies especially to

modes of preaching and conducting public worship and private pastoral

work.

It is particularly in respect to the manner of preaching that the

recent introduction of the few British clergymen among us, which has

excited so much comment, deserves consideration. We think that our

young country has long been no wise inferior to Britain in the eminence

of her theologians, and in her ample provisions and appliances for

ministerial training. We think, moreover, that the American working

clergy, in their theological attainments, their pulpit power, and their

ministerial efficiency, will, on the average, compare favorably with any

ministry on the globe. In the substance and solidity of their sermons,

they, as a class, hold no secondary rank.

There are, nevertheless, in the prevailing type of preaching in

Britain, outside of the Anglican Church, characteristics which might be

more largely infused into most of our American preaching with advan-

tage, and which are finely embodied and exemplified in the few repre-

sentative preachers they have sent to us. These are, i. Scriptural-

ness not merely in abstract doctrine, but in the whole frame-work and

structure of their discourses, and in their applications to living matters
;

2. Simplicity, without dullness or dryness, but with ever-sparkling fresh-

ness; 3. A strongly oratorical character, which, whether with or with-

out a manuscript, speaks with warmth and earnestness not merely in

presence of, but to their hearers
;
and this (4) with what Dr. Chalmers

calls “blood-earnestness.’’ Herein we think their style of preaching

will be of real benefit to our own ministers, who, with all their merits,

will be none the wrorse for unlearning any provincialisms or idiosyn-

cracies of a contrary sort. Herein do we find the chief secret of those

attractions which induced the congregations over which they preside to

procure them as their pastors.

Pause in the Progress of Presbyterian Union.

It is quite plain that the measures initiated by our last Assembly,

looking towards organic union with other Presbyterian bodies, can come
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to no immediate or early consummation. The way is open indeed for

a cordial welcome of the Reformed Church, as soon as it sees its way

clear to a fusion with us. We know that this feeling is largely recipro-

cated among our Reformed brethren. How far the traditions, insti-

tutions and property trusts, or other difficulties, whether substantial or

technical, may interfere with or delay this consummation, they under-

stand best.

As the Cumberland Presbyterians can not unite with us, unless we
modify or expunge some of the more Calvinistic articles of our Confes-

sion of Faith, such union on such conditions is out of the question.

It is hardly necessary to speak of the result of the overtures to the

Southern Presbyterian Church, or the reasons of it. It has become so

plain, not only that no union is feasible while the feeling, which now pre-

vails, continues, but that the very agitation of the subject only serves to

intensify it, that we think the interests of truth and charity best sub-

served by a “ great silence,” till time heals some of the wounds thus

exacerbated. No good can come at present from any extended reply

to the accusations against our Church, or from crimination and recrim-

ination. That which ought to satisfy, and in the end we believe will

satisfy, just at present would only exasperate.

We are, however, none the less glad that our last Assembly took the

precise course it did. It was simply declaratory not legislative. It

declared what had already been made true by previous action incor-

porated in the covenants of reunion, so far as relates to any action

taken by either branch of the reunited Church touching our Southern

brethren, viz., that all such action is null and void. So far as any

votes of those Assemblies imposed unconstitutional or anti-scriptural

tests of Christian character or conditions of admission to our commu-

nion, they were null of themselves, and have been treated as void. But,

nevertheless, we are glad to see their nullity expressly declared. As

to resolutions merely expressive of the sentiments of any meeting,

ecclesiastical or otherwise, so long as they enjoin no action, and are

not regularly made a part of the constitution, they bind nobody, have

no authority, and no weight or significance whatever, except as the ex-

pressed opinions of the persons voting for them. They bind no subse-

quent assemblies, no smaller ecclesiastical bodies, no individuals.

The action taken by the last Assembly in the premises goes to the fur-

thest allowable limit in respect to the past action of Old and New School

Assemblies in the premises. Certainly any process of reviewing, cen-

suring, criticising the acts of either or both cf those Assemblies by the

United Church, would be alike unwarranted, impracticable, and divi-

sive. Not only so, if such procedure is insisted on from us, it will cer-
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tainly be demanded by us from the Southern Church as a condition

precedent to reunion. No reunion is possible which does not let by-

gones be by-gones.

As to any compact about refraining from political deliverances in the

future, such as our Southern brethren have been urging as a sine qua

non, it will be in time to discuss it, if they will formulate in definite

phrase by which they are willing to abide in all exigencies, what they

require to be adopted. We greatly mistake if they do not find difficul-

ties in the attempt, when seriously made, which will cool their ardor.

Let them try to frame such a covenant against the political action they

deprecate, as would not fetter the Assembly in carrying out the un-

questionable requirements of Scripture and our Standards in regard to

our duties to civil government, and to the cause of humanity, morals and

religion as those are in manifold ways bound up with civil government,

and we suspect the undertaking will be found somewhat formidable. To
say nothing of the immense mass of legislation demanded in repression

of vice, as intemperance, licentiousness, profane swearing and Sabbath

breaking, in support of the sanctity of the oath, marriage, the family,

the secure ownership of Church property, the use of the Bible in com-

mon schools; what if the Papists should realize their dream, their

avowed purpose, of obtaining control of our Government, and then

should propose to use their power as they ever have used political power,

in repressing and persecuting the various forms of Protestant Chris-

tianity? Must we bind ourselves to be forever dumb, as a Church,

about such politics ? We could not and ought not to disable ourselves

and our successors from proper action in such cases if we would. We
would not if we could. Any power for right action may by abuse be-

come a power for wrong action. In the hands of imperfectly sanctified

men of course it may be abused. Churches are not always infallible.

We must incur the risk of occasional mistaken action in the best "body

of Christians the earth contains—certainly in ourselves. We can only

be sure that, if they hold fast the Head, and the great essentials of his

truth, they will be preserved from fatal error and apostacy. We may
hope as well as pray that they may grow up more and more into Him,

who is the Head in all things, even Christ who promises to be with his

Church even unto the end of the world, and that the gates of hell shall

not prevail against it. We cannot “ despise the Church of God ” of

which this is true, except at our peril, or without suffering loss. On the

other hand, vain and worse than vain are all attempts organically to

unite those bodies whose mutual. confidence does not lift them up to

this estimate of one another, and bring them, in all lowliness and meek-

ness, with long suffering, to forbear one another in love, as they endeavor
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to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. Meanwhile, where-

unto we have attained, let us walk by the same rule and mind the same
thing.

Negotiations with the United Presbyterian Church some time since,

-developed the impossibility of any immediate organic union with them.

Infant Baptism and Church-Membership.
The article on this subject, in this number, will, we are quite sure,

.•command attention. We had engaged an additional article, from a

high source, advocating the only view of church-membership recognized

among us which differs at all from this. We regret that ill health has

prevented the preparation of it, as we had desired to have our readers

see at once the full strength of the argument on the different sides, so

far as there are any different sides of this important subject. We aTe

quite clear, however, that the main positions taken by Mr. White are

in accord with our standards, when their meaning is fairly elicited by a

comparison of their various parts, and that these in turn are in accord

with the Scriptures.

We deem the doctrinal aspect of the subject important because of

its practical bearings upon Christian nurture and training. In our

view God’s covenant to be a God to our children, and the consequent

annexation of the sacramental seal of his covenanted grace, puts them

within the pale of the visible, or presumptive people of God—to whose

very position, therefore, it belongs to think and feel, and live and act

as the children of God, in all the ways appropriate to their years.

They are to be dealt with as those who are not outsiders to the church,

who may not consistently cast their lot with and live like heathens and

publicans, until they undergo a conscious, inward transformation, of which

they can give a clear account. “They are to be taught to pray, to abhor

sin, to please God, and to obey the Lord Jesus Christ,” (Directory for

Worship ,
chap. IX), and that any other course is just as recreant to

their covenanted privileges and obligations, and place in the Church,

as in older persons who have come to the Lord’s Table making a formal

profession of religion. Further, agreeably to our Directory just quoted,

they are to be taught and trained to have in view the coming to their

first communion in the due exercise of faith and repentance, as soon as

they reach the period of knowledge and discretion, when they can

properly understand the meaning of the act, and take upon themselves

its obligations.

It is our full belief that Christian nurture and training conducted on

.these principles, would result in saving very many children of the cov-

enant who are now, under a different theory, made to feel that their

place and their sympathies are rather “in the seat of scorners” than in
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“the congregation of the righteous,'’ and that a correspondent manner

of living befits this position till at some future time they suffer some

shock and commotion of soul consciously ab extra issuing in conversion.

We fear that the effect of placing them virtually in such a conscious

attitude is to make multitudes of them more and more aliens from the

commonwealth of Israel and strangers to the covenants of promise,

without hope and without God in the world
;
and that great numbers

thus cast upon the dark mountains of sin, are left to wander and stumble

to perdition.

On the other hand we believe that bringing them up in the nurture

and admonition of the Lord, in accordance with the doctrine and

method of our standards, would be so attended with the presence and

inworking of the Holy Spirit, that the manifestations of his sanctifying

influence would grow with their growth, and strengthen with their

strength; that we should witness multiplying and delightful instances of

those sanctified from infancy, yea, even from the womb
;
that Christian

piety would be more ripe, mellow, and symmetrical
;
that, inwrought

into all the springs and habitudes of action through the formative

period of life, it would develop into a robust and beautiful' prime, mak-

ing the hoary head a crown of glory
;
that thus the church, by a normal

development, would prolong and enlarge itself more by internal evo-

lution than external aggregation. It is not indeed to be expected that

children will cease to be children, or that “young Christians” will be

wholly free from the follies of youth, any more than older Christians

will be without spot or wrinkle, this side heaven. Nay, many chil-

dren of the covenant, like many older professors, may prove Christians

only in name. “All are not Israel that are of Israel.” It may, like any

other system, be perverted to formalism. With all due allowance for

this, we believe that the true conception of infant baptism and church-

membership, duly carried out in Christian nurture, would prove an in-

estimable gain to the cause of religion in the family, the church and

society. It is more nearly realized in the Presbyterianism of Scot-

land than in this country. In our opinion it has much to do with the

hold which this glorious type of Christianity obtains and retains on all

classes of the Scotch people, high and low, rich and poor, from gene-

ration to generation. Many of their churches, under zealous, evan-

gelical pastors, have an almost constant revival, in the continual acces-

sion, with devout preparation and intelligent faith, of their baptized

children to the Lord's Table.

The ground of infant baptism assigned by Mr. White is largely given

in the Reformed theology and symbols, from which our own are largely
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derived. Thus the first Helvetic Confession gives as a reason for the

baptism of infants, that decorum electionepic estprcesumcndum.

Vitringa says :
“ When God hath begun to manifest his grace to the

parents, or either of them, we may not presume otherwise than that he

will confer the like grace upon their infants, so long as the contrary does

not appear : Non licet aliter prcesurnerc quam illam leandem gratiam

preestiturum infantibus ,
quamdiu nobis non liquet contrarium For

more passages to the same effect from De Moor, Markius, Witsius, etc.,

see the little volume issued by our Board, entitled Children of the Church

and Sealing Ordinances, pp. ioi ct. seq. Dr. Watts says : “In my
opinion, so far as they (infants) are in any way members of the visible

church, it is upon supposition of their being (with their parents) mem-
bers of the invisible church of God.” “ Supposition ” here is equivalent

to “ presumption,” in the sense above.

Art. XII.—CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.
T HEOLOC.Y.

The Works of Aurelius Augustine, Bishop of Hippo. A new translation,

edited by the Rev. Marcus Dods, M. A. Vol. VII. On the Trinity, trans-

lated by the Rev. A. W. Haddan. Vol. VIII. The Sermon on the Mount,

translated by Rev. W. Findlay ; and the Harmony of the Evangelists,

translated by Rev. S. D. F. Salmond. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark. New
York: Scribner, Welford & Co. Augustine’s work on the Trinity, like all

his larger treatises, is laid out on a comprehensive plan, which was not in all

respects fully carried out, because incomplete copies of the unfinished

manuscript got into circulation, and he brought it to a close sooner than he

had intended. But it was the product of his mature years, having been

published perhaps about 420, when he was over sixty years of age. It cer-

tainly contains some of the largest and most fertile speculations about the

divine nature and the relation of the “ persons” to the nature which are to

be found in Christian antiquity. It is not a controversial, but rather, in the

fullest sense, a theological treatise; and it is still worthy of careful study.

Its great merits and influence in respect to the dogmatic shaping of the

doctrine of the Trinity in the Western Church are hardly adequately recog-

nized in the brief introduction of the careful scholar, Rev. A. W. Haddan,

(lately deceased) to whom we are indebted for this faithful and excellent

translation.

It is a somewhat singular fact that a bishop in Augustine’s position

should write such a treatise, spending years on it, and have nothing to say

about Athanasius, or even the Nicene or Constantinopolitan creeds
;

never

refer to any other Greek authors, nor in fact to any one with the exception

of Hilary of Poictices; and that he should throughout define and defend his
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doctrine, not on the ground of traditions at all, but on Scriptural and meta-

physical grounds. He writes independently, in fact he is seeking for the

rationale of the Godhead.

The general scheme of the treatise is as follows : In the entire books, the

eternity and equality of the Trinity is demonstrated from the Scriptures,

against objectors, and especially against those who said that because the

Father sends the Son and the Spirit, therefore these are not equal to the

Father. (Some of Augustine’s scriptural proofs and interpretations will not

bear the test of criticism
;
he uses chiefly a Latin text, often imperfect, and he

was not acquainted with Hebrew.
)

Then he enters into a profound disqui-

sition upon begetting and being begotten, which he says do not at all refer

to the substance, but to the relation of the Godhead. God “ is a Trinity,

and not threefold." Power, wisdom, in fact all the divine attributes are

absolutely one in God, not divided. “ Whatever is spoken .of God according

to substance, is spoken of each person severally, and together of the Trinity

itself.” The formula is, “ one essence in God, and three persons
;

in Greek,

hypostases.” When, however, we say three persons, “it is not that it might

be spoken, but that it might not be left unspoken.” p. 156.

After thus laying the foundation by the scriptural proof, the refutation of

objections, and the explanation of terms, the last and the most remarkable

part of the treatise (about half of the volume) is devoted to analogies, illus-

trations, and corroborating evidence, derived from the soul, considered as the

image of God, and its various operations. Our knowledge of God may be

derived from love, (the lover, the object of love, and the love itself uniting

them) also; (Bk. ix) there is a triad in the mind: the knowledge by which the

mind knows itself, the love wherewith it loves both itself and its own knowl-

edge—these three being mutually equal and of one essence. In Bk. x. it is

shown that there is a trinity in the mind of man—in memory, understanding,

and will. Traces of the trinity are also to be found (Bk. xi.
)
in the outer

man, the bodily sight and its objects. There is a still higher ti'inity indicated

(Bks. xii, xiii, xiv.
)

in the highest wisdom and knowlege, in Christian faith

and love, when man is renewed in wisdom and knowledge, and the image of

God is fully reinstated. The last book sums up the whole, and also

shows that the trinity, in whose perfect vision stands our endless life, can be

seen by us here only as in a glass and an enigma, so long as it is seen only

through that image of God, which we ourselves are.

Some of these illustrations are fanciful
; none of them reach to the point

of an a priori demonstration; but they are usually handled by Augustine in

the way of suggestion and confirmation, rather than as a metaphysical

demonstration of the great mystery.

Augustine’s definition of the doctrine of the Trinity, especially on the rela-

tion of the One to the Three, shaped the terminology of the Western Church.

He selects two Latin terms, essentia and persona and uses them to make his

definition. He sees clearly the ambiquity of the Greek word hypostasis, and
tries to avoid it. (See pp. 155-6, 193, 381-2.) He discountenances the use

of “substance ” as ambiguous, since it corresponds with the ambiguous hyP>o-
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stasis of the Greeks. All those predicates which belong to God absolutely

(p. 156) belong to the essence, and “ are spoken of the Trinity in the singular

and not in the plural.” As to the use of the word person in answering the ques-

tion “what three?” he says that “human language labors under great

paucity of speech,” and that we say “ Three Persons,” through the needs of

speech, not because the word is adequate, but because it is the least inade-

quate. This also is Calvin’s position. So cautious are these great theologians.

The terminology of the so-called Athanasian Creed is in fact much more

Augustinian than Athanasius
;

for Athanasius and the Nicene fathers had

not got beyond putting the unity of God in the Father, and not in the com-

mon essence. But A,ugustine has passages which have almost the very ring

and rhythm of the Athanasian formula. For example (p. 15}: “ For as the

Father is God, and the Son is God, and the Holy Spirit is God (which no one

doubts to be said in respect to substance) yet we do not say that the Supreme

Trinity itself is three Gods, but one God. So the Father is 'great, the Son

great, and the Holy Spirit great
;
yet not three greats, but one great.” “And

the Father is good, the Son good, and the Holy Spirit good
;
yet not three

goods, but one good, of whom it is said, ‘ None is good but one, that is

God.’ ”

In this new translation, we hope that the works of Augustine may be stu-

died, especially by those who only know enough of them to stigmatize them.

There is about them a comprehension and insight which stimulate even

where they do not convince. Unexpected vistas of truth open before us as

we pass along. We are in communion with one of the noblest minds of the

Christian Church.

A Comparative View of the Doctrines and Confessions of the Various

Communities of Christendom. With illustrations from their original stand-

ards. By Dr. G. B. Winer, Professor in Leipsig. Edited with an introduc-

tion by Rev. Wm. B. Pope. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark. New York:

Scribner, Welford & Co. (Vcl. XXXV. of Clark’s Foreign Theological

Library. )
It is rather remarkable that Dr. Winer’s very valuable and author-

itative work on the symbols of Christendom should not have been long ago

put into English. A translation has been made, we believe, in this country,

but it has not been published. Dr. Winer gives some account of the chief

doctrinal standards of Christendom
;
a carefully prepared summary of the

points of agreement and of difference ;
and pertinent extracts from the creeds

approved in the various communions, the latter in the words of the original,

Greek and Latin. The present translation gives the English version of the

XXXIX Articles and of the Westminster Confession. It would have been

well to give the Greek also in a translation, together with the original. The

Rev. W. B. Pope, Prof, of Theology at Didsbury College, Manchester, fur-

nishes an elaborate introduction, exhibiting the importance and need of this

department of theological science
;
pointing out some of the differences be-

tween the English and the Continental types of doctrine ;
and adding brief

notices, which might have been profitably extended, upon the later polemical

works, chiefly those produced in Germany. The volume is defective in say-
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ing almost nothing of any English works on the subject, not even referring to

the English version of the Greek and other Eastern creeds and of the Lutheran

standards, nor mentioning such a common book as Hill’s Harmony of the

Confessions.

It is not too much to say, that this book ought to be in the hands of all our

theological students, to say nothing of ministers. It shows very distinctly

just what the differences are, which are so apt to be exaggerated for partisan

purposes. It serves to illustrate the essential unity in the faith of the various

Protestant churches, especially as contrasted with the Roman Catholic system

of faith. And thus it may help to prepare the way for greater unity among
those who hold to the fundamental articles of our common Christian belief.

Cyclopcedia of Biblical, Theological and Ecclesiastical Literature. By
Rev. J. McClintock, D.D., and James Strong, S. T. D. Vol. V.—K. L.

Me. New York : Harper & Brothers. We have repeatedly expressed our

opinion of the value and usefulness of this Cyclopaedia, which is continued

on the same general plan as heretofore. Selections are made from the best

articles in similar works, with additions by the editors and contributors.

Professor Schem and Wornum do the most of the work, excepting in the

Biblical department, supervised by Dr. Strong, and making large use of

Smith’s dictionary. The editors are aided on special topics in this volume by

Presidents Woolsev and Porter, Drs. D. R. Goodwin, E. H. Gillett, T. W.
Chambers, and many others. Dr. Woolsey, for example, contributes a valu-

able paper on marriage. Special attention is given to the literature of each

subject. The biographical part is full, reaching down to modern names.

The work is brought out in solid style, well illustrated, and furnished at a

moderate rate.

Christian Missions to Wrong Places, among Wrong Races, and in Wrotn

{

Hands. By A. C. Geekie, D.D., Minister of St. Stephens Presbyterian

Church, Bathurst, New South Wales. Sydney: John L. Sherriff. London:

James Nisbet & Co. 1871.

This book, written and published in the ends of the earth, on one of the far-

thest outposts of Christendom, has already found its way to the very centres

of Protestant and evangelical life. It is commanding respectful attention, but

not unqualified endorsement. This appears in the well-considered, but not

undiscriminating notices of it which we find in such journals as the Scotsman,

and the British and Foreign Evangelical Review. Although it contains

some statements and views such as have heretofore been put forth chiefly by

enemies of missions inspired by enmity to vital Christianity itself, yet it must

by no means be confounded with these. It is the work of an earnest, able

and honored Presbyterian pastor, who has recently received the honor of being

made Moderator of the General Assembly of his Church, and is a devoted

friend of evangelical piety, and promoter of Christian missions. If he arrays

facts and reasonings in respect to the comparative fruiflessness of much of our

past missionary enterprises, which have hitherto been hurled at missions by

their enemies to compass their destruction, he does so with a different animus,

48
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and for a contrary end. Believing/rcr est ab hoste doceri, and that “faithful

are the wounds ofa friend,” he uses these facts in criticising some features,

in the conduct of missions, not for their destruction, but for their correction

of past errors and vastly increased future efficiency. Such is unquestionably

the author’s aim, whatever may be thought of his success in realizing it. In

executing his design he is bold and dauntless, and wields a vigorous and tren-

chant pen, which here and there runs full far in the vain of satire, and even

to the verge of caricature—especially when depicting the personnel of those

who superintend and conduct the missionary work. We are confident that

an occasional page of this kind will repel rather than attract those who never-

theless ought to note and weigh the solid and substantial facts and reasonings

with which the book is freighted. What are these ?

1. It is mostly taken up with a survey of the countries and peoples on which

missionary effort has been most largely expended, and its most signal and ap-

parent successes achieved. He gives a succinct history of the successive Prot-

estant missions among the American Indians; on the malarious slave-coast

of Africa and the hopeless wilds of Terra Del Fuego; among the New Hol-

landers, the New Zealanders, the New Hebrides, the Feejees, Samana and

the Hervey Islands, Tahiti and the Friendly Islands, the Sandwich and Mar-

quesas Islands. This occupies nine of the thirteen chapters of the volume.

The common characteristics of these missions, over and above the deadly

climates in some of them which have swept away whole bands of missionaries

before they could master the language, and nearly or wholly extirpated some

missions, he claims to be, that they are almost without exception among out-

lying or insulated races, tribes, or fragments of peoples, which are not central

in situation, expansive in association, pervasive in influence, or likely, il

christianized, to leaven the great masses of humanity with their influences.

Not only so; but he contends, by manifold arguments, includingwell-arrayed

statistics, that they are mostly effete and decaying peoples who from various

causes are rapidly tending towards extinction, a tendency which not even the

power of Christianity, embraced as the national religion, has been able to

arrest—of which the Sandwich Islands, the scene of the most complete con-

quests of modern Protestant missions, and lately infested with leprosy to has-

ten the dying out of its remnants of population, affords the crowning melan-

choly example. To the smallness, the comparative insulation, the feebleness,

the transient life of the peoples thus far so largely very conspicuous theatres of

missionary effort and success, Dr. Geekie attributes the limited progress thus

far made by Protestant missions in evangelizing the world. Without giv-

ing our assent to his estimate of the case, we nevertheless think he furnishes

much matter in this great inductive survey for the careful consideration of

those whose office it is to select the seats of future missions, or determine the

sphere of labor for future missionaries.

2 . The great conclusions that the author derives from these premises are, not

that these missions among weak and decaying peoples should be abandoned,

but that a less proportion of the total available missionary force should be de-

voted to them
;
that missionary effort should be concentrated more upon the
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great centres of population and influence, the meeting places of men whence

radiations go out through multitudes of the race
;
that they should be chiefly

among great, living, growing, enduring nations, which embosom in them-

selves the future of mankind; that the highest wisdom and most gifted men
in the Church should be enlisted in the oversight, the conduct, and the actual

work of missions (in which he unduly disparages the pres.ent and the past

agents of the church in this service)
;
that missions in all countries should be

less scattered in feeble groups, and more concentrated in strong, efficient, mu-
tually supporting bands

;
and finally, that the various Protestant bodies

should combine, not in obliterating distinctive tenets, but in each occupying

such fields, that they will escape all collision and ensure virtual co-operation,

while all become helpful, not obstructive to each other,—a process which we

are happy to believe is constantly going forward.

This plan of procedure he holds to be in accordance with the methods of

apostolic evangelization, which “beginning at Jerusalem,” in the centre of

the great and cultured and powerful nations of the earth, first propagated

itself among these, and through their great centres of population, seats of

culture, marts of commerce and influence, thence spreading like leaven

through the adjacent populations, and onward from the more civilized to the

more barbarous nations, the Britons and the Northmen.

We have given an outline of our author’s great positions in his criticism of

the methods of modern missions. While it is itself amenable to criticism

at various points, it nevertheless contains much that is suggestive and worthy

of the careful attention of all who have any part in shaping the future of

missions.

Christianity the Science ofManhood, a Book for Questioners. By Minot
Judson Savage. Boston: Noyes, Holmes & Co.- For typography and

paper few books are finer and more creditable to their publishers than this.

These, however, are of small moment in comparison with its matter and prin-

ciples. The author’s method is direct and simple. He makes four harjjm-

nious factors in human nature—“the physical, intellectual, affectional, and
religious,”

—“ body, mind, heart, spirit.” Of these the last is that which is

distinctive and crowning. Due provision for this then is the great need of

man. In search of this the author first argues that Christianity, by rightly ad-

justing the elements of our nature, gives or constitutes the truest manhood,
and then proceeds to show that other systems and theories are wholly inade-

quate to this result. He thus displays the hollowness of the other great

systems of religion or philosophy, which have held place among large bodies

of men. By brief, but, for the most part, decisive strokes, he in a few pages
exposes the utter impotence of Confucianism, Brahmanism, Buddhism,
Zoroastrianism, the ancient classic mythologies, Mohammedanism, Panthe-
ism, and Positivism.

After all, however, the great question is, what is Christianity in the author’s

representation of it, and how does it avail to produce perfect manhood ? He
says : “Here then, in presenting the person of Christ as the manifestation of

God to the love of man, is the distinguishing feature of Christianity.’’ “Just
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herein is the peculiarity of Christianity, and here is its fitness for universality.

Any being who can love has access to all the needed knowledge ofGod. The
Christ, as the manifestation of God to the world, offers to the love of man, in

his own person, all that is fairest, noblest, highest, best” pp. 102-4.

This idea is wrought out in a way which utterly ignores the sacrificial and

propitiatory nature of the death, the atoning work and justifying righteous-

ness of the Lord Jesus, and the regenerating and sanctifying work of the

Holy Spirit. It is simply the love of God incarnated in Christ, but not that

great exhibition of it made in his dying the just for the unjust, that, in our

author’s view, will excite a responsive love, and thus lift to its ideal perfection

universal humanity. This leaves out of sight that apostacy and corruption of

universal humanity, which have remained proof against all manifestations of

divine love dissevered from the atoning blood of Christ and supernatural re-

generation by his Spirit. This, this alone, is the wisdom of God and the

power of God unto salvation. As to any Christianity without this, it is emas-

culated—only the name without the thing is left.

Agreeably to this we might expect to find the author’s views as to the

kind of evidence or tests whether and what Christianity is. He makes light

of current apologetics. Historical facts and miracles, he maintains, weigh

little with doubters. As to internal evidence, the text of Scripture cannot be

successfully defended against sceptical assaults. They cannot be convinced

of its plenary inspiration. Flaws in the language and matter of the canon are

too abundant and conspicuous to encourage the hope of success in efforts of

this kind. What then remains to us of Christianity or its supports after these

defences are undermined?

“ The simple fact, that the central principle of the Bible holds the key to the perfection of humanity,

is absolute proof that they belong together, and that their controlling ideas are identical ; if one come

from God, so must the other have come.

And not only is this proof independent of Biblical criticism ; it has other advantages not less val-

uable.” p. 156.

An easy device for enabling ever}' man to shape Christianity to suit himself,

and for evaporating into thin air all objective tests and standards of Christian

truth.

Thoughts on the Decalogue. By Howard Crosby. Presbyterian Board

of Publication.

In this little volume Dr. Crosby unfolds the doctrinal and practical sense of

the Decalogue with that force and vividness which are so apt to characterize

his productions. Without any startling novelties, his exposition is still fresh

. and original, and is likely to secure and charm, while it instructs many readers.

Some might prefer to modify the analysis given of “visiting the iniquities of

the fathers upon the children ” in the second commandment. But before he

concludes the discussion he collects the essential elements of catholic truth in

his presentation of it.

While the author is full upon the first table, and the last command of the

second, devoting to each what might have originally made a complete sermon,

he treats of the sixth to the ninth inclusive in a single chapter or discourse.
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We regret this brevity on this important range of personal and relative duties.

No subjects need more thorough ventilation than the duties of men with re-

spect to their own Or others life, health, chastity, property, reputation. There

is no finer field for casuistry in regard to what are now vexed questions of

practical duty, than in some departments of present practice on these sub-

jects. We know of nothing in regard to which light is more urgently needed.

Dr. Crosby withal has evinced special aptitudes in this direction in the tract

on Marriage, whose salient passages are now receiving so wide a circulation

through the press. Few have proved themselves more competent to deal

with popular fallacies and foibles on this subject.

The Religious and the Secular Culture. An Address before the Alumni

of Hatnpden Sydney College
,

Virginia. Delivered i2thofJune, 1873. By
Hon. Roger A. Pryor, of New York. .

It is not often that lawyers and statesmen rise to such themes, or if they do

treat them adequately on occasions like this. General Pryor has not only

Chosen the topic indicated, but has discoursed upon it with power. He has

vindicated the religious element in education, and the claims of man’s higher

being, his rational, moral, spiritual and immortal nature, to appropriate cul-

ture in all sound education, against Darwinians, materialists, atheists, infidels

and skeptics of every sort. In doing so he goes to the heart of his subject,

and sustains throughout an .uncommon elevation and glow of thought and ex-

pression, which we are glad to find made a profound impression on his hearers

and led them earnestly to desire its publication.

The Family Idea of the Church. By the Rev. J. A. Quarles, Lexing-

ton, Mo. This pamphlet is a reprint of an article in the last number of the

Southern Presbyterian Review. Its cardinal idea appears in its title. The

covenants of salvation, the blessings of the gospel, the very constitution and

privileges of the Church, are in the line of families, and but for unfaithfulness

would always descend from parents to children. After quoting the scriptural

covenants which connect believers with their offspring, in the matter of spirit-

ual blessings, he says

:

“Upon these declarations we reaffirm that that all the inestimable privileges of citizenship rightfully

belong to every member of the godly household.

They are theirs of right; are they theirs in actual possession ? This is quite another question. My
father may leave me an inheritance of wealth, but I may refuse or neglect to claim it. If we mistake

not, this isjust what a vast number of God’s people are constantly doing. Fathers and mothers are

enjoying the privileges of citizenship, a justifying and sanctifying righteousness. The same belong to

their children as a promised blessing from the Master. These parents, however, either refuse to believe

it, or neglect to claim it for their children. They have no realization of the sanctity with which God

regards the family covenant. Their offspring are to them but as the issue of the uncircumcised Philis-

tines. They seem to think that justification and regeneration are impossible in infancy ;
that their

little ones must be suffered to grow up with God’s curse resting upon them, with unchecked depravity

within them, until, after some years of service to Satan, they shall be converted to the Lrrd. We be-

lieve nothing of the kind.

But, on the contrary, it is our faith, that if believing parents would precede the very conception and

birth of their children with a consecration of them to the Lord ; would, upon their introduction to the

world; solemnly renew that dedication, and, in faith, claim for them the bles .ings of the covenant, that

everyone of them would be legally justified and morally sanctified from its mother’s womb, and thus

never have an experience outside of the covenant ofgrace. We devoutly believe that the only reason
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this is not true in every case, is due to parental delinquency in failing to claim the divinely promised

spiritual birthright of the child.

This vs the Lord’s chosen way to perpetuate and extend his Church. It is a growth from within, like

the mustard seed. It inay, here and there, pick up one and another, according to the election of grace.

But the regular normal mode of increase is through the multiplication of Christian families, descending

from generation to generation in ever-growing ratio.”

While we think there is much precious but widely ignored or neglected

truth in this view, we can hardly go the length of attributing every case of

filial impiety and recreancy to Christian privilege, to any special unfaithful-

ness in the parent. All come short of their duty here as elsewhere, and am-

ple room is left for the sovereignty of grace, without breach of the promise

and command, 4 ‘ Train up a child in the way in which he should go and

when he is old, he will not depart from it.” As two parties to the divine

covenant with parents and children are at best imperfect men, and liable to

fail in faith to apprehend and appropriate the promise, as well as in fidelity in

keeping their part of it, so it may sometimes fail of being carried out, without

unfaithfulness on the part of God. The above maxim in regard to Christian

training is therefore realized, if such be its tendency, though not its absolutely

universal result. Just as “ the hand of the diligent maketh rich,” or “ the

borrower is servant of the lender,” express the general law and tendency, but

not the absolutely unvarying result of such conduct.

The most questionable doctrine of this pamphlet is that which puts the

children of pious parents on the same ground as to their right to Baptism and

the Lord’s Supper. Our standards make a clear distinction founded as we

think on Scripture. They confine the latter to those who have “come to

years of discretion, if they be free from scandal, appear sober and steady, and

to have sufficient knowledge to discern the Lord’s body,” Directoryfor Wor-

ship, IX.

This pamphlet, notwithstanding the too extreme and unqualified char-

acter of its main position, is among the signs, happily increasing, that the va-

rious branches of the evangelical Church are becoming aroused to the loss

they are suffering, from ignoring, forgetting or neglecting in practice the true

import of God’s covenants with his people and their children; the significance

and implications of Infant Baptism, the inside rather than the outside relations

of its subject, to the Church; and their normal relations to the grace of salva-

tion, through the due working out in family and Church life, of the scriptural

idea of bringing them up in the admonition of the Lord. Although Baptism

more prominently represents cleansing by regeneration, and the Lord’s Sup-

per by the sacrificial blood of Christ, yet we do not agree with our author

that the former exclusively represents Regeneration, and the latter justifica-

tion. Each includes in its emblematic and sacramental import the whole of

our salvation, our cleansing alike from sin and guilt, to whichsoever of these

it may specially refer.

Biblical Literature.

Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament. By C. F. Keil, D.D., and

F. Delitzsch, D.D. The books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther, by C. F.
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Keil. Translated from the German by Sophie Taylor. Edinburgh : T. &
T. Clark. New York: Scribner, Welford & Co. Dr. Kiel’s commentaries

are at once critical and conservative. He meets the rationalistic criticism

fairly on scientific and historical grounds, and successfully indicates the

authenticity and canonicity of the above books. He shows for example that

there is no reason to doubt that the book of Ezra has a single author. It con-

tains the account of “ three events of fundamental importance
:

(i) The re-

lease of the Jews and Israelites from the Babylonian captivity by Cyrus;

(2) The re-settlement in Judah and Jerusalem, with the rebuilding of the

temple
; (3) The ordering of the re-settled flock, according to the law of

Moses, by Ezra
;

” and those are necessary to an understanding of the rela-

tion of Israel to other nations.

As to the objection to the Book of Esther, that it does not contain the

name of God, the author replies (p. 317),
“ that this omission is not caused

by a lack of devoutness or reverence, the narrative itself presenting features

which lead to an opposite conclusion. In the answer which Mordecai sends

to Esther’s objection to appear before the king unbidden, “ If thou holdest

thy peace, there shall arise help and deliverance for the Jews from another

place,” is expressed the assured belief that God would not leave the Jews to

perish. To this must be added, both that the Jews express their deep sorrow

at the edict ol Hainan by fasting and lamentation, (iv. 1-3), and that Queen

Esther not only prepares for her difficult task of appearing before the king,

by fasting herself, but also begs to be assisted by the fasting of all the Jews

in Susa. (iv. 16.)

Now fasting was a penitential exercise, and the only form of common wor-

ship practised by Jews dwelling among Gentiles
;
and this penitential exercise

was always combined with prayer even among the heathen (comp. Jon. iii. 5 sq. ),

though • prayer and calling upon God might not be expressly mentioned.

Finally, the occasion of this conflict between Jews and Gentiles was a religious

one, viz., the refusal of adoration to a man from fear of transgressing the first

commandment. All these things considered, we may, with Stashelin, appro-

priate what Lutz, in his bib. Hermeneutik
, p. 386, says concerning the book: “A

careful survey will suffice to show that the religious principle predominates in

the book of Esther, and that there is a religious foundation to the view taken

of the occurrence. For it is represented as providential, as an occurrence in

which, although the name of God is never mentioned, a higher Power, a

Power on the side of Israel, prevails. Even in single features a closer in-

spection will plainly recognize a religious tone of feeling, while the whole

book is pervaded by religious, moral earnestness.” It is this religious found-

ation which has obtained and secured its position in the canon of the inspired

books of the Old Testament. The book is a memorial of the preservation of

the Jewish people during their subjection to a universal empire, by means of

a special and providential disposition of secular events, and forms in this

respect a supplement to the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, which relate to the

restoration of the Jewish community to the land of their fathers.”
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Philosophy.

Half-Hour Recreations in Popular Science. Dana Estes editor. Part 6

has been sent us, containing two very able and characteristic lectures by Dr.

W. B. Carpenter, the great Physiologist, on the Unconscious Action of

the Brain, and Epidemic Delusions. It is the aim of this serial to issue se-

lections and compilations from the more popular scientific writers of the day.

Those who are named are Tyndall, Proctor, Figuier, Mill, Spencer, Huxley,

Leckey, Darwin, and are a little ominous of a sceptical or materialistic tone

in the publication as a whole. However this may be, the present number is

the only one of which we have positive knowledge, and is but slightly obnox-

ious to such a criticism, unless his statement of “ mind being the function of

the brain” savors of materialism. But this disappears in the next sentence,

in which he says, “ I merely speak of the relation of the brain to the mind,

as the instrument through which the mind operates and expresses itself.”

p. 175. He elsewhere (p. 240) deplores the great spread of that intense ma-

terialism of our age tending to weaken, and in some instances, to destroy,

that healthful longing which we all have, I believe, in our innermost nature,

for a higher future existence, and which is, to my mind, one of the most im-

portant foundations of our belief in it.” He adds the expression of his belief,

that this has much to do with the unparalelled spread of table-tipping, spirit-

rappings, and other phenomena of miscalled spiritualism in this country.

We can well believe him here. On the whole, we judge him to be somewhat

vacillating in regard to materialism.

Dr. Carpenter’s two lectures have some admirable qualities. Without here

taking grounds as a materialist, he is nearly if not quite at the head of living

physiologists, and has of course given great attention to its psychological

aspects. Here he is brought into a certain degree of affinity or qualified sym-

pathy with the great materialistic scientists of the day, who have been led to

examine and report with most exhaustive scrutiny, the phenomena which in

any manner indicate the influence of the body over the operations of the mind.

And here, like all great errorists, it must be confessed that they have rendered

important incidental services to the truth. They have observed and reported,

and thus stimulated others to observe and report under crucial tests, a vast

array of important facts in this'region, which, without warranting their mate-

rialistic conclusions from them, nevertheless have furnished the basis for im-

portant and genuine scientific inductions, and especially for valuable practical

lessons as to the proper treatment of matters depending on the mutual impli-

cation of mental and bodily activities. This is notably true in regard to the

best treatment of various forms of insanity, certain stages and departments of

education, of mental and bodily hygiene, nay, of some perplexed ethical and

religious questions in the same general sphere. This advantage may be easily

gained by a right use of such works as those of Maudsley, Spencer, Bain,

Mill, Tyndall and Huxley. A like service has been rendered by the contrary

sort, the Idealists and Pantheists, who, renouncing the half truth, on which

Materialiats exclusively build, and founding exclusively on that which they re-

ject, have made it their specialty to detect and set forth the all pervading proofs
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of the presence and agency of mind in the material universe. In this way

Dr. Carpenter in that range of scientific inquiry to which he has been a de-

votee, has been at once helped by and helpful to the researches of those

materialists, who pervert into premises for error, what he frequently turns to

the account of truth.
*

Another merit which Dr. Carpenter has in common with Huxley, Tyndall,

Bain and others of this school, and which goes far to augment their popular

influence, is, if we may so speak, rhetorical. By this we mean a remarkable

clearness, logical consecutiveness, ease and felicity in thought and expression,

all enlivened by most interesting illustrative facts which at once seize and en-

chain the mind of hearer and reader. In this respect some of these writings

are a study for those who would counteract their influence.

The first Lecture of Dr. Carpenter, on the “Unconscious Action of the

Brain,” is (and no less the second), a fair illustration of all this. We could

easily, as we are strongly tempted to do, make extracts from them both which

would fascinate our readers. It is a remarkable grouping of cases, in which

the mind does involuntarily what it in vain has willed and consciously striven

to do, e.g. ,
recalled by an involuntary flash of memory when not thinking at

all of the subject, what it has vainly been torturing, scourging itself to remem-

ber—as of a bank manager who thus remembered what he had before strug-

gled in vain to recall, viz., where he had laid the master key to all the safes

and drawers in the bank. This involuntary mental action has a very striking

illustration in somnambulism, and accounts for some very brilliant and extra-

ordinary intellectual achievements. Without the bias imparted to Dr. Car-

penter by his physiological studies, we should quite as soon entitle these phe-

nomena, “ Involuntary Action of the Mind,” as “Unconscious Action of the

Brain.”

In the second lecture the author applies the principle he had thus elucidated

in the first to the solution of that very interesting and difficult subject, epi-

demic delusions. Abnormal mental exercises are propagated from one to

another, and from a few to the many, because the expectation, or fear, or

hope of having them, predisposes to them, and with this predisposition,

they come unbidden, involuntarily, as our author would say, unconsciously,

upon any exciting occasion. “ In one nunnery abroad, many years ago, one

of the youngest nuns began tp mew like a cat, and all the others after a time,

did the same. In another nunnery one began to bite, and the others were

all affected with the propensity to bite. In one of these instances the mania

was spreading like wildfire through Germany, extending from one nunnery

to another, and they were obliged to resort to some such severe measures as I

have mentioned. It was set down in some instances to demoniacal perversion,

but the devil was very easily exorcised by some pretty strong threat on the

part of the medical man,” p. 227. It is very obvious how this might serve

to explain such contagious affections, as the spasms, jerks and convulsions,

which have sometimes spread in morbid religious excitements, like fire on

the prairies. Most have witnessed the rapid propagation of hysteric flightiness.

But while the author narrates and solves many important and interesting
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phenomena of this kind, he brings the whole to bear upon that pseudo-spirit-

ualism which has raged as a fierce epidemic among millions of people in this

country and Europe. This we regard as the most important part of these

Lectures. He has observed these phenomena with his truly scientific spirit*

insight and discipline. His conclusions and testimony therefore are entitled

to careful consideration by those who have hitherto attributed these phenonv
ena to diabolism, magic, or the real spirits of the departed.

We should be glad to transcribe some of the experimenta cruris by which

Dr. Carpenter proved conclusively that many of these phenomena, even in-

cluding table-tipping, and jumping, and the spelling of oracular responses

from spirits, were really due to the unconscious automatic movements of the

parties previously predisposed to them. But space is wanting.

Apologetic Lectures on the Moral Truths of Christianity. Delivered in

Leipsic in 1872, by Chr. Ernst Luthardt. Translated by Sophia Taylor*

Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark. New York : Scribner & Co. Dr. Luthardt’s

several series of apologetic lectures have been received with great favor. The

first, on “The Fundamental Truths of Christianity,” was published in 1864,

and is in its seventh edition
;
seven translations of it have appeared ;

one ol

these being in modern Greek. The second series, on “ The Saving Truths

of Christianity,” issued in 1867, is in its third German edition. Both of these

have been translated into English. The present volume on “ The Moral

Truths” admirably completes the plan of the author. It consists of ten Lec-

tures : 1. The Nature of Christian Morality. 2. Man. 3. The Christian and

the Christian Virtues. 4. The Devotional Life of the Christian, and his Atti-

tude towards the Church. 5. Christian Marriage. 6. The Christian Home.

7. The State and Christianity. 8. The Life of the Christian in the State. 9.

Culture and Christianity. 10. Humanity and Christianity. Besides these

Lectures, illustrative notes are added, occupying more than a third of the

volume, supplementing the text, and giving pertinent extracts from other

authors. The treatment of the topics is popular, without the sacrifice of

thorough penetration. It is devout as well as philosophical.

The subject of this volume, in its practical aspects, is of special importance

It is directed equally against those who deny a proper moral sphere, and those

who would substitute morality for Christianity. There cannot be religion

without morality
;
the highest morality can be produced only by religion,

and by the Christian religion. The full meaning of the words, Right, Duty,

the Highest Good, can be grasped and realized only on the Christian basis;

Christian ethics is the true ethics. This, in substance, is his general position.

He enforces three main positions :
“ (1) There is a moral world in general

;

(2) There is an internal connection between morality and religion
; (3 ) The

progress made, in Christendom, by religion, denotes a similar progress made

by morality.”

Dr. Luthardt is a thorough Lutheran in his principles and sympathies.

His book is written under the influence of the German monarchical spirit,

and on the general basis of the union of church and state. But this is second-
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ary and incidental to its main object. Thus, for example, he says unquali-

fiedly, that “rebellion is always blameworthy, and revolution is sin
;

for it is

the assumption of a power which is not possessed.’' He acknowledges, how-

ever, that on this point the Lutheian view of merely passive endurance is not

held in such an extreme form by the moralists of the Reformed churches.

And when a new government is instituted, and the old one has ceased to be,

he counsels submission.

All of these “Apologetic Lectures” deserve a wide circulation. They are

adapted to correct evil tendencies in this country as well as in Germany.

There ought to be encouragement for an American edition.

History and Biography.

The Life ofthe Rev. Alfred Cookman; with some Account of his Father,

Rev. G. G. Cookman. By Henry B. Ridgway, D.D.; with an Introduction

by the Rev. R. S. FOSTER, LL.D., Bishop of the M. E. Church. New York:

Harper & Bro’s. This handsome volume contains the record of two remark-

able ministerial lives—a father and son, both distinguished for their eloquence,

and their great personal attractions. The father, long Chaplain oi the U. S.

Senate, was a great orator, and had wonderful success among a class most

difficult to be reached. Alfred Cookman was one of those men who seem

marked out for the pulpit from their very childhood—he had the true clerical

fibre. His character was lovely and harmonious, equally developed. In his

person he was goodly to look upon. He was also an earnest and devout

preacher
;
nor was he found wanting in trying times. Such biographies are

instructive and refreshing. Such men belong to the universal Church of

Christ.

General Literature.

Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases j so classified and arranged as

tofacilitate the expression of ideas and assist in literary Composition. By
Peter Mark Roget, late Secretary of the Royal Society

; Author of the

“ Bridgewater Treatise on Animal and Vegetable Physiology, etc.” Revised

and edited, with a list of Foreign Words defined in English, and other addi-

tions, by Barnas Sears, D.D., LL. D., late Secretary of the Massachusetts

Board of Education, and President of Brown University. New American,

from the last London Edition, with additions and improvements. Boston

:

Gould & Lincoln. New York: Sheldon & Co., 1873. It is enough to say

of this work that it amply fulfils the promise of the title page. Its prepara-

tion was prosecuted for half a century by its distinguished author. It has

received valuable contributions from the able editing of Dr Sears. It is ad-

mirably arranged, and is almost as helpful to the composuist as the best of

dictionaries, in some departments even more so. It belongs to that class

of literary tools, which the man of letters will profit by always having at

hand.

Farm Ballads. By Will Carleton. Illustrated. Harper & Bros.

Some of Mr. Carleton’s ballads, such as “ Betsey and I are Out,” “Gone with
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a Handsomer Man,” “Over the Hill to the Poor-House,” were so genuine,

simple and touching, that they secured for him at once a wide popularity.

Their scenes are in common life, and the speech is from common life—but all

is genuine and hearty. These, with other ballads, and some occasional farces,

are collected in this handsome, well illustrated volume, which will make its way

to many a fireside.

The Harpers also publish another volume of their beautiful, convenient and

cheap edition of the Works of Dickens, viz., The Posthumous Papers of the

Pickwick Club ,
in which Mr. Pickwick and his friend are portrayed in fifty-two

characteristic illustrations, by Thomas Nast, who, however, does not appear

to so much advantage here as in his satirical political sketches.

Miscellaneous.

Africa and Colotiization. An Address delivered before the American Col-

onization Society, January 21, 1873, byEDWARDP. Humphrey, D.D., LL. I).,

of Louisville, Ky. Published by Request. McGill & Withcron, Printers, Wash-

ington. Dr. Humphrey, in this clear and impressive discourse, shows with

all that beauty and force of style of which he is master, that the mission of

the Colonization Society, so far as it had direct or indirect reference to the

institution of slavery', or the disposal of the slave population of this country,

is ended by the extinction of slavery itself. But he no less earnestly maintains

that it has a mission of the greatest moment in the future, viz., the evangeli-

zation of Africa, and that no substitute can be found for its beneficent and

indispensable agency in this respect. The arguments in this behalf arc pre-

sented by Dr. Humphrey with great cogency and conclusiveness.

[Several book notices have been deferred to the next number for want of

space.]

ART. XIII.—THEOLOGICAL AND LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

GERMANY.

Among the more important papers in the Beweis ties Glaubens (the apologetic

monthly issued for nearly nine years at Gutersloh, under the editorship of Andreae

and Brachmann, Zdckler and Grau), are the following : Teichmann on the Evidence

for Christianity in the Social Developments of our Time : Grundemann on Mada-

gascar; Morality and Darwinism ; Greve on the Lord’s Ascension as History and

Doctrine; The standing still of the Sun (Josh, x); Vilmar on Moses; Materialism

in the Common Schools ; The Testimony of the Assyrian Monuments to the Re-

liableness of Old Testament History; Maischon Modern Political Economy viewed

in the Light of the Gospel
;
Graf on the Philosophical Proofs of Immortality as

related to the Doctrines of the Scriptures ;
Hemann on the Development ot Chris-

tian Ethics under the influence of the Heresies of the Early Church ; and Ilardt on

the Dogmatics of Heathenism. The brief “Miscellanies,” over the initials of Zock-

ler, which from time to time treat of current discussions and the freshest literature

bearing on the relations of natural science to the Scriptures and Christianity, are of

great interest and value.
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The latest numbers of the Deutsche Blatter contain articles on the Revision of

Luther’s Version of the Bible; on the Ideal Trait in our German National Charac-

ter ; on the German Empire as it is and was ; and on Old Catholicism and its Relation

to the other Confessions (by Frommann}; and on the question, What is Christian ?

(by Dr. Braune. i

Of the leading Quarterlies, No. II. of the Jahrbucherfilr Deutsche Theologie is the

only one that has come to hand since our July number. The articles are three :

one by Weizsiicker, of Tubingen, on the Apostles’ Council ; one by Gass, of Heidel-

berg, on the Moral Worth of Asceticism ;
and one by Sack, of Bonn, on the Birth

of our Lord (Luke i. 35). The usual elaborate; and valuable critical notices com-

plete the number.

The literature growing out of the Vatican Council and the Old Catholic move-

ment, grows in variety and completeness. From the Romish side we have Vol I.,

Part L, of Cecconi’s “ History of the General Council in the Vatican;” Bishop

Martin’s “The Labors of the Vatican Council,” and '‘Omnium Concilii Vaticani

documentorum Collectio ;” Hettinger’s “ Plenary Ecclesiastical Power of the Apos-

tolic See ;” and Kellner’s “ Constitution, Teaching Office, and Infallibility of the

Church, according to the Views of Genuine Old Catholics.” From the side of the

“Old Catholics,” we have such productions as Huber’s “ The Order of the Jesuits,

in its Constitution and Doctrine, Work and History;” Langen’s “ Vatican Dogma

in its Relation to the New Testament and to Exegetical Tradition ;” Michelis on

“ The Infallibility of the Teaching Office of the Pope ;” and numerous pamphlets

from Bishop Reinkens, Prof, von Schulte, and others. From Protestant sources,

Nippold’s “ Old Catholic Church of the Archbishopric of Utrecht,” and Friedberg’s

“J. B. Baltzer,” throw light on interesting historical phases and relations of this

movement, which has recently in several points made important gains.

Strauss’s Alte und )ieue Glaube passes through one, edition after another, and has

called forth further replies from Beyschlag, Frohschammer, Zirngiebel, Wislicenus,

and others.

No questions are now more widely interesting all classes of all Confessions in

Germany than those that bear on the relations of Church and State. Aside from

numerous articles in papers and reviews, we mark the appearance of volumes like

Zeller’s “State and Church ;” Rev. Dr. J. P. Thompson’s “ Church and State in

the United States of America ;” Krabbe’s “Testimony against the Present Direc-

tion of Politics in relation to the Church;” Zeising’s “Religion and Science, State

and Church ;” with others by Baumstark, Korner, Von Glinka, etc. Those who
come from Germany and other parts of the continent of Europe to the October

meeting of the Evangelical Alliance, will expect on this point, more perhaps than

on any other, to derive advantage from their visit to this country.

From among the theological publications of the last few months, we select, as

most worthy of record, Heyse & Von Tischendorf’s edition of the Vulgate version

of the Old Testament, based on the Codex Amiantinus; Vol. II., Part 1, of Ewald’s
“ Doctrine of the Bible concerning God, or Theology of the Old and New Testa-

ments ;” Sevin’s “ Synoptical Explanation of the first three Gospels ;” Anger’s

“Lectures on the History of the Messianic Idea ;” Leuschner’s “Gospel of St.

John and its Latest Assailants ;” A. Dorner’s “Augustine; His Theological Sys-

tem and His View of the Philosophy of Religion ;” Schroder’s Ezekiel and Erd-

mann’s Samuel in Lange’s Bibelwerk; Part I. of Von CF.ttingen’s “Christian Ethics,”

(being Vol. II., Part I., of his larger work on “ Moral Statistics and Christian
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Ethics); ^Eger’s ^ Catholic) “Moral Philosophy on Christian Principles;” Part 111.,

Section I., of Hausrath’s “History of the New Testament Times ;” “ The Series
of the Kings of Judah and Israel, according to Biblical Accounts and Cuneiform
Incriptions,” by H. Brandes

; Gebhardt’s ‘Doctrinal Ideas of the Apocalypse,
etc ;” and Lehmann’s “Luther’s Language in His Version of the New Testament.”

Of a more miscellaneous character are Miiller’s “General Ethnography ;” Vol.

II. of A. Bastian’s “Ethnological Researches;” Part I. of Baer’s “Prehistoric
Man ;” Windelband on “The Certainty of Knowledge ;” Luttke’s “Egypt’s New
Era;” Vol. II. ol Miklosich’s “Dialects and Wanderings of the Gypsies;” Part

IV. of Hartung’s “Religion and Mythology of the Greeks;” and Von Mohl’s “Po-
litical Law of the German Empire.”

FRANCE.

Recent numbers of the Revue des deux Mondes contain two excellent sketches, by

Chs. Louandre, of the North of France, (Picardy, etc.'1

, with an account of the

feudal relics and of the ravages of the recent war
; two by Chs. de Mazade on the

Siege of Paris, giving a rather unfavorable view of General Trochu’s command

;

M. Marc-Monnier on Manzoni’s life and Works
; Fernand Papillon on the Con-

stitution of Matter and Spiritual Dynamics—strongly put against the materialists

;

Alfred Rambeau, the Great Army of Moscow, from Muscovite sources
; a highlv

eulogistic biography of Geni Robert Lee, by Blanche Lee Childe ; Boissier, The
Doctrine of a Future Life in Virgil

; Edmond Planchet on Chinese Coolies. The
most interesting paper is a posthumous one from the pen of M. Amedee Thierrv, on

“Profane Literature in Gaul in the Fourth Century—the Great Schools, Ausonius

and Rutilius.” It was written on the eve of the author’s decease ; he even cor-

rected a passage of it in the delirium of the last hour of his life. It shows his

wonted penetration and his wonderful skill in the grouping of large masses of his-

torical facts. Thus he divides “the six centuries of Latin literature into four suc-

cessive periods corresponding to each one of the great nations that made up the

Western Empire. The literary sceptre passes in turn from Italy to Spain, from Spain

to Africa, from Africa to Gaul—the very order in which the western domain of the

eternal city was founded. It may be said that at the touch of the Roman sword,

the most sterile of soils was transformed into a fruitful land, wherein afterwards

letters and the arts could germinate and expand.” The first epoch was the Italian

proper, ending with the Republic ; the second was the Iberian, when great writers

from Spain founded a school, illustrious with the names of the two Senecas,

Quinctilian, Lucan, Martial, etc.; in the the third period “Numidian impetuosity

succeeded to the Iberian grandiloquence ” (Cornelius, Fronto, Apuleius, and

others); the last epoch, the subject of the present paper, is that of the ascendancy

of Gaul, renewing the glories of the Latin tongue. Another essay, promised by the

editors of the Revue, is devoted to the Christian schools of the fifth century.

The Dictionnaire General de la Politique- of M. Block is rapidly passing through

a new edition, thoroughly revised and largely rewritten. While its topics belong

mainly to Politics and Political and Social Economy, moral and religious subjects

are by no means excluded, so far as they assume forms which the state must recog-

nize and with which it must deal. They are treated of course from the historical

and political rather than from the theological side, and are, so far as we have ob-

served, ably treated. Barthelemy St. Hilaire, M. Nicolas, Coquerel, M. Batbie,
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Laboulaye, Baudrillart, Jules Simon, Franck, are among the best known of the

contributors to the work, about half of which has been received.

French literature is regaining in a good degree its old richness and variety.

From among the “Meditations” and “Conferences” which are so marked a fea-

ture in French religious literature, we especially note “Christian Meditations” of the

Abbe Bautain (posthumous), and the Advent Conferences of Lescoeur on “The

Revolutionary Spirit,” and of Matignon on “Jesus Christ and France;” from Bibli-

cal literature Schoebel’s “Demonstation of the Authenticity of Genesis,” and Guil-

lemon’s “Key to the Epistles of St. Paul from Theology and Religious Philoso-

phy, Coquerel’s “What was the Religion of Jesus ?” Rabbinowicz’s “National

Religion of the Ancient Hebrews,” Vezes on “Religion and Religions,” Pruvot’s

“Resurrection of Jesus Christ, its Reality and Importance,” Viollier’s “Resurrec-

tion of Jesus according to the New Testament,” Guyot and Lacroix on “The

Social Doctrines of Christianity,” and Renan’s “Anti-Christ from the border-

land between Science and Theology, Abbe Fabre d’Envieu’s “Origin of the Earth

and of Man according to the Bible and Science,” Valroger’s “Genesis of Species,”

and Riolacci’s “Antiquity of Man proved from an examination of caves and lacus-

trine cities from the department of Ecclesiologv and Ecclesiastical History,

De Gasparin's “Innocent III., etc,” and his “Luther and the Reformation of thexvi.

Century,” Picot's “Sovereignty in the Church," Michaud's “The Anti-Christian

Papacy,” and Dumesnils “History of Julius II.

Several contributions, of a descriptive and historical kind, to philosophical litera-

ture, have attracted our attention, such as Richard's “Study of the Speculative

Mysticism of S. Bonaventura, Semeries “Positivists and Catholics," Chaignet’s

“Pythagoras and Pythagorean Philosophy," Ribot s “Spiritualism and Material-

ism, and Fellens’ “Pantheism. F'rom other departments we add, A. Nicolas'

“Revolution and Christian Order,” Ribbe's “Families and Society in France before

the Revolution," Combes' “History of Germanic Invasions," Bourloton and Robert's

“The Commune and its Ideas along the course of History," Naz on “Pauperism

and its Remedy,” Belot's “History of the Roman Equites,” Castan's “History of

the Papacy, Vol. i," Mortimer D'Ocagne s “Great Schools of France,” Montalem-

bert's “Letters to a College Friend,” two volumes of Lamartine's Correspondence,

Duvergier de Hauranne's “Conservative Republic," and Mezicres’ “Goethe
;
His

Life explained by His Works.” We select these from among the publications o*

the last few months partly on account of their intrinsic interest, and partly as an

indication of the recuperation of France.

ENGLAND.
The Bampton Lectures for 1872 and 1873 have been issued from the press al-

most simultaneously. The course for 1872 was delivered by Rev. J. R. T Eaton,

on the Permanence of Christianity, and that for 1873 by Rev. I. Gregory Smith, on

the Characteristics of Christian Morality. The latter volume is issued without the

copious notes which usually delay and enrich the published lectures. The volumes

are timely in their themes and worthily continue the grand series to which they

belong.

Eight volumes have already appeared of Clark’s admirable edition of Augustine.

The series of i6mo volumes issued by the Christian Evidence Committee of the

Society for promoting Christian Knowledge has been adding useful volumes, natu-

rally of unequal interest and worth, to our Apologetic Literature. It now includes
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Litton on Miracles, Warington’s “Can we believe in Miracles?” Bilks’ “Scripture

Doctrine of Creation,” Ackland’s “ Story of Creation.” Hesscy’s “ Moral Difficul-

ties of the Bible,” (2 vols, containing the Boyle Lectures for 1871 and 1872,) Raw-
linson’s “ Historical Illustrations of the Old Testament,” Row’s “ Moral. Teaching

of the New Testament ” and Gresley’s “ Thoughts on the Bible.” The scries de-

serves to be made the subject of a more extended notice.

Of the recent theological works whose authorship and subject will at once invite

attention the most noticeable are Earl Russell’s “ Essays on the History of the

Christian Religion in the West of Europe,” Norman Macleod’s “ Temptation of our

Lord,” William Howitt’s translation of “ The Religion of Rome (described by a

Roman),” Reuss’ “ History of Christian Theology in the Apostolic Age,” transla-

ted by A. Harwood, with Preface and Notes by R. W. Dale, of Birmingham (vol 1);

J. L. Davies’ “Theology and Morality,” Fowle’s “Reconciliation of Religion and

Science,” the translation of Luthardt’s “ Lectures on the Moral Truths of Christian-

ity,” Milligan and Roberts on “The Words of the New Testament as altered by

Transmission, etc.,” and Clissold’s “Creeds of Athanasius, Sabellius and Sweden-

borg examined and compared,” King’s “ Early Christian Numismatics,” Tristram’s

“ Land of Moab,” Quarry’s “Genesis and its Authorship,” Ellis on “ Numerals as a

sign of Primitive Unity ” and Erewen’s “ Philosophy of Revelation,” deserve a place

on our record.

Of the recent biographies, the “Life of Humboldt,” (prepared by several authors

and editors), “The Personal Life of George Grote,” by Mrs. Grote, Drummond’s

“Erasmus,” and Lewes’ “Goethe,” would probably divide the first attention of our

readers. Among the essays, Morley’s “Rousseau,” Lord Houghton’s “Monographs,’’

and Huxley’s “Critiques and Addresses,” are the most inviting.

The new edition of Burton’s “Scotland,” which is rapidly approaching comple-

tion, in a form attractive, and at a price equally attractive, Vamberg’s “Bokhara,”

Nicholson’s “Palaeontology,” Prof. Wyville Thompson’s “ Depths of the Sea,”

Glaisher’s edition of “ Flammarion on the Atmosphere,” and B. T. Lowne’s

Actonian Prize Essay on “The Philosophy of Evolution,” are our selections from

the more miscellaneous literature of the quarter.

Mr A. Taylor Innes, the well-known author of “The Law of Creeds in Scotland,”

has an able article in the Contemporary Review with the title “ Ten Years of Con-

temporary Church History in Scotland,” as illustrating a great “European Problem,”

reviewing the course of the Established Kirk and of the Free Church, etc., in re-

spect to reunion. It is a concise and valuable summary, through which he arrives

at the following results :
“ That the Kirk is essentially one, and divided by the

venerable but foreign element of Establishment ; that Voluntaryism is consistent

with, and may even demand, a public and patriotic religion ;
that Establishment,

being now fixed to be inconsistent with Church freedom, may at some time come to

be fatal to Church faith, and therefore to Church life ;
and that, above all,

churches must find out for themselves what is their main and tap-root, and resolve to

grow from that—these lessons,' ringing out from Scotland, come back with innume-

rable European echoes.”
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